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AGENDA FOR THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
April 1, 1970 
(Subject to Revision by the Board) 
I. ROLL CALL 
II. MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF DECEMBER 3, 1969 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS OF TH:E: AGRICULTURAL REGULATORY COMMITTEE 
1. Amendment to Rules and Regulations of the Fertilizer Board of Control 
Statement: Section IV of the Rules and Regulations of the Fertilizer Board 
of Control relating to Specialty Grades defines the term, "grade, " to mean 
the percentage of total plant nutrients when sold in packages of 50 pounds 
or less. The Department of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis is of the 
opinion that as a convenience to some members of the Industry the provision 
should be amended to make su,ch definition apply to Specialty Fertilizers m 
packages of 75 pounds or less. 
Recommendation: That Section IV (Specialty Grades) of the Rules and R egu­
lations of the Fertilizer Board of Control be amended by substituting the 
words, "75 pounds," for the words, 1150 pounds." 
2 . Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis 
Statement: The Department of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis identifies 
irregularities and recommendE; fines as follows: 
Name of Company No. Bags & Grade Irregularity Action By Fine Rec 
1. American Cyanamid 
Company, Starr, S. C. 10 tons 4-12-12 Late Invoices Ammons 25.00 
2. Ramar Labs, Inc. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 1 drum 2-20-10 No Guaranteed Ammons 25. 00 
Analysis 
Recommendation: That the finc~s be approved. 
3. Sweetpotato Weevil Quarantine 
Statement: The professional staff of the Plant Pe s t Regulatory Service has 
proposed revision of the Sweetpotato Weevil Quar antin e, T r eatment Manual, 
and Supplemental Regulations, dated Februa ry l , 1970, and superseding all 
prior quarantines, treatment 1nanuals and supplemental r egulations. 
Recommendation: That the re·vision of the Sweet potato Weevil Quarantine, 
dated February 1, 1970, with Treatment Manual and Supplemental Regula­
tions attached, and superseding all prio r quarantines, t reatment manuals 
and supplemental regulations be approved. 
4. White-Fringed Beetle Quarantine 
Statement: The professional staff of the Plant Pest Regulatory Service has 
proposed Supplemental Regulations dated February 1, 1970 to the White­
Fringed Beetle Quarantine, superseding all prior supplemental regulations. 
Recommendation: That the Supplemental Regulations dated February 1, 1970 
to the White- Fringed Beetle Quarantine be approved , superseding all prior 
supplemental regulations. 
J 5 . Witchweed Quarantine 
Statement: The professional staff of the Plant Pest Regulatory Service has 
proposed Supplemental Regulations dated January 15, 1970 to the Witchwced 
Quarantine, superseding all prior supplemental regulations. 
R ecomrnendation: That the Supplemental Regulati on s dated January 15, 1970 
to the Witchweed Quarantine be appr oved, super seding all prior supplemental 
regulations. 
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE: EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND STUDENT 
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
1. Request to Employ Mr. Kenneth R . Telfer 
Statement: The College of Industrial Management and Textile Science desires 
to employ Mr . Kenneth R. Telfer as a part- time lec.turer in Marketing 
Analysis during the spring semester of the academic year 1969- 1970. On 
December 8, 1969 the request was submitted to the Educational Policy and 
Student Affairs Committee. Thereafter the Committee approved his employ­
ment. Mr. Telfer is sixty-five years of age and has extensive business and 
academic experience in the field of Marketing Analysis. 
Recommendation: That the interim action of the Educational Policy and 
Student Affairs Committee in aJPproving the employment of Mr. Kenneth R. 
Telfer as part- time lecturer in the spring semester of the academic year 
1969-1970 be approved and confirmed. 
2. Academic Reorganization in the Areas of Teaching, Research, and Extension 
Statement: Throughout its history, Clemson University has concerned its elf 
with the true functions of a uni v•ersity; namely, teaching, research, and ex­
tension.· As the magnitude of the activities in all of these areas has increased 
throughout the University, there has been a clear indication that some change 
in administrative structure is nieeded in order to insure sound and efficient 
university-wide planning and coordination in the teaching, research, and ex­
t ension areas. 
To accomplish this, it would be advisable to continue all of these func ­
tions as a part of the academic area. Also, these three areas should be 
recognized administratively as being of equal importance to Clemson University. 
Positions for a dean in charge of each of the three areas identified should be 
created. These three deans will report directly to the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Dean of tine University. Each academic dean administer­
ing a school or college within the University will be responsible for his total 
program of teaching, research and extension, and will report administra-
tively to the deans of the areas concerned. The Dean of Undergraduate 
Studies will be responsible for the University Library, and the Dean of 
Graduate Studies and Research will be responsible for the University Com-
puter Center. The position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies will replace 
the present position of Assistant Dean of the University; the Dean of Gradu-
ate Studies and Res ear ch will replace the position of Dean of the Graduate 
School and Director of University Research; and the Dean of University 
Extension will be a newly created position. In addition, the title of the 
present Assistant Director of Uiniversity Research should be changed to that 
of Assistant Dean of University Research. 
R ecom.mendation: That, effective July 1, 1970, the following positions be 
created: 
(1) Dean of UndergraduaLte Studies, (replacing Assi stant Dean 
of the University;! 
(2) Dean of Graduate Stuidies and Res ear ch, {replacing Dean of 
the Graduate School and Director of University Res ear ch) 
(3) Dean of University Extension 
(4) Assistant Dean of University Research, (replacing Assistant 
Director of University Research); 
That Dr. Claud B. Green be appointed Dean of Undergraduate Studies; Dr. 
A. E. Schwartz be appointed Dean of Graduate Studies and Research; and 
Dr. S. M. Willis be appointed Dean of University Extension. 
3. Reorganization in the College of Engineering 
Statement: During recent years there has been a significant increase in the 
volume of contract research , giraduate programs , and extension programs 
conducted by the College of Engineering. As a result, there exists a need 
to restructure a portion of the a.dministration of Engineering in order to 
continue to operate efficiently with maximum progress in all areas. 
Recommendation: That effective July 1, 1970 two new administrative posi­
tions be established: One, an Associate Dean for Engineering Res ear ch and 
Interdisciplinary Programs; the other, an Associate Dean for Professional 
Studies. 
4. R edesignation of the Department of Electrical Engineering 
Statement: In the designation of administrative units within the University, 
it is advisable that the names of these units indicate as clearly as possible 
the £unctions of the respective units. Recent developments in the Depart­
ment of Electrical Engineering of the College of Engineering indicate that 
much of the teaching and research in this area is concerned with computer 
engineering. In the future an even greater portion of this department's pro­
gram will be concerned with ce>mputer engineering; hence , the desirability 
of renaming the Department of Electrical Engineering to reflect more accu­
rately its true function. 
Recommendation: That effective July 1, 1970, the name of the Department of 
Electrical Engineering be changed to that of the Depart,nent of Electrical 
and Computer Engineering. 
V. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
1. Duke Power Company Right-of-Way and Substation, Oconee County 
Statement: At the present tim,e the Duke Power Company has a power line 
right-of-way across University lands adjacent to the land of Jacobs Manu­
facturing Company, designed t:o provide power to their plant. Increased 
demands for power, particulady from the Excelsior Manufacturing Com­
pany, make it necessary for Duke Power Company to increase its voltage, 
which can only be accomplished by a new substation and a relocation of 
their power line. Accordingly, they have offered to purchase one-half acre 
of land located in the south center of University lands, lying north of the 
Southern Railroad right-of-way in an area set aside by Clemson University 
for industrial development. They would also propose to relinquish their 
present power line right-of-way in exchange for a right- of-way of substan­
tially the same length, running to the proposed substation site, and would 
require a road easement approximately one hundred, forty (140) feet in 
length from the proposed substation to an improved road. The considera­
tion offered by Duke Power Company is five hundred ($500. 00) dollars. 
The Executive Committee approved the granting of the exchange of power 
line rights - of-way, the sale of land, and the granting of a road easement, 
and the President of the Board of Trustees executed the necessary instru­
ments in favor of the Duke Power Company. 
Recommendation: That the interim action of the Executive Committee ap­
proving the exchange of power line rights-of-way, sale of one-half (1 /2) 
acre of land, and granting of a road easement--all in Oconee County--in 
favor of the Duke Power Company, and the execution of instruments by the 
President of the Board of Trustees to car ry out these transactions be 
approved and confirmed. 
2. Annexation of University L :ands by the City of Clemson 
Statement: The University ow:ns land extending from the signal light at the 
intersection of College Avenue and State Highway 93, west to Williamson 
Road, which is composed almost entirely of the State Highway right-of-way 
and a small segment of land in front of the Methodist and Episcopal Churches, 
which consists of an old road. The lands involved are difficult to police and 
maintain by the University, and it is believed that more effective traffic 
control and parking regulatiom1 could be effected if this portion of land is 
annexed to the City of Clemson, and brought under its police jurisdiction. 
Provision is made in the State Statutes for the annexation by a municipality 
of lands on petition of all the owners of the land in question. Informal 
discussions with the Mayor o.f the City of Clemson have indicated a favor­
able response to such a petition concerning these lands as submitted. 
Recommendation: That the Administr ation be directed to file a petition with 
the City Council of the City o:f Clemson requesting that the lands described 
lying west of the intersection of College Avenue and Highway 93, north of 
the south line of State Highway 93, east of Williamson Road and south of the 
city limits be annexed to the City of Clemson. 
5. Edgar A. Brown Educational Fund 
Statement: In 1963 the Edgar A . Brown Educational Fu~d was established 
to provide financial aid to de ,serving, needy students attending Cle1nson 
University, and for such other purposes as would contribute to the aca­
demic excellence of the Univ1ersity. As a re.sult of contributions from 
diverse sources, the Fund now has approximately forty thousand ($40, 000) 
dollars. 
On December 29, 1969 Edgar A. Brown, by Trust Agreement, 
created the Edgar A. Brown Foundation. This Trust vests in named 
trustees the management of the corpus of the Trust acquired through gifts 
and provides for the utilization of the income from the corpus for chari­
table, scientific, literary or educational purposes at Clemson University, 
with first priorHy being given to the granting of financial aid to students of 
ClPrnc;nn TJnjvcr'3ity . The, p1.1T:pose of the Tri.1st is identic~l with the purpose 
of the Edgar A. Brown Educational Fund . 
In order to eliminate duplication of management and to insure ade­
quate assets to produce the b ,est possible income for the educational ad­
vancement of Clemson University, it is believed that the funds in the Edgar 
A. Brown Educational Fund should be transferred to and made a part of the 
funds of the Edgar A. Brown Foundation. Due to the diversity of investment 
of the Edgar A. Brown Educational Fund, the transfer of such funds should 
be accomplished at the earliest practicable date, but at such tilnes as to not 
result in a loss of any earnings. 
Recommendation : That the Administration be authorized and directed to 
transfer all funds now existing in the Edgar A. Brown Educational Fund at 
such time or times as will result in no loss of income frorn present invest­
ments to the Trustees of the ]E:dgar A . Brown Foundation. 
4. Rental Rates for Faculty, Staff and Married Student Housing 
Statement: Present income frorn rental of housing by faculty, staff and 
students is insufficient to cover debt, service, maintenance and operation 
cost. South Carolina law requires the income from such properties to be 
sufficient to fully cover the cost of providing such facilities and services . 
In order to meet the requirements of law, an increase in rental is necessary. 
Recommendation: That effectiv4~ July 1, 1970 rents be increased on faculty, 
staff and married student housing to the proposed rate par month as follows: 
Ne,. Units Present Rate Proposed Rate 
Prefabs------------------ 139 $ 30.00 $ 36.00 
East Campus------------­ 100 60.00 69.00 















5. Rental Rates for Residence Halls 
Statement: Preseµt income fron:1 rental of housing by faculty, staff and 
students is insufficient to cover debt, service, maintenance and operation 
cost. South Carolina law requires the income from such properties to be 
sufficient to fully cover the cost of providing such facilities and services. 
In order to meet the requirements of law, an increase in rental is necessary. 
Recommendation: That effective with the beginning of the fall semester, 
1970- 71, rents be increased in residence halls to the proposed rate per 
semester as follows: 
Present Rate Proposed Rate 
A. Air Conditioned with Telephcine 
(1) West Campus 
Johnstone Hall: 
New Section A-F ··-------------­ $ $ 195.00 
Old Section F ---··-------------­ 165.00 
Donaldson Hall------------------- 150.00 210.00 
Bowen Hall __________________ :_ __ _ 150.00 210.00 
Present Rate Proposed Rate 
A. Air Conditioned with Telephone 
(1) West Campus (continued) 
w~nnamaker Hall--------- ----- ---- .$ 150.00 $ 210.00 
Bradley Hall --- - ---------- - - --- --­ 150.00 210.00 
Norris Hall-- --------- -------- ---- 150.00 210.00 
(2) East Campus 
Mauldin Hall - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 160.00 210.00 
Barnett Hall------------ ---------­ 160.00 210.00 
Manning Hall - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 160.00 210.00 
Lever Hall------·-- ---------- ----- 160.00 210.00 
High Rise #3 --------------------- 210.00 
B. Air Conditioned without Phones 
West Campus 
Johnstone Hall: 
Section D, E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 125.00 150.00 
Benet Hall----------- ---- -------- - 150.00 180.00 
Young Hall - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 150.00 180.00 
Cope Hall - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 150. 00 180.00 
Geer Hall -- -- - --·---- --------·-- ---- 150 . 00 180.00 
Sanders Hall------- --- ------------ 150.00 180.00 
C. Without Air Conditioning or Phones 
West Campus 
Johnstone Hall: 
Old ~ections A, B, and C -------- 125.00 135 . 00 
Room rental rates for a period of less than one semester shall be determined 
by the Administration. 
6 . Student Medical Fee 
Statement: At the present titne the medical fee charged students is twenty 
dollars ($20. 00) per semester. The State law requires that the fee charged 
shall be sufficient to cover the cost of providing medical services. Increase 
in the cost of labor, supplies and equipment results in the current fee being 
insufficient to meet these costs. 
Recommendation: That effective with the beginning of the first semester 
of the academic year 1970-7 ll , the medical fee charged each student be 
twenty-five dollars ($25. 00) jper semester , and that the Summer Session 
medical fee be charged on a weekly basis, proportionate to the semester 
charge. 
7. University Fees 
Statement: The University ri:!quested $14,544,503 for operating expenses for 
the fiscal year 1970-71. The: House of Representatives has approved 
$12, 576, 549. This reductioni was a result of economic necessity. On 
January 28, 1970 heads of ea.ch of the State-supported institutions of higher 
education were requested to appear before the Ways and Means Committee 
of the House of R epres entatiYes at which time it was indicated the Commit­
tee intended to incorpo!'ate in. the Appropriations Bill an increase in fee s for 
out-of-state students in the a :mount of $200. 00 per year. Clemson University 
urged the Committee not to include such requirement in the Bill, but to p e r­
mit the governing bodies of the institutions to determine equitable incr eas e s 
of fees for out- of- state stude:nts and possibly South Carolina resident students 
to satisfy the requirement of the estimated operational budget beyond that 
provided by state appropriati,ons and other estimated income. As a result of 
the conference, the University received a letter from the Chairman of the 
Committee as follows: 
January 2 9, 1970 
Dr. R. C. Edward's, President 
Clemson University 
Clemson, South Carolina 29631 
Dear Dr. Edwards: 
Following your appearance before the Ways and Means Committee on 
January 28, 1970 at which we discussed the propriety of increasing the 
fees for out-of- state students, the Committee requested that I write you 
expressing their opinion that these fees should be increased by One 
Hundred ($100. 00) Dollars per student per year. 
This is an expression of the Committee and is not being proposed as a 
directive to be included in the Appropriations Bill. 
It is understood that the impc1sition of this additional charge would be 
done in such a way that the piroceeds would be available for operating 
expenses and not considered as tuition fees which are currently allo­
cated to debt service. 
Sincerely, 
s / R. J. Aycock 
R. J. Aycock 
Chairman 
RFA :nc 
Until final action is taken on the Appropriations Bill, no firm 
conclusions may be reached as to what action will be necessary as it 
relates to students, both resident and out-of-state. Consideration may 
have to be given to increasing University fees for South Carolina resident 
students after the General Assembly has acted on the Appropriations Bill. 
Continuing study will be made of resources to meet our operational re­
quirements. As an ifiterirn action the increase in fees reco1n111endecl by 
the Ways and Means Committee for out- of- state students appears necessary. 
Recommendation: That (1) effective with the beginning of the first semester 
of the academic year 1970- 71, the University fee for out-of-state students 
be increased by fifty ($50. 00) dollars per semester--one hundred ($100. 00) 
dollars per academic year; (;~) the Administration be directed to continue to 
study revenue required for meeting operational ex pens es for the fiscal year 
I 970-71, after the Appropriations Bill is inacted into law; (3) if it appears 
necessary to increase fees for students, resident or out-of- state, the 
Executive Committee is authc,rized to approve recommendations of the Ad­
ministration such action to be reported to the next meeting of the Board of 
Trustees for confirmation and recording. 
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE HONORARY DEGREE COMMITTEE 
Statement: The report of the Honorary Degree Committee, 1970 is attached. 
R ecornmendation: That the following men be awarded appropriate honorary 
doctoral degrees at Commencement on May 8, 1970: 
William Jennings Bryan Dorn 
States Rights Gist Finley 
Paul Hardin IU 
Edward F . Knipling 
VI I. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION 
1. Amendment to the Student and Faculty Housing Revenue Bond Resolution 
of 1 966 
Statement: On September 21, 1966 the Board adopted a resolution providing 
for the issuance of bonds for the construction of student and faculty housing. 
Pursuant to that resolution 5 series of bonds were issued, 4 of which are 
owned by the State Budget ancil Control Board of the State of South Carolina. 
The fifth is owned by the United States of America through the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development. It is desired to issue and sell additional 
housing and revenue bonds to be identified as Series F and to be offered for 
public sale. Accordingly the Resolution of 1966 must be amended and such 
amendment requires the concurrence of holders of prior bond issues. 
Recommendation: That the piroposed resolution providing for consent of 
holders of bonds issued under the provisions of the Resolution of 1966 be 
obtained, and the amendmenti; to the Resolution of 1966 be adopted, 
2. Issuance and Sale of Clem.son University Student and Faculty Housing 
Revenue Bonds, Series F 
Statement: In order to pay for the construction of High Rise Residence Hall 
No. 3 on the East Campus and for other purposes, a bond issue must be 
authorized by resolution in the amount of three million, eight hundred thou­
sand ($3,800, 000. 00) dollars, and the bonds resulting therefrom sold. A 
copy of the proposed Resolution is attached. 
Recommendation: That the proposed Resolution be approved and adopted. 
3. Certificate of Chief Financial Officer 
Statement: The Student and F 1a.culty Housing Revenue Bond Resolution 
of 1966, as amended, require1s a Resolution of the Board of Trustees 
approving the Certificate of the Chief Financial Officer. The proposed 
Resolution, and Certificate of the Chief Financial Officer as it relates 
to issuance of Series F Bonds, are attached. 
Recommendation: That the Resolution approving the Certificate of the 
Chief Financial Officer be approved and adopted. 
4. Establishment of the Colle,ge of Forestry and Recreation Resources 
Statement: The creation of a Department of Forestry was authorized by the 
Clemson Trustees in 1956, in what was then the School of Agriculture. In­
struction began on a four-year program in 195 7, and since that time the 
department has expanded in te,rms of faculty, students, and research. With 
forestry being the third largent industry in South Carolina, one can expect 
to see continued growth and expansion of Forestry on the Clemson campus. 
In 1966 the Departmen1t of Recreation and Park Administration was 
created in what was then the S:chool of Education. Undergraduate partici­
pation in this program has been of such magnitude that there are currently 
over 300 students enrolled. This Department has become essential in aid­
ing the developing areas of recreation, parks and tourism in South Carolina. 
It is believed that both Forestry and Recreation and Park Administra­
tion would be in a better position to develop their teaching, research and 
extension programs if they we:re in a separate academic unit with its own 
dean. Furthermore, as one reads the future projections of both Forestry 
and Recreation and Park Administration it becomes clear that these two 
units, if merged into a single academic unit, would complement one another 
in ways to strengthen each other's programs. 
Recommendation: That, effec:tive July 1, 1970, the Department of Forestry 
be separated from the College: of Agriculture and Biological Sciences and 
that the Department of R ecrea.tion and Park Administration be separated 
from the College of Education, and that these two departments, Forestry and 
Recreation and Park Administration, be merged into a new administrative 
unit to be known as the College of Forestry and Recreation Resources. 
5. Establishment of a Biochernistry Section in the Division of Biology 
of the College of Agricultuire and Biological Sciences 
Statement: Over the years there has been an increasing interest shown on 
the part of faculty and students1 in the area of Biochemistry. In 1964 the 
Trustees established a Departtnent of Food Science and Biochemistry in 
the School of Agriculture. Thils Departtnent served the biochemistry needs 
as related to food science, but as the interest in biochemistry developed in 
various sectors of the University, other measures became necessary. The 
Administration established an :interdisciplinary biochemistry committee 
composed of faculty members of the Colleges of Engineering, Arts and Sci­
ences, and Agriculture and Biological Sciences. Although progress has been 
made by this committee, it hau become clear that a need exists to establish 
an administrative unit in the University which will become the primary focal 
point for teaching and carrying; out research in biochemistry. 
Recommendation: That, effective July 1, 1970, the name, Department of 
Food Science and Biochemistry, be changed to Department of Food Science, 
and that a Biochemistry Sectioin be formed in the Division of Biology of the 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences . 
VIII. ADDITIONAL ITEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS AS DEVELOPED PRIOR 
TO THE BOARD MEETING 
IX . REPORTS OF THE STANDING COMMITTEES 




PROVIDING FOR TEMPORARY BORROWING IN AJ.\1TI CIPATION OF THE ISSUAl'JCE 
OF $3,800,000 CLEi·lSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT AND FACULTY HOUSING 
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES F. 
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF CLEMS O'J 




As an incident to the adoption of this Resolution and 
the issuance of the Bond Anticipation Notes herein authori z ed, 
it is hereby found and determined: 
1. Heretofore, at a meeting duly called and regularly 
held, the Board of Trustees (the Board) o f Clemson University 
(Clemson) adopted a Resolution making provision for the issuance 
and sale of Student and Faculty Housing Revenue Bonds o f Clemson 
University (the Bond Resolution). The Bond Resolution, as now 
amended , is in full force and effect. 
2. · Pursuant to such Bond Resolution, five (5) issues 
of Student and Faculty Housing Revenue Bonds of Clemson have 
been issued and are now outstanding. 
· 3. Heretofore, under date of April 1, 1970, the Board 
adopted a Resolution (the Resolution of 1970) making provi s ion 
for the issuance of $3,800,000 Student and Faculty Housing 
Revenue Bonds , Sories F, of Clemson University (the Bonds of l 
Series F). Suc11 bo!1ds ,,.,ere to b e is suerl ns Ad::::.i t.io:1al ~ cmr~s i 
I 
under the Bond Resolution and were to be is suc:d in full co1:ipli·11 C·~ 
with the terms and provisions thereof, includj ng the earni D<J S I 
I test applic z-!b l c to t11c issuance of l\dditicJn~l l3onds un:1c r t;;._. · I 
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Bond Resolution, all of which more fully appear in the 
Resolution of 1970 above referred to. 
4. It had been intended by the Board that the Bends 
of Series F should be publicly offered for sale and that bids 
should be received during the present month of June, 1970, but 
conditions in the municipal bond market have been so bad that 
careful surveys indicated that the· bonds could not be sold within 
the statutory 7% interest rate limitation set forth in Act 
bearing Ratification Number R937, enacted at the 1970 Sess i on 
of the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina. 
5. Market conditions have been carefully studied and 
it now appears that it is desirable to postpone the sale of the 
Bonds of Series F until November or December of 1970. Nonethe­
less, Clemson must ·raise a large portion 0£ the sum which would 
have been raised through a sale of the Bonds of Series F, in 
order to meet expenses of the undertakings which were to have 
been paid for with the proceeds of the bonds. It is now 
determined that $3,200,000 is required for this purpose. 
6. In order to raise this sum it is necessary: 
(1) That Bond Anticipation Notes, in the principal 
amount of $3,200,000 be sold; 
(2) That prior to a sale of such notes Cle~son shall 
obtain the consent and approval to the sale of the State Budget 
and Control Board of South Caro lina (the State Board); 
(3) In order to assure the purchaser of the Eon::1 
Ai-iticipation Notes that th e same will be paid upon maturity, 
it is likewise necessary to obtain the State Board 's approvQl, 
w 
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pursuant to the aforesaid Act bearing Ratification Number R937, 
to a sale of the Bonds of Series Fat a rate of interest not 
exceeding 8% per annum; and finally 
(4) -That a commitment be obtained from the State 
Board, in its capacity as Trustee of the Funds of the South 
Carolina Retirement System, to purchase the Bonds of Series F 
at the rate ?f 8% per annum if, after a call for bids, no bids 
are received for bonds bearing interest at 8% or less. 
7. It is a condition to the issuance of the Bonds of 
Series F imposed by the Bond Resolution that the earnings test 
prescribed therein be met. The earnings test is set forth in 
Article V of the Bond Resolution and relates to the Entire 
Revenues of the Facilities and the Annual Net Revenues of the 
Facilities. If the Bonds of Series F be issued in the fiscal 
year beginning July 1, 1970, then the Entire Revenues and the 
Annual Net Revenues must relate·to the Entire Revenues and Annual 
Net Revenues for the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1970. 
8. When it was contemplated that the Bonds of Series 
F be sold in June of 1970, the Entire Revenues and the Annual 
Net Revenues- for the Fiscal Year ended June 30, 1969 were duly 
determined and it was ascertained that the Bonds of Series F 
could be sold under the earnings test at a rate as high 
as 8% per annum, in full compliance with the provisions of the 
Bond Resolution. 
Inasmuch as the present fisc a l y e ar docs not end until 
June 30, 1970, no audit of the Entire Revenues or the Annual t~ct 
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Revenues can be made for this fiscal period, but due and careful 
examination has been made of the receipts and expenses to date, 
and it is now ascertained ·and found that the Entire Revenues 
and the Annual Net Revenues· for the fiscal period to end June 30, 
1970 will be not less than those for the fiscal year ended June 
30, 1969, so that if the Bonds of Series F be sold at any time 
during the fiscal year to end June 30, 1971 , they can be issued 
as Additional Bonds pursuant to the Bond Resolution, unless the 
interest rate required to be paid as a condition to their sale 
shall exceed 8% per annum. 
8. On the basis of the foregoing this Resolution is 
adopted for the purposes of: 
(1) Making provision for the issuance of Bond Antici-
.. 
pation Notes of Clemson University, in the principal amount of 
$3,200,000; 
(2) Seeking the approval of the State Board -to the 
issuance and sale of the said Bond Anticipation Notes in 
accordance with the terms and.provisions of this Resolution; 
(3) Seeking permission of the State Board to sell the 
Bonds of Series Fat an interest rate of not exceeding 8%; and 
(4) Seeking a commitment from the State Board, in its 
capac ity as Trustee of the Funds of the South Carolina Reti_rement 
System , to purchase the Bonds of Series Fat an interest rate of 
8% if, after due advertisement, no offe r is received to purchase 
the same at a rate of 8% or less. 
ARTICLE II 
ISSUANCE OF BOND ANTICIPATION NOTES 
Section 2.01 
Pursuilnt to Act No . 116 of the Acts of th e GcnGr~l 
-5-
Assembly of the State of South Carolina for the year 1965, as 
amended, and f or the purpose of raising moneys for the purpos es 
for which the proceeds of the Bonds of Series Fare intended to 
be u s ed, Clemson shall borrow the sum of $3,200 ,000, which 
borrowing shall be evidenced by Bond Anticipation Notes o f 
Clemson University in the principal amount of $3,200,000 (the 
Notes) . 
Section 2.02 
The Notes shall be dated as of the occasion of their 
' delivery and shall be expressed to mature,· without privilege of 
prior redemption, on December 15, 1970. 
Section 2.03 
The Notes sha ll be in substantially the form here to 
attached as Exhibit A and shall be execute d on behalf of Clemson 
by the President of its Board cf Tr uste es, either b y manual or 
facsimile signature, under its Cor porate S e al, atte sted by the 
manu a l signature of the S e cretar y · of its Board of Trustee s, or by 
the manual sig nature of the then Acting ·s e cretary of its Board 
of Trustees. 
S e ction 2.04 
The Note s sha ll be in denomination of $10,000 or a ny 
mult i ple there o f , as r eques ted b y the purchas e r thereof. 
S e ct ion 2.05 
The Note s sha ll be e xpres s e d to b e p ay ab l e at the 
of f ice of such b a:1.king ins titut i on, within t h e State of Sout h 
Carolina or elsewher e , as the p1...1.rchaser s 1 a l l r e ques t ancl the 
State Treasurer shall approve. 
S e ct i on 2.0 6 
Th e 1Totcs s h al l be so l d i n s uch manner as the SL1tc 
Treasurer o f South Carolina shall c1.cterr:1inc , cith0.r upon 
ncgoti at.i.on , after advrrt i sc1:1unt of their sc1J " , or ;:~ftcr j 1-.-•r ~·.,,' 1 
1..: 
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request made to financial institutions to bid thereon, or i.n any 
other manner that the State Treasurer shall approve. His action 
in negotiating such sale of these Notes, according to the pro­
visions of this section, is hereby expressly authorized , 
ratified, confirmed and approved. 
Section 2.07 
For the payment of the principal of and interest on 
the Notes, as the same fall due, there are hereby pledged the 
entire proceeds to be derived from the sale of the Bonds of 
Series F, and upon the sale of the Bonds ,. sufficient m~meys to pay 
principal and interest of the Notes shall be deposited with the 
Paying Agent of the Notes in an irrevocable trust to be applied 
solely to the payment of the principal and interest of the 
Notes; PROVIDED, ALWAYS, that to the extent that revenues derived 
from the operation of the'Facilities are available, all interest 
to fall due may be paid from such source. 
Section 2.08 
Following the sale of the Notes, the same shall be 
prepared in such form as shall be required (that is to say 
either in typewritten or printed form), and they shall thereupon 
be executed and delivered. 
Section 2.09 
The proceeds of the Notes shall be paid to the State 
Treasurer and applied by him, on appropriate warrant or other 
order of Clemson , to the purposes for which the proceeds of. the 
Bonds of Series Fare intended to be used. 
Section 2.10 
A c ertif ied copy of thi s Resolution shal l be delivered 
to both the State Board and to tJ1e State Treasurer. In the 
instance of the Stub:~ Treasurer, it shall serve as an aut1 -:ori-
w 
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zation and request to effect the sale of the Notes. In the cas e 
of the State Board, it shall serve as a request to the State 
Board: 
(1) That it approve the issuance by Clemson of the 
Notes; 
(2) That a sale of the Bonds of Series F be per~itted 
at ani time prior to the maturity of the Notes, at s~ch rate or 
rates as shall be named by the most advantageous bid received 
at the s a le of the Bonds of Series F after due advertis ement , but 
not exceeding 8% per annum; and 
(3) That a ·coITmitment b e made by the State Board, in 
its capacity as Trustee of the Funds o f the South Carolina 
Retirement System, to purchase the Bonds of Series Fat an 
interest rate of 8% if, after due advertisement , no offer is 
received to purchase the same at a rate of 8% or l e ss. 
Section 2 . 11 
Both the President of the Boa~d, the Secretary of t he 
Board, and all other o fficers o f Clemson, be and they are hereby 
fully authorized and directed to execute such certificates and 
ot11er documents as .may be necessary i n order to effect the sale, 
issuance and delivery of the Notes. 
DONE I N 1'1EETING DULY ASSEMBLED this 16th d ay o f J-une, 
A. D. 1970. 
(SEAL) 
President of the Board o f 
6f Cl~mson University. 
Trustee. 
Attest: 
Secre t ary of ci1c Boord of 
of Clemson University . 
Trustees 
"EXHIBIT A" 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
BOND ANTICIPATION NOTE 
ISSUED PURSUANT TO ACT NO. 116 OF 196 5, .'.\S AMENDED 
CLE~~ON UNIVERSITY, SOUTH CAROLINA, hereby acknowledges 
itself indebted, and, for value received, promises to pay to 
BEARER, the sum of 
at the principal office of. 
----------------------! 
in the City of __________ , State of 
on the 15th day of December, 1970, and to pay interest on said 
principal sum from the date hereof , at the rate of 
per centum ( %) per annum, 
--------------~- ----
payable upon the stated maturity of this Note. 
Both the principal of and interest on this Note are 
payable in any coin or currency of the United States of America, 
which is, at the time of payment, legal tender for the payment 
of public and private debts. 
THIS NOTE is one of an issue of Bond Anticipation Notes 
of Clemson University, of like date and tenor, except as to 
numbering and denomination, aggregating $3,200,000, issued by 
Clemson University , pursuant to the authorization of Act No . 116 
of the Acts of the General Ass erilbly of the State of South 
Carolina for the year 1965 as amended , in anticipation of the 
proceeds from t11e sale of an issue o f $3,800,000 Student and 
Faculty Housing Revenue Bbnds, Series F, o f Clemson University, 
to be issued by Clemson University pursuant to the authorizations 
contained in J\ct No. 456 of the Acts of the General As sembly of 
lho Stute of South Curo lina for the year 1961, as amended , and 
---------
2. 
Resolutions duly adopted by the Board of Trustees of Clemson 
University. For the payment of this Note, both principal and 
interest, the proceeds of said bonds are hereby irrevocably 
pledged. 
· THIS NOTE and the interest hereon are exempt from all 
State, County, Municipal, School District, and all other taxes 
or assessments of the State of South Carolina, direct or in~ 
direct, general or special, whether impos ed for the purpose of 
general revenue or otherwise, except inheritance, estate or 
transfer taxes. 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED AND RECITED that all acts, 
cond itions and things required by the Constitution and Laws of 
the State of Sou.th Carolina to exist, to happen , or to be 
performed precedent to or in the issuance of this Note, do exist, 
have happened and have been performed in regular and due time , 
form and manner, and that Clemson University has irrevocably 
obligated itself to i ssue and sell , prior to the stated maturity 
hereof , in the manner p3:escribed by law, the bonds in anticipatio 
of whi ch these notes are issued. 
IN WITNESS i;'i7HEREOF, CLE.tv'iSON UNIVERSITY has caus ed this 
Note to ~e signed in its behalf by the President of its Board of 
Trustees, under its Corporate Seal, attested by the Secretary of 
its Board of Trustees, and this Note to be dated as of the 
day of , A. D. 1970. 
CLE!,.SON UNIVERSITY 
BY ______________________ 
President of its Board of Trustees. 
(SEAL) 
Attest: 
BY ______ _____________ _ 
Sccret~ry of its Bo 0rtl of Tru s te e s. 
1 
w 
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA. 
I, A. - W. Rigsby, the duly elected, acting and qualified 
Secretary of the Board of Trustees of Clemson University, DO 
HEREBY CERTIFY: 
That the foregoing Resolution is a true, correct and 
verbatim copy of the original of a Resolution adopted by said 
Board of Trustees at a meeting duly called and regularly held 
on June 16, 1970, at which were present: 
all 
constituting a majority of the members of said Board of Trustees. 
That the original of said Resolution has been filed in 
the permanent records of minutes of meetings of said Board of 
Trustees, in my custody as such Secretary. 
WITNESS my Hand and the Seal of the Board of Trustees 
of Clemson University, this 16th day of June, A. D. 1970. 
(SEAL) Secretary of the Board of Trustees 
of Clemson University. 
·->-
REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURAL REGULATORY COMMITTEE 
TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES -- March 3, 1970 
The Agricultural Regulatory Committee of the Board of Trustees 
met in the President's Office, Clemson University, Clemson, South 
Carolina, March 3, 1970. M.embers of the Committee present were: 
L. D. Holmes, Chairman, __E2:esiding; Robert R. Coker, T. Kenneth 
Cribb and Frank J. Jervey. Also present were: Patrick N. Calhoun, 
E. Oswald Lightsey and James C. Self. Others in attendance included 
Robert C. Edwards, W. Wright Bryan, Walter T. Cox, Victor Hurst, 
John F. Pearce, M. A. Wilson and A. W. Rigsby, Secretary. 
1. Informational reports previously distributed to the Committee and all 
other members of the Board ,of Trustees were considered and reviewed. 
2. The recommendations of ithe Committee to the Board of Trustees are 
contained in Section III of the Agenda submitted for consideration by the 
Board at the meeting on April 1, 1970. 
REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
'10 THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES -- March 3 , 1970 
The Development and Public Relati ons Committee met in the 
President 1 s Office, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina, 
March 3, 1970. Members of the Committee present were: A. M . 
Quattlebaum, Chairman, ~!Siding; Patrick N. Calhoun, T. Kenneth 
Cribb and James C. Self. A lso present were: Robert R . Coker , L . D. 
Holmes, Frank J. Jervey and E . Oswald Lightsey. Others in attend­
ance included Robert C. Edwards, W. Wright Bryan, Walter T. Cox, 
Victor Hurst, John F. Pearce, M. A. Wilson and A . W. Rigsby, Sec­
retary. 
1. Informational report previously distributed to the Committee and all 
other members of the Board of Trustees was considered and reviewed. 
REPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND STUDENT AFFAIRS 
COMMITTEE TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES -- March 3, 1970 
The Educational Policy and Student Affairs Committee of the Board 
of Trustees met in the President's Office, Clemson University, Clemson, 
South Carolina, March 3, 1970. Members of the Committee present were: 
James C. Self, Chairman, ~residing ; L. D. Holmes and E. Oswald 
Lightsey. Also present wer1e: Patrick N. Calhoun, Robert R . Coker, 
T . Kenneth Cribb and Frank J. Jervey. Others in attendance included 
Robert C. Edwards, W. Wright Bryan, Walter T. Cox, Victor Hurst, M. A. 
Wilson and A. W . Rigsby, S1ecretary. 
1. Informational reports previously distributed to the Committee and all 
other n1embers of the Board of Trustees were considered and reviewed. 
2. The recommendations of the Committee to the Board of Trustees are 
contained in Section IV of th€i Agenda submitted for consideration by the 
Board at the meeting on April 1, 1970. 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE TO THE BOARD OF 
TRUSTEES -- March 3, 1970 
The Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees met in the 
President's Office, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina, 
March 3, 1970. Members of the Committee present were: Robert R. 
Coker, Chairman, presiding; Frank J. Jervey and E. Oswald Lightsey. 
Also present were: Patrick N . Calhoun, T . Kenneth Cribb, L. D. 
Holmes, and James C . Self. Others in attendance included Robert C . 
Edwards, W . Wright Bryan, 1Walter T. Cox, Victor Hurst, M. A. Wilson 
and A. W. Rigsby, Secretary .. 
1. Recommendations of the Committee to the Board of Trustees are 
contained in Section V of the Agenda submitted for consideration by the 
Board at the meeting on April 1, 1970. 
AGENDA 
for the meeting of 
The Board of Trustees 
Clemson University 
June 16, 1970 
The Palmetto Club 
Columbia, South Carolina 
AGENDA FOR THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
June 16, 1970 
(Subject to Revision by the Board) 
I. ROLL CALL 
II. MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF APRIL 1, 1970 
III. APPOINTMENT OF STANDING COMMITTEES FOR THE BIENNIUM 1970-71 
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION 
1. Graduate Assistant and Staff University Fee 
Statement: The Board of Trustees for sever al years has authorized a fee 
for University employees, at both the undergraduate and graduate level, 
and graduate assistants at a cost considerably lower than the semester credit 
hour rate for a resident student. This practice has been of significant value 
in recruiting graduate assistants and many University employees have taken 
advantage of the opportunity to expand their professional qualifications. The 
fee at the present time is $6. 00 per credit hour ($5. 25 Tuition and$. 75 Library 
Fee). 
Charges for regular full-time and part-time students are being in­
creased at the beginning of the fall semester. In order to meet the require­
ments of the Board policy, the fee for graduate assistants and staff should 
also be increased. 
Recommendation: That the fee for graduate assistants and staff be increased 
to $10. 00 per credit hour, effective with the beginning of the 1970-71 academic 
year. 
2. Part-time Student University Fees 
Statement: Fees for part-time students must be adjusted to reflect the increase 
imposed on non-resident students. In addition to the Matriculation Fee of $5. 00 
charged each student at enrollment, present and proposed fees are as follows: 
Present Proposed 
Resident Non-Resident Resident Non-Resident 
A. Part-time Student 
University Fee 
(per credit hour 
including Library 
Fee} 




$ 24 . 75 
16.00 




Total $ 18. 75 $ 40.75 $ 20.00 $ 44 . 00 
B. Auditing Student 
University Fee 












Total $ 9.75 $ 20. 75 $ 10.00 $ 22.00 
The underlined amounts are increases. 
Recommendation: That the part-time Student University Fee per credit hour, 
including Library Fee, for resident students be $ 14 . 00 and for non-resident 
students be $28. 00, and that the Auditing Student University Fee per credit 
hour , including Library Fee, for resident students be $ 7. 00, and for non­
resident students, $14. 00. 
3 . Graduate Student Resident Status 
Statement: For several years it has been the practice to permit graduate 
students to pay resident fees without regard to resident status. This prac­
tice is designed to aid in the recruiting of exceptionally well qualified graduate 
students. The practice has never been formalized by Board action. 
Recommendation: That graduate students pay resident fees without regard to 
resident status. 
4. Honorary Degree Committee Membership 
Statement: Section V, Article 4, Bylaws of the Board of Trustees provides 
as a member, in addition to others, the Chairman of the Research Faculty 
Council. The Res ear ch Faculty Council has been consolidated with the 
Faculty Senate and that position no longer exists. 
Recommendation: That Section V, Article 4 of the Bylaws of the Board of 
Trustees be amended in pertinent part by deleting the words, " the Chairman 
of the Research Faculty Council and immediate P ast Pres.ident of the Faculty 
Senate. In the event the immediate Past President of the Faculty Senate is 
no longer in the employ of the University, the President of the Faculty Senate 
will nominate for appointment a member of the faculty. " and substituting 
therefor the words, "the two immediate Past Presidents of the Faculty Senate 
presently in the employ of Clemson University." 
5. Continuation of Frank P. Morris as Lecturer in Architecture 
Statement: The Board of Trustees has authorized the Administration to 
retain Frank P. Morr,is as a Lecturer in the College of Architecture during 
the current fiscal year. M:r. Morris was seventy- one years of age on 
April 12, 1970. He is in good physical and mental health and the College 
of Architecture desires to retain him as a part- time member of its faculty 
for the academic year 1970- 71. By statute, if the Board of T r ustees ap­
proves his retention, approval must likewise be obtained from the South 
Carolina State Retirement Board. This is the last year that Mr. Morris 
may be employed with special approval of the Board of Trustees or the State 
Retirement Board as he will reach the age of seventy-two on April 12, 1971. 
Recommendation: That Frank P. Mor r is be allowed to continue in the em­
ployment of the University for the £is cal year 1970- 71 as part-time Lecturer 
in Architecture, subject to concurrence by the South Car olina State Retirement 
Board. 
6. University Budget 
Statement: The proposed University budget for fiscal year 1970- 71 has been 
submitted to all members of the Board of Trustees. As submitted it does not 
recommend the amount of salary for the President of the University. The 
Board of Trustees in executive session must determine the salary for the 
President of the University, subject to approval by the State Budget and Con­
trol Board. 
Recommendation: That the proposed University budget for the fiscal year 
1970-71 as submitted, with the addition of the salary for the President of the 
University as determined by the Board of Trustees , be approved. 
7. Continuation of Mrs. Margaret B. Poole as Counselor 
Statement: Mrs. Margaret B. Poole attained the age of seventy-one (71) 
on October 6, 1969. She is employed as a Counselor in the Office of 
Student Affairs. Under State law, continuation of State employees over 
the age of seventy may be accomplished by approval of the Board of 
Trustees with the concurrence of the S. C. State Retirement Board. Such 
extension of service is limited to age seventy-two. It is desired to retain 
Mrs. Poole in her present position until she attains the mandatory retire­
ment age. 
Recommendation: That Mrs. Margaret B. Poole be continued in employment 
of the University for the fiscal year 1970-71 as a Counselor in the Office of 
Student Affairs and subject to concurrence by the S. C. State Retirement Board. 
8. College of Forest and Recreation Resources 
Statement: The Board of Trustees on April 1, 1970 created the College of 
Forest and Recreation Resources. This College included the Department 
of Forestry and the Department of Recreation and Park Administration. In 
order to activate the College a Dean must be appointed and the two Depart­
ments within the College established by formal action. 
Recommendation: That a Department of Forestry and a Department of 
Recreation and Park Administration be established within the College of 
Forest and Recreation Resources; that Dr. W. H. D. McGregor, presently 
Head of the Department of Forestry, be appointed Dean of the College of 
Forest and Recreation Resources, effective July 1 , 1970, and that for the 
time being he continue to serve as Head of the Department of Forestry; that 
Dr. Herbert Brantley, presently Head of the Department of Recreation and 
Park Administration, be designated Associate Dean of the College of Forest 
and Recreation Resources and Head of the Department of Recreation and 
Park Administration, effective July 1, 1970. 
9 . Vice President for Development 
Statement: Mr. W. Wright Bryan, Vice President for Development, will 
attain age sixty-five in August, 1970. He has requested retirement, ef­
fective August 31, 1970. 
Mr. Stanley G. Nicholas, presently Director of Engineering Research, 
College of Engineering, is believed to be the best qualified person available 
as a replacement for Mr. Bryan. 
Recommendation: That the request for retirement of Mr. W . Wright Bryan, 
effective August 31, l 970, be approved and that Mr. Stanley G. Nicholas 
be appointed Vice President for Development, effective September 1, 1970. 
10. lnsectary 
Statement: The Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station has deter­
mined there is a need for the construction of an Insectary at the estimated 
cost of twenty-three thousand dollars ($23, 000). This will be a new facility 
to provide space for laboratory and field studies of economic importance to 
agriculture. The location of the proposed Insectary has been approved by 
the Master Planning Committee and does not interfere with other activities 
of the University. Funds are already in hand to cover the estimated cost and 
consist of a USAD Facilities Grant in the amount of ten thousand dollars 
($10, 000) and operating revenues in the amount of thirteen thousand dollars 
($13,000). 
Recommendation: That the Adininistration be authorized to seek approval of 
the State Budget and Control Board for the proposed construction and, if 
approved, proceed with construction of the Insectary. 
V. ADDITIONAL ITEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS AS DEVELOPED PRIOR TO 
THE BOARD MEETING 























C O D E S 
Pay Codes for Column 4 
A - Indicates that emploY!ent is for Academic Year. 
F - (Or Blank) Indicates itmployment is for Fiscal Year, 
Codes Used in Column 7 to indicate source of funds 
Main Divisions 
C - Collegiate Acti ities 
S - South Carolina 1xperiment Station 
E - Agricultural Ex ension Service 
F - Fertilizer Insp•ction and Analysis Department 
L - Livestock Poult y Health Department 
Sub-Divisions 
AA - Alumni Associat on 
i.e., full 12 mos . 
ABS - College of Agri•ulture and Biological Sciences 
AEC - Atomic Energy Ctmmission 
AP - Alumni Professo 
AR - Admissions and 
Arch - College of Arch 
Ath - Athletic Depar 
BF - Business and Fi 
CC - Computer Center 
COL - Coliseum 
CP - Crop Pests and 
DH - Dining Hall 
Dor - Dormitories 






DPC - Duke Power Comp ny 
DU - Dean of Univers ty 
Ed - College of Eduction 
EGP - Expanding Gradu te Program 
Emp - Employment 
Engr - College of Engi eering 
EP - Economic Poison Law 
ER - Engineering Res•arch Appropriation 
ERP - Expanding Research Programs 
FRR - College of Foret and Recreation Resources 
FS - S. C. Foundatio Seed Association 
FTG Federal Trainin Grant 
GLT - Government Land Timber 
GS - Graduate School 
Hou - Housing 
!MTS - College of Indu trial Management and Textile Science 
IST - In-Service Trai ing 
JPS - J. P. Stevens 
LA - College of Libe al Arts 
Ldy - Laundry 
LWOP - Leave Without P IY 
MA Agricultural Marketing Act 
MP - Motor Pool 
NASA­ National Aerona 
ND - National Defens 
NIH - National Instit 
NSF - National Scienc 
PIF - Paid in Full 
PMS - College of Phys 
PS - Part Salary 
RPSM - Research in Phy 
SA - Student Affairs 
SC - Short Courses 
SCI - S. C. Crop Impr 
Sep - Separation 
SD - State Departmen 
SHS - Student Health 
SIR - Sirrine Foundat 
SMMP - Samuel M. Marti 
SR - Sponsored Resea 
SS - SUDDDer School 
TG - Training Grant 
tics Space Administration 
Education Act (NDEA) 
tes of Health 
Foundation 
cal and Mathematical Sciences 
ical Science and Mathematics 
vement Association 
of Education 1 ervice 
on 
Professor 
ch and Reimbursable Contracts 
TP - Tea Plant Inves igations, Lipton Tea, Inc. 
TR - Textile Researc 
TRWS - Teaching and Re earch in Water and Sewerage 
US - USDA Funds paid direct to individuals 
USO - Utilities Servi es Operation 
VPA - Vice President ior Academic Affairs 
WRF - Wellman Researc Foundation 
WWF - Williams Waterm n Fund 
Y - Young Men's Chr stian Association 
1 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
SUMMARY OF' BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS 
(Based on Estimated Funds Available) 
The following are summaries of proposed operating budgets of the 
five major divisions and estimates of revenues earmarked by law for 
permanent improvements for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1970 
and ending June 30, 1971. 
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED BUDGETS 
Estimated Proposed 
Expenditures Budget for 
1969-70 1970-71 
A. FOR CURRENT OPERATIONS 
l. Educational and General: 
(a) Teaching and Maintenance $16,405,111 $18,489,896 
(b) Auxiliary Enterprises 2,685,817 2,920,607 
(c) Affiliated Activities 3,456,316 3,801,207 
2. Agricultural Research 5,152,698 5,484,890 
3. Agricultural Extension Service . 5,423,898 5,886,137 
4, Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis . 138,062 154,580 
s. Livestock-Poultry Health Department. 120892854 1,185,358 
Total (For Current Operations). $34,351,756 $37,922,675 
B. FOR PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS 
(Revenues earmarked by law for payment on bond debt and notes) 
l. Tuition and Matriculation Fees .. $1,410,000 
2. Library, Plant Improvement, and Special Student Fees 248,400 
3. Faculty and Student Housing Revenues 1,108,200 
4. Multipurpose AuditorJLum Fee 41,300 
S. Football Stadium Fees 25 2000 
Total (For Permanent Improvements) $ 2,832 900 1 




EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
Estim.ated Income 1970-71 
MAIN CAMPUS 
State Appropriations for: 
Maintenance (Main Campus) 
Expanding Graduate Program 
Engineering Research ... 
Teaching and Research in Water and Sewage 
Research in Physical Sciences and Mathematics 
Textile Research .. . ..... . 
Expanding Research Programs 
In-Service Training in Agr:i.culture . 
For Personnel Compensation  
Classified Positions - For adjustments .. 
Unclassified Positions - For adjustments 
Federal Funds (Morrill-Nelson) 
Landscrip and Clemson Bequest: 
Student Fees - Regular Session 
Student Fees - Summer Session 
Rentals . . . . . . • . . . . 
Sponsored Research - Indirect: Costs 
NDEA Support Funds •.•.• 
Short Courses . ... 
Motor Fleet Reserve Account 
Other Miscellaneous Income 
Restricted Funds 





Student Fees : 
Greenville Center - Regular Session 
Greenville Center - Sununer Session 
Sumter Branch - Regular Session 
Sumter Branch - Sununer Session 
Total (Off-Campus Centers) 








































Grad. Teach . and Res. Assts. 
Services, Supplies & Fixed Charges 
Heat, Light , Water , Power & Sewerage 
Equipment . . . . . . . . . . 
Library Books and Periodicals 
Motor Pool Fleet Replacement . 
Contingency for Salary and W.age 
adjustments during year 
TOTAL (Main Campus) 
OFF-CAMPUS CENTERS 
Salaries ............ . 
Wages and Special Payments .. . . . 
Services, Supplies & Fixed Charges 
Equipment and Library Books 
TOTAL (Off-Campus 
Centers) 






































$ 524 , 256 
$18,489,896 
* Includes Greenville and Sumter Centers. 
** Excludes $405,600 (approximately $62.00 per full-time student) 
allocated as student activity fees to student organizations, 
services and activities; and $278,400 which includes $2.50 per 
student per semester in accordance with Sections 5 and 6 Part 
I of Act No. 491 of 1965, and Library Fees, Plant Improvement 
Fees and Special Student Fees in accordance with the rates 
shown below. 
Note 
Effective with beginning of 1970-71 academic year, the University 
Fee shall provide the following: 
A. Full-time students--per semester: 
(1) Library Fee R·-144(1965) . . . . . . • • $ 7. 00 
(2) Plant Improve11nent Fee R-1232 (1970). 6.00 
(3) Special Stude1nt Fee R-1192(1970) ... 6.00 
B. Part-time and summer school students, graduate 
assistants and staff·--per semester hour: 
(1) Library Fee R-144(1965) . . • . • . $ . 50 




EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
I. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
Governing Board 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges . 
Office of the President 
Salaries . . 
Wages . . . 
Special Payments . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Total . . . 
Business and Finance 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Services , Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Total . . . . 
Accounting Division 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wages . . . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges . . 
Total . . . 
Personnel Division 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . 
Wages . . . . . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Total . . . 
Purchasing Division 
Salaries . . . . . . 
Wages . . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
. 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Total 





























































II . GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSES 




Wages . . . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 












Salaries . . . . 
Wages . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed 
Total 
. . . 
. . . . 
Charges 









Central Office and Messenger Service 
Salaries . . . . . . . 
Wages . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 










Salaries . . . . . 
Wages . . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed 
Total 
. . . . 
. . . 
Charges 











Salaries . . . . 
Wages . . . . . . 
Special Payments . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed 
Equipment . . . . . 
Total . 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
Charges 





















III. STUDENT SERVICES 
Student Affairs 
Salaries . . . . . $ 269,025 
Wages . . . . . . . . . 97,625 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 25 2200 
Total . . . . . 391,850 
Admissions and Registration 
Salaries . . . . . 217,758 
Wages . . . . . . . 18,500 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 65 2 700 
Total . . 301,958 
Intramural Activities 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . 29,646 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 32000 
Total . . . . . 32,646 
Coliseum 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 




















EDUCA1CIONAL AND GENERAL 
IV. INSTRUCTION AND DEPARTMENTAL RESEARCH 
Office of the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Salaries . .•. . 
Wages ..•.. , 
Special Payments . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Total ..... 
Dean of Graduate Studies 
and University Research 
Salaries: 
Regular Funds 
Expanding Graduate Program .... 
Expanding Research Program 
Wages . . . . . . , . , , 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges: 
Regular Funds .... 





Wages . • . , , 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges. 
Total ..... 
Dean of Extension 
and Special Studies 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . 
Wages . . . . . . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Total . . . . . . 
Computer Center 
Salaries . . . . . . . . 
Wages . . . . . . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
























































College of Agricul ture 
and Biological Sciences 
Office of the Dean 
Salaries . .• •. $ 5,592 $ 5,832 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges . 2. 740 3,200 
Total (Office of the Dean) .... $ 8 , 332 $ 9,032 
Agricultural Instruction 
Salaries : 
Regular Funds . . . . 483 , 966 480 , 515 
Expanding Graduate Program 41 , 760 69,869 
In- Service Training 15 . 500 18.000 
Total (Salaries) 541 , 226 568 , 384 
Wages . . . • . .• 20 , 612 21 , 700 
Special Payments: 
In- Ser vice Training 2,000 3,000 
Graduate Teaching and Researc:h Assistants 39 ,163 42,000 
Services , Supplies and Fixed Charges : 
Regular Funds 22,160 28 , 200 
In- Service Training 17 . 600 14 . 100 
Total (SS&FC) 39,760 42,300 
Equipment 49 , 324 10.000 (57,000) 2.I 
Total (Agricultural Instruction) . $ 692,085 $ 687,384 
Biological Instruction and Research 
Sal aries: 
Regul ar Funds $ 179 , 100 $ 254,352 
Expanding Graduate Program. 52 , 786 15 , 238 
To t al (Salaries) 231 , 886 269,590 
Wages • •... .. • 13 , 888 15,000 
Graduate Teaching and Research Assistants 79,537 92,800 
Services , Supplies and Fixed Charges . ... 18,140 25,600 
Equipment . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 50 . 676 30 , 000 (83,000) 2.I 
Total (Biological Instruction and Research)$ 394 . 127 432 , 990 $ 
Total (College of Agriculture and 
Biological Sciences) . ... $1 , 094 , 544 $1 ,129 , 406 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
Proposed Budget 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
School of Architecture 
Salaries: 
Regular Funds 
Expanding Graduate Program 
Total (Salaries) 
Wages ..•..... 
Graduate Teaching and Researclh Assistants 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Equipmen t ....... . .. . 

















458 , 947 
5,000 
19 , 344 
18,400 








College of Education 
Salaries: 
Regular Funds .... • $ 261,840 
Expanding Graduate Program 21 , 240 
Sponsored Research , Grants and Contracts 50,872 
State Department of Education 203.194 
Total (Salaries) •.. •• . 537,146 
Wages: 
Regular Funds ... . ... . 2,300 
Sponsored Research , Grants and Contracts . 3,171 
State Department of Education 4 ,900 
Total (Wages) ...... . 10,371 
Special Payments : 
Regular Funds •••..... 6 ,000 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts . 2,250 
State Department of Education 800 
Total (Special Payments) . 9,050 
Graduate Teaching and Research Assistants : 
Regular Funds .•.... . ...... 33,000 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts 17,794 
State Department of Education 1,000 
Total (GT&RA) 51,794 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges : 
Regular Funds ••. 29,909 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts • 46,518 
State Department of Education 42.280 
Total (SS&FC) • . .... . ..••. 118,707 
Equipment: 
Regular Funds ...... . .... . . 44,941 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts • 12,305 
State Department of Education 11 .178 
Total (Equipment) 68,424 




















3 , 000 
55,424 
45 , 000 
47,000 














College of Eng~neering 
Salaries: 
Regular Funds 
.$1 , 345,901 
Expanding Graduate Program . 129,572 
Engineering Research •.. 157,500 
Teaching and Research in Water and Sewage 19,000 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts 249.792 
Total (Salaries) ....•. 1,901,765 
Wages: 
Regular Funds ....... . 22,900 
Teaching and Research in Water and Sewage 700 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts 39,154 
Total (Wages) ..•.... 62,754 
Special Payments: 
Regular Funds . . . . . . . 1,200 
Graduate Teaching and Research Assistants: 
Regular Funds . . . . . . . . .... 86,400 
Expanding Research Programs: • . • . . . 52,800 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts . 253,680 
Total (GT&RA) 392,880 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges: 
Regular Funds 92,200 
Teaching and Research in Water and Sewage 7,300 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts 114,665 
Gifts and Matching Contributions 11,200 
Total (SS&FC). . . . . • . . . . . . . 225,365 
Equipment: 
Regular Funds • . . • . , . . . . . . . . 78,850 
Expanding Graduate Program. . . .... 101,150 
Teaching and Research in Water and Sewage 3,000 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts . 69,508 
Gifts and Matching Contributions 10,250 
Total (Equipment) ... .. 262,758 







































College of Forest and 
Recreation Resources 
Salaries: 
Regular Funds •••• • $170,742 
Expanding Graduate Program 
Total (Salaries) • . 170,742 
Wages ....... . 4,146 
Special Payments • . 4,000 
Graduate Teaching and Research Assistants 3,180 
Services, Supplies and Fixed! Charges 10,275 
Equipment • • . • • . •••.•. 6,400 
Total (College of Forest amd Recreation 
















EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
College of Industrial 
Management and Textile Sciettce 
Salaries: 
Regular Funds 
Expanding Graduate Program. 
Textile Research •..•. 
Sponsored Research, Grants: and Contracts 
Sirrine Foundation. 
Total (Salaries) •.•• 
Wages: 
Regular Funds • .•••• 
Sponsored Research, Grants1 and Contracts 
Total (Wages) • . . • • 
Special Payments: 
Regular Funds 
Graduate Teaching and Research Assistants: 
Regular Funds , ••••• 
Textile Research •••• . 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts 
Sirrine Foundation. 
Total (GT&RA) 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges: 
Regular Funds •..•. 
Gifts and Matching Contributions •. 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts 
Sirrine Foundation. , . 
Total (SS&FC) • . . . . 
Equipment: 
Regular Funds •.••.. 
Textile Research • •• •• 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts 
Total (Equipment) • • • . 





























. ___ 1_4_,5_77_ 
56,062 






































College of Liberal Arts 
Salaries: 
Regular Funds ..• . $1,220,988 
Graduate Program •• 28,860 
Total (Salaries) . 1,249,848 
Wages ..•..... 13,100 
Special Payments .•. 2,100 
Graduate Teaching and Resea1,ch Assistants 70,000 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges • • . 39,150 
Equipment . • • . . .. . . • . 5,550 
Total (College of Liberal Arts) . $1,379,748 
School of Nursing 
Salaries ••••• • • $ 172,674 
Wages . •••.• 500 
Special Payments. 3,000 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 26,300 
Equipment ••.• 8,000 
























College of Physical and 
Mathematical Sciences 
Salaries: 
Regular Funds . • ••..•• .. . $1 , 117,526 
Expanding Graduate Program ...•.• • 183,573 
Research in Physical and Mathematical 
Sciences. . . . • . • • . . . . 3,500 
Sponsored Research , Grants and Contracts . 222 ,965 
Total (Salaries) . . • • • ...•• $1,527,564 
Wages: 
Regular Funds . ..•.. 11 , 550 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts • 7,615 
Total (Wages) .••.. 19,165 
Special Payments: 
Regular Funds • . . • • . • . • • 1,725 
Research in Physical and Mathematical 
Sciences • . • 1,000 
Total (Special Payments) . .. . . • 2,725 
Graduate Teaching and Research Assistants: 
Regular Funds • . • • • . • . . . • . 378,492 
Sponsored Research , Grants and Contracts. 78,601 
Expanding Research Program. 22 , 608 
Total (GT&RA) 479,701 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges: 
Regular Funds • • • . • • . . 70,475 
Research in Physical and Ma1thematical 
Sciences • . • • • . •• 5,500 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts • 70 , 878 
Total (SS&FC) • . . . . . . . • . 146,853 
Equipment: 
Regular Funds •.•. , ..••... 120,112 
Expanding Graduate Program, ....••. 
Research in Physical and Mathematical 
Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 , 000 
Sponsored Research, Grants and Contracts 30 , 272 
Total (Equipment) .•...• • .•. . 175 . 384 
Total (College of Physical and 





$1,254 , 880 
199,212 
24,000 
232 , 000 
$1,710 , 092 
5,200 












100,000 c1ss,ooo) 2-I 
8 , 000 
31 . 000 
139,000 
$2 , 546,586 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
Proposed Budget 




Summer Sessions and Special Programs 
Salaries • • • . • • •.• • $ 293,218 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 4.000 
Total (Summer Sessions & S:pecial Programs) $ 297,218 
Total (Instruction & Departm,ental Research). $11,117,115 
V. LIBRARY 
Salaries $ 325,580 
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • 3,000 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges • 65,900 
Books and Periodicals 250,000 
Equipment • • • • • •• 6.331 
Total (Library) $ 650,811 
VI. PHYSICAL PLANT 
Salaries .••• • • $ 262,448 
Wages • • • • 665,000 
Special Payments • 35,000 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges •• 650,000 
Heat, Light, Water, Power and Sewerage. 585,000 
Major Repairs •.••. 
Equipment • • . • • . • , • • • • 54,000 
Sub-Total, 2,251,448 
Replacement Central Motor Fle?et • • • E..l __ ..;;..aa .......... o ___ o __ o
Total (Physical Plant) , •. , $ 2,339,448 
VII. For salary and wage adjustmen1ts 
during the year according to 
State Classification and Compensation 
· Program . . . . . . . . . . • • $ 
Total (Educational and Genera1l -


































VIII. OFF-CAMPUS CENTERS 
Greenville Center 
Salaries • • $ 139,690 
Wages • • • • • • • • 500 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges .. 58,468 
Total . . . . . 198,658 
Sumter Branch 
Salaries • • . , . , , , , , , 183,522 
Wages • • • • • • • . • • • 15,000 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 33,500 
Books and Periodicals .. , • . . . 16,000 
Equipment 5,000 
Total .. 253,022 
Total (Off-Campus Centers) .. , , 451.680 















1./ Unless otherwise specifi.ed each expenditure and budget item is 
chargeable to "Regular Olperating Funds" -- i.e., those funds 
derived from the regulat' "Maintenance Appropriation", "University 
Fees", and other institutional revenues, 
2.,/, p_/ and£/ See notes on Page 18. 
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CLEMSON UN IVERS I TY 
]:'roposed Budget 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
~/ The figure in parenthe:ses represents actual needs but only the 
amount budgeted can be safely earmarked at the outset to meet a 
portion of these needs. These equipment needs and others, such as 
repairs, that do not in1volve recurring year-to-year expenditures 
are to be given priority ratings on an up-to-date basis throughout 
the year and filled to the extent possible from any funds that can 
be saved from other itents, from salary lapses resulting from turn­
over and recruitment pro,blems, and from any unanticipated income. 
'E./ Amount available from Mo,tor Pool for trading cars. 
5::./ To be completed only if funds become available. 
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CL~MSON UNIVERSITY 
DIVISION O AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 


















































Wages and Special Payments • 





Wages and Special Payments •.... 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Charges 
Total, 
Student Health Service 
Salaries •...•.. 
Wages and Special Payments . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed 
Equipment .•.•. 
Total . 




DIVISION O:F AFFILIATED ACTIVITIES 





































Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wages and Special Payments . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Equipment . . . . 
Total . . . . . 
Book Store and Canteen 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . . 
Wages and Special Payments . . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Total . . . 
Y. M, c. A. 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wages and Special Payments . . . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Equipment . . . . 
Total . . . 
Bands and Music Activities 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wages and Special Payments . . 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 
Equipment . . . . . . . . 
Total . . . . 
Other Activities 
Classes and Miscellaneous Groups 
Central Dance Association 
Concert Series . . . 
Radio Station 
Student Government . 
Chronicle 




Debate and Foreign Students Act 
Tigerama . . . . . . . . 


















































Clemson House, Prefabs, Old 
College and Experiment Stati1on 
Housing 
Salaries •...... • $ 79,074 
Wages and Special Payments . 330,000 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges .. 358,000 
Equipment ...••..•. 12,000 
Total. 779,074 
Faculty, Littlejohn and 
East Campus Apartments 
Salaries ..... 10,620 
Services, Supplies and Fixed Charges 71,000 
Total ..... 81,620 















ricultural Ex eriment Station South Carolina 
ESTI lATED FUNDS AVAILABLE 
State Appropriations: 
Regular Appropriations • • . . $ 2,190,679 
Fire Ant Eradication Prog 611,200 
Operating Revenue •.• 480,000 
Federal Appropriation 1,300,819 
Sponsored Research. 570,000 
Total. ...• •• $ 5,152,698 
SUMMARY clF PROPOSED EXPENDITURES 
Salaries . , . . 
Wages .•... , • 
Special Payments. 







• • ·---=-6 9:c..•z..;:6;.;:.0.=..0 
•. $ 5,152,698 
PROPOSl~D ALLOCATION OF FUNDS 
Administration and Clemson rea • $ 4,274,881 
Coast Experiment Station. . . 32,100 
Edisto Experiment Station . . . . 387,000 
Pee Dee Experiment Station, . . . . 293,679 
Sandhill Experiment Station 68,954 
Truck Experiment Station. 96,084 





















Includes funds for approP,riate classification and compensation 
adjustments during year. 
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SUMMARY 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
Estimated 1runds Available 1970-71 
State Appropriations ••••.••.•. 
State Appropriation - Camps Cooper, Long and Daniels , 




Summary of: Proposed Expenditures 
1969-70 
Total Salaries . $4,298,679 
Wages 79,000 
Supplies and Expenses 665,865 
Equipment 47,200 
Sub-Total 5,090,744 
Camps Cooper, Long and Danie s 7,200 
Total Expenditures 5,097,944 
















* Includes funds for apprcpriate classification and compensation 
adjustments during the Jear. 
** Federal fund balance from funds appropriated after July 1, 1969 
for special projects, primarily nutrition program, federal housing 
and Federal Smith-Lever Fund, Includes positions authorized but 
not filled during 1969-70, and funds not shown under "Total 
Salaries" above for 196S-70. 
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CL:EMSON UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF FERTILIZER INSPECTION AND ANALYSIS 
State Appropriation - 1970-71 •••••••••.. • ..• $ 154,580 
Proposed Expenditures 
1969-70 1970-71 
Salaries . . $ 88,876 $ 98,444 * 
Wages 30,907 37,857 * 
Supplies and Expenses 18 , 279 18,279 
Total $ 138,062 $ 154,580 
* Includes funds for approp:riate classification and compensat ion 
adjustments dur ing year . 
SUMMARY 
LIVESTOCK-~OULTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT 
State Appropriation - 1970-
For Operation . • . • • 
Meat Inspection Program ( 
Proposed Expenditures 
Salaries . 
Wages . . 
Special Payments . . . . . 
Supplies and Expenses 
Indemnities • . 
Travel. . . . . . . 
Hog Cholera Eradication 
1 
. ...... . 
ederal Reimbursement) .. 
Total 
. . . . 
































DELEGATION OF .AUTHORITY TO THE ADMINISTRATION 
In approving this basic budget, the Board of Trustees recognizes 
that the amounts shown as income, except State Appropriations, are es­
timates and subject to change, and that the amounts shown for expendi­
tures are a reflection of program plans and workload estimates as of 
early June 1970. It further recognizes that each day may bring new 
challenges and developments requiring adjustments in plans, programs, 
estimates, and budget items. In order to provide for essential flex­
ibility in operations, the B,oard of Trustees reaffirms for fiscal year 
1970-71 the delegation of necessary authority to the President to act 
in all matters, and to the Vice President for Business and Finance to 
act in fiscal, contractual ,and other business matters. In connection 
with specific budget items, the President and Vice President for Bus­
iness and Finance are assigned the responsibility and delegated the 
authority to make such changes on a timely basis as necessary to 
adjust to changing conditions. The President of the Board, the Chair­
man of the Executive Committee, the Executive Committee or the full 
Board are to be consulted :for further specific directions and ap­
provals as conditions appear to warrant. Approval of the State Budget 
and Control Board shall be obtained in connection with salaries, per­
manent improvements and othi~r items as required by applicable legis­
lation and regulations. 
!N OTE 
THERE ARE RELA flVELY FEW CHANGES 
IN SALARIES FOR CLASSIFIED PERSONNEL 
EFFECTIVE JULY I, 1970. SALARY ADJUST -
MENTS FOR ALL ILASSIFIED PERSONNEL 
WILL BE MADE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR 
IN ACCORDANCE ' ITH THE STATE CLASSIFICA­
TION AND COMPE SATION PROGRAM. 




Office of the President 
Robert c. Edwards 
Allen Wood Rigsby 
CLASSIFIED: 
Dorothy L. Abbott 
Mary F. Spearman 
Elsie B. Wilson 
Office of the Vice 
President for Business 
and Finance 
Melford A. Wilson 
CLASSIFIED 
K. R. Helton 
Henry H. Hill 
Hilma H. Means 
Virginia Poole 





Vice President for 
Execu1tive Affairs, 
Unive1csity Council, and 
Sec. Board of Trustees 
Secre1tary to President 
Secre1tary 
Secretary 
Vice )President for 
Businiess and Finance 
and C,omptroller 
Budget Director 






















































































CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
--
Adm 2 Recol'llllendations for: Year 1970-71 Division Administrative and General 
NAME 
(1) 
Office of the Vice 
President for Business 
and Finance - Continued 




Melvin E. Barnette 
A. L. McCracken 
Roy J. Campbell 
Naideen C. White 
Marsha S. Speares 
Vivian R. Harrell 
Cherie Ann Glass 
Trescott N. Hinton 
Elizabeth Craft 




Adminjls tra ti ve 
Assistant 








Key P\mch Opr I 
Teller 
Accounting Clk I 
Data Processing Supv 
Clerk II 
Dir. of Accounting 




(a) To be filled if fund~ beco le avatlable. 
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R. T. Herrin 
W. A. Thompson 
Christine J. Rowand 
Louise M. Robinson 
Anne B. Sprouse 
Evelyn M. Glenn 
Joseph S. Walker 
Elizabeth Lyles 
Linda W. Martin 
Shirley P. McGaha 
Lenell B. Porter 
J. T. Roberts 
Mary D. Campbell 
Personnel Division 
John B. Gentry 
Ray Thompson 










IKey Pumch Opr II 
Cashier II 
Machine: Opr II 
Stenographer II 
!Accountant 
~ccounting Clerk I 
Computer Programmer 
~ersonnel Director 
Assoc. :Personnel Dir. 
Clerk III 
Pay.,_ _______ SALARY .,. 
RDlAJUtS Current Recom'd 
code Year Nen Year (7) (4) (5) (8) 
6,300 6,300 C 




3,576 3,576 C 
4,032 4,032 Dor 
5,136 5,136 Ath 
12,744 12,744 
1,284 1,284 C 





3,708 3,708 C 
5,136 5,136 Ath 








3,600 3,852 Part Time 
3,240 3,240 C 
6,804 6,804 E 
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William J. Stamey 
Patricia M. Hawkins 
Deborah L. Baker 
Amanda L. Bannister 
Purchasing Division 
Earl S. Liberty 
J. N. Wilson 
N. Roy Boggs 
Mary R. Eshelman 
Cheryl H. Thompson 
Mary B. Nix 
George Milam 
D. W. Bickley 
N. Rudolph Addis 
Harriett S. Blakely 
Jo Ann Welborn 
Margaret Kelly 
Peggy Crowe 
R. s. Stewart 
George S. Moore 
s. p. Phillips 







Dir. of: Purchasing 
Sr. Acc:ountant and 
Property Control 
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Office of Vice President 
for Student Affairs 
Walter T. Cox 
Frank A. Burtner 
CLASSIFIED 
Mary W. Morgan 
John R. Anderson 
Frances H. Cannon 
Linda C. Nelson 
George E. Coakley 
Lucille K. Corley 
Susan G. Delony 
Nash N. Gray 
Joseph G. Guggino 
Virginia S. Hardie 
Elma J. Henry 
Mary B. Hood 
Davis G. Hughes 







Vice P:resident for 
Student Affairs 
Profes:sor and Director 





Dean of Men 
Head RE~s iden t 
Manning Hall 
Dean oj: Women 
Resident Counselor 
Assoc. Dir. YMCA 




Manning; Hal 1 
Placeme:nt Director 
Typist II, Traffic 
Counselor 
SALARY Pay..,.. _______ ,.. 
RDIAJUtS Current Recom'd 
code Year Next Year (7) (4) (5) (8) 
4,332 4,332 
26,320 27,384 
9,492 Stu. Aff. 







4,536 4,536 Plus Apt. 
12,696 12,696 
4,800 4,800 C 






4,752 4,752 Plus Apt. 
12,600 12,600 
4,332 4,332 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-J (Rev. May 1964) 
________ _ 
Adm 6 Recormnendat ions for: Year 19 7 0-71_ Di vis i on.__A~dm.,,..1.::1.· lli.i.1 .. s.a.t..,r ... ail,Jt.,.i.,.vll.lie"'"""a ... o~d~Gu.e ... o... e.... r... a... J
SALARY Pay REMARKS Degree Title NAME Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (7) (1) (3) (2) (4) (5) (8) 
Office of Vice President 
for Student Affairs 
CLASSIFIED 
- Continued 
Manning N. Lomax Asst. Dean of Men 4,716 4,716 C 




Psychometrist 7,812 7,812 
Otis D. Nelson Assoc. Dir. YMCA 10,392 10,392 
Bobbie Palmer SecrE~tary II 5,520 5,520 
Ann Milford Stenographer I 1,842 1,926 C 
1 1842 11926 Dor 
3,684 3,852 
Margaret B. Poole Soci.s1l Advisor 7,188 7,188 
B. C. Norris Colis,eum Custodian 6,912 6,912 
Richard C. Robbins 
~taff Assistant 10,200 10,200 
Sandra D. Smith S teno,grapher I 4,032 4,032 
Pearlie E. Sullivan fiostess 4,752 4,752 
Buford E. Trent Director YMCA 12,792 12,792 
Frances W. Bethea Stenographer I 3,684 3,852 
J. G. Peace Stenographer I 3,852 3,852 
Fred J. Hoffman Stu. Act. Dir. 8,808 8,808 
T. J . Tisdale Head Resident for Men 4,890 4,890 C 





Barnett Hall A 3,105 3,105 Plus Apt. 
Patricia D. Brewer flead ]Resident A 4,140 4,140 
H. L. Lane Security Guard 
(Nigh1t Clerk) 4,776 4,776 
J. F. Sullivan Secur:l ty Guard 
'Night Clerk) 4,560 4,776 













Reco11111endations !or· . Year l970-7l Division Administrative and General 
Degree TiUe NAME 
(1) 
Office of Vice President 
for Student Affairs 
CLASSIFIED - Continued 
NEW POSITIONS 
Admissions and Re~dstrati, ,n 
Kenneth N. Vickery 
Gertrude R, Bailey 
Martha G. Bailey 
Eugenie V, Bartmess 
Linda R. Harrower 
Reginald J. Berry 
Tommie D, Bickley 
Frances H. Blair 
Arnold M. Bloss 
(3) (2) 
Securi. ty Guard 
(Night: Clerk) 
Securi. ty Guard 
(Night Clerk) 
Asst. Dean of Women 
Head R:esident 
Women Res. Halls 
Night Clerk (Woman) 
Night Clerk (Woman) 
Night Clerk (Woman) 
Clerk-Stenographer 
Resident Manager 
Men' s Res, Halls 
Clerk-Typist 
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Recoiaendations for: Year 1970-71 Division Administrative and General 
SALAR Y 
NA M E Degree Title 
(1) (2) (3) 
Admissions and Reszis trati bn -
Continued 
Carolyn E. Boggs 
Elaine K. Owens 
Clara R. Clemens 
Pamela K. Hor res 
Mary W. Mungall 
Sandra W. Ledbetter 
Wi l liam R. Mattox 
Sara S. McGuffin 
Zemily M. Gi l bert 
Jerry A. Jordon 
Linda D. Ott 
Katie c. Rowland 
Linda s. Riggs 
Doro t hy Jennings 
Onaway Mulligan 
Vicki C. Craigo 
Vivian P. St epp 
s. B. Smith 
A. B. Marx 
Rebecca S. Copel and 
Donna G. King 
Patri cia W. Baker 
Janet D. L. Warner 
G. R. Moseley 
Clerk III 
Key Punch Opr. I 
Typist II 
Clerk-Typist I 
Secr e·tary I 
Stenogr apher I 
Asst. Dir. Admin. 
Clerk III 
Cl erk III 
Comput:er Progr ammer 
and Data Process 
Machine Oper ator 
Cl erk III 
Cl erk--Typist II 
S tenog;rapher II 
Typist: II 
Cl erk III 
Typist. I 
Secr etary II 
Admissions Officer 
Assoc. Di r. of Adm. 
Reg . 
Stenogr apher II 
Typist II 
Typis t II 
Typist I 













11 , 796 
5,412 
4, 920 
























11 , 796 
5,412 
4,920 








10 , 068 
11 , 820 
4 , 452 
4,332 
4, 140 
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code Current Recom'd 
Year Next Year 
(4) (5) (8) 
RZMAJUtS 
(7) 
Admissions and Rei:zistrati n - C1 ntinuE~d 
Ruby H. Thompson 
NEW POSITION 
Typist: II 4,140 4,140 
Intra-Mural Activities 
Computer Operator III 6,912 
Miriam K. Burgess Stenographer I 2,448 2,448 Ath 
1,584 1 2584 C 
4,032 4,032 
Frank J. Howard Athletic Director 13,872 13,872 Ath 
11,532 11,532 C 
25,404 25,404 
Robert M. Jones Golf Coach and 14,400 8,466 Ath 
Adminllstrative Asst. 5,934 C 
14,400 14,400 
James B. McFadden Dir. of Intramural 13,008 6,504 Ath 
Athletics and Asst. 6,504 C 
Coach 13,008 13,008 
Robert W. Smith ManagE~r of Athletic 14,400 7,200 Ath 
Faciljl ties and Asst. 7 2200 C 
Office of Development 
Coach 14,400 14,400 
W. Wright Bryan 
CLASSIFIED 
Millard B. Farrar 
Vice Pres. for Dev. 
Dir. o,f Planning and 
23,760 24,720 
Corporate Support 14,772 14,772 
Joe E. Sherman Dir. Alumni Rel. 16,176 16,176 
John C. Mann Alumni. Editor 10,488 10,488 
Melvin C. Long Dir. P'ublic Rel. 14,772 14,772 
Joyce W. Valentine Typist II 4,140 4,140 
Sara M. Herring Machin.e Opr. II 4,032 4,032 
Linda G. Murray Typist II 4,536 4,536 
Marie Staedeli Secretary I 5,256 5,256 
John L. Allen Editor, News Bureau 9,960 9,960 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 




Office of Develo:ement -
Continued 
George M, Moore 
Revelie Brannon 
Paula H. Burgner 
Rachel Scott 
Stephanie L. Cornwell 
Katherine Spurlock 
Allen M. Sales, Jr. 
Mildred C. Mixon 
George Bennett 
Sally M, Glenn 
J. B, Cornwell, Jr. 
Communications Center 
Harry Durham 
Janet M. Pilgrim 
James P. Burns 
Pay Title Degree 
code 











Alumni Field Rep. 
Typist I (Rec. Clerk) 
Typist II 
Asst. Editor, News 
Burea1u 
Custodian Hanover HousE 
Direcltor 
Typist II 
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Earl T. Cosens Chief Engineer 6,216 6,216 E 
2,016 2,016 s 
2 2 760 2 2 760 C 
10,992 10,992 
Charles W. Haralson Supv . Photo Lab 5,988 5,988 E 
1,908 1,908 s 
2 2 568 2 2 568 C 
10,464 10,464 
Shirley C. Mayne Typist I 2,232 2,232 E 
732 732 s 
1 2032 1 2 032 C 
3,996 3,996 
Thomas H. Shockley Photographer 4,200 4,200 E 
1,380 1,380 s 
2 2040 2 2040 C 
7,620 7,620 
William E. Osteen Photographer 4,140 4,140 E 
1,308 1,308 s 
1 2812 1 2812 C 
7,260 7,260 
Harold M. Smith Photographer 4,572 4,572 E 
1,440 1,440 s 
1 2980 1.980 C 
7,992 7,992 
Clyde T. Leopard Lab-Technician 3,120 3,120 E 
Photographer 984 984 s 
1 2 416 1 2 416 C 
5,520 5,520 
Frank H. Nix Electronic Tech 4,140 4,140 E 
1,308 1,308 s 
1 1 s12 1 2812 C 
7,260 7,260 
T. N, Greer Producer-Director 4,824 4,824 E 
1,512 1,512 s 
2 2 040 2.040 C 
8,376 8,376 
Ann H. Price Write:r 3,492 3,492 E 
1,140 1,140 s 
1 2 656 1 2 656 C 
6,288 6,288 











Diane E , Hadley 
D, W. Garrison 
NEW POSITION 
Central Office Services 
William D, Cromer 
Wyly W. Addis 
Vicki Wiggins 
Dorothy Q. Derrick 
James W. Cannon 
Margaret B. Hunnicutt 
Betty Jo Cain 
Leigh Curtis Senn 
Lawrence E, Reid 
Donna L. Byrd 
B, S, Black 
Jennie L, Harbin 






Ptg . Srvs. Supv. II 
Presnman II 




Offset Ptg , Mach. Opr, 
Offset Ptg, Mach , Opr. 
Mail Room Supv, II 
Offset Ptg, Mach. Opr, 
Clerk I 
Offset: Ptg. Mach, Opr, 




















































































Mildred R. Moore 
Miscellaneous Department 
B. D. Cloaninger 
T. G. Painter 
Walter E. Berry 
£1 See Fertilizer Inspect 






Switchboard Opr I 
Switchboard Opr II 
Recorder 
Safety Officer and 
Staff Assistant 
Safety Coordinator 
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Acad 1 Reco11111endations for: Year 1970-71 Dlvlslon Academic 
NAME 
(1) 
Office of Vice President 
for Academic Affairs and 
Dean of the University 
Victor Hurst 
C. B. Green 
A. E. Schwartz 
S, M. Willis 
R.H. Henningson 
H. N. Cooledge 
W. C. Godley 
CLASSIFIED 
Linda E. Mann 
Wanda M. Goodman 












Vice Pres. for Acad. 
Affairs, Dean of Univ. 
and Prof. of Dairy 
Science 
Asst. Dean of Univ., 
Prof. of English 
Dean of Undergraduate 
Studies, Prof. of 
English 
Dean, Graduate School, 
Prof. Civil Engr. 
Dean of Grad . Studies 
and Univ. Research, 
Assoc. Prof. Civil Engr 
Dir., Clemson Univ. at 
Sumter, Prof. Ind. Mgt. 
Dean, Ulniv. Extension, 
Prof. I1nd. Mgt. 
Asst, Dir. Research, 
Prof. Dairy Science 
Asst. Diean, Univ. Res., 
Prof. D.airy Science 
Univ. Marshal, Alumni 
Prof. Architecture 
Prof. Al~imal Science 
Secreta1cy II 
Secreta1ry I 
Secre ta1ry II 
SALARY 





(4) (5) (8) 
















A 144 144 





F 6,132 6,132 
F 5,016 5,016 
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Reco11111endati ons for: Year 1970-71 Divis lon:........,jAwc .... aillid..sei:.llmwi.i.c _________________ A_c_ad_2_ 
Pay...,_ _______ SALARY ,.. 
NAME 
(1) 
Office of Vice President 
for Academic Affairs and 
Dean of the University 
CLASSIFIED 
Mary D. Walker 
Martha G. Lollis 
Nan S . Campbell 
Annette H. Kesler 
NEW POSITION 
Computer Center 
M. C. Palmer 
C. E. Kirkwood 
R. D. Stinaff 
NEW POSITIONS 
CLASSIFIED 
A. M. Fedele 












S. S. Salaries 
Secretary II 
Director Computer CenteJ 
and Ass,oc. Prof. 
Computer Analyst and 
lA.ssoc. :Prof. 
Systems Analyst and 
Asst. P:rof. EE 
!Asst. P1rof. Computer 
Science 
~ystems Analyst and 
tlnstruc1tor 
Systems Analyst and 
ILecture,r 
Systems Analyst II 
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CLASSIFIED - Continued 
Louise Jenkins 
Robert L. Wiggins 
R. L. McCall 
Elizabeth M. Dickson 
Clinton J. Powell 
David B. Fleming 
Harry v. Hall 
A. E. Heins, Jr. 
Beatrice Cole 
Jo Dale Howell 
Cecelia McWhorter 
Roshell Brown 
William T. Lowden 
Joyce Metcalf 
Sally R. Moore 
Laura A. Powell 









Sci. P·rogrammer II 
Systems Analyst II 
Comput1ar Programmer I 
Programmer Trainee 
Data P1coc. Supv. I 
Comp. Opr. III 
Comp. Opr. III 
Comp. Opr. III 
Keypunch Operator I 
Keypunch Supv. I 
Keypunch Operator I 
Keypunch Operator II 
Keypunch Operator I 
Computeir Operator I 
Keypunch Operator I 




Scientific Programmer I 
Computer Operator III 
SALARY Pay 




































wages 1/2 Time 





Acad 4 Recoaendalions for: Year 1970-71 Division Academic 
Pay 
Oe1ree Title NAME 
code 
(1) (3) (4) (2) 
Computer Center 
NEW POSITIONS - Continued 
. 
Clerk II 
Keypunch Operator II 
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College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Recommendations !or: Year 1970-71 Dlvl!lon (Teaching and Research) ABS 1 
SALARY 
Pay REMAJUtS Title Degree Recom'd NAME Cunent code Next Year Year (7) (1) (3 ) (8) (4) (5) (2) 
Administration 
3 , 552 3,696 C 
Sci. and Prof , of 
PhD Dean of Agr. and Bio, W. H. Wiley 
7,260 7,548 s 








Dir, Agr. Exp, Sta . 
Dir. Res. in Agr. and 
Prof, of Horticulture 
PhD 0, B. Garrison 
s 23,004 23,928 
PhD Dir. Res. Instr ., Asst. 
to the Dean and Prof. 
of Agronomy 
J. W. Jones 
21,000 21,840 
J . E, Halpin Assoc, Dir. of Agr. 
Exp. Sta., Director of 
PhD 
12,396 12,900 s 
BWB , Prof. of Bot. Mier b. B 
and Plant Path 
6 1108 61348 
18,504 19,248 
10,416 15,816 C 
81592 







6,900 7,272 Associate Professor G. R. von Tungeln MS 
2,376 C 
41644 s . 41908 
13,800 14,556 
7,080 5,904 C 
of Experimental 
W. E, Johnston PhD Assistant Professor 
11 1 280 9 1 252 s 
Statistics 16,332 17,184 
3,744 2,916 C. B. Loadholt Assistant Professor C 
of Experimental 
PhD 




Stat. Res. Assistant 6 , 720 6,852 s L. E, Warlick BS 
K. s. Powell 4,200 4,200 PhD Professor A s * 
N. R. Covington PhD Profee1sor 1,750 A s * 
CLASSIFIED 
C 1,176 1,176 Admin. Asst. II Ag . 
Expt. Sta. and Res. 





their s, lary from These individuals are m the Winthrop faculty , but rtcei Ire part o 
* 
appropriation to the S C. E periment Station. 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 1964) 
Coll ege of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Reconimendations !or: Year 1970-71 Di vlslon (Teaching and Research) 
SALARY pay Title 
(3) 
Facilities Design Engr. 
II 






Clerk I II 
Lab Mech I 
tLab Mec:h I 








































Administration - Continue 
G. L. Hardy 
J . S. Goodman 
G. M. Laitala 
L. H. Newell 
L. B. Mixon 
E. R. Angley 
F. C. Weeden 
W. P. Childress 
Jack Crumpton 
c. T. Cartee, Jr. 
N. E. Bridges 
c. H. Crenshaw 
I. R. Sembos 
J . N, Edgar 
s . M. Gillison 
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College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
SALARY 
Recolllfflendations for: Year 1970-71 Division (Teaching and Research) 








N. R. Page 
J. T. Gillingham 
CLASSIFIED 
w. R. McCaskill 
J. J. Starnes 
J. s. Boswell 
c. M. Wilborn 
s. B. Quattlebaum 
Agricultural Conununicatio ~s 
LLASS1F1ED 
R. c. Hubbard 
D. A. Timmerman 
J. M. Cox 













Key Punch Operator II 
Senio,r Instrument Tech 










Clerk·-S teno II 
Typist: II 
Head of Department and 
Ed. 
Assoc .. Home Ee. Ed. 
Edito1:ial Asst . II 


























6 2 996 
14,004 
5,688 
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College of Agr iculture and Biological Sciences 
Reco111nmdations for : Year 1970-71 Division (Teaching and Research) ABS 4 















A2ricultural Communicatio lls 
Continued 
-
A. L. McPhail BS Asst.. Radio-TV Ed. 4,152 
41140 






























0 . D. Fowler Clerk-Typist I 3,840 3,840 s 
Agricultural Economics 
and Rural Soci ology 














J. M. Stepp PhD Alumni Professor 2 , 796 
6 , 660 
2,004 
9 1048 
20 , 508 
1,740 






















o. E. Crawford MS Associate Prof essor 10,524 10,944 s 
J . w. Hubbar d PhD Assoc:late Professor 5 , 328 
9 1156 


























Col lege of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Recollfflendat ions f or: Year 1970-71 Oivl5lon (Teaching and Research) ABS 5 
S A LARY pay 
Degree RDtAJUtS TiUe Recom'd NAME Current code Nen Year Year (7) (9) (1) (3) (4 ) (5) (2) 
Agricultural Economics 
and Rural Sociologi -
Continued 
B. L. Dillman PhD Assistant Professor 5,400 C 
111064 s 
16,464 
Associate Pr ofessor 7,116 C 
101308 s 
17,424 Promotion 
L. D. Malphrus Associate Professor 12,156 PhD 12,396 s 
J . F . Miles PhD Associate Professor 11,412 11,412 s 





A. B. Carrol PhD Assistant Professor 2,664 C 
131596 s 
16,260 
Assoc~ate Professor 2,820 C 
141400 s 
17,220 Promotion 
T. A. Burch MS Ass t. Agr. Econ . 10,380 10,584 s 
J. c. Hite PhD Assist:ant Professor 6,048 8,172 C 
81736 s 
14 , 784 
71200 
15 , 372 
J. S . Lytle PhD Assist:ant Professor 7,524 6,060 C 
81304 101404 s 
15,828 16,464 
R. K. Dehaven PhD Assistant Professor 4, 128 6,672 C 
9 1876 s 
14 , 004 
71896 
14 , 568 
P . E. LaFerney PhD Lecturer (USDA) 1 , 716 Part Time 
NEW POSTIONS 
PhD Associate Pr ofessor 9,432 s 
9 1 072 E 
18 , 504 
PhD Assistant Pr ofessor 9,108 s 
3 1 900 E 
13,008 
CLEMS O N U N ! V E R S I T Y Form 8-J (Rev. May 196u) 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Reconunendations for: Year 1970-71 Divl!ion (Teaching and Research) ABS 6 
SALARY pay REMARKS Title Degree Recom'd NAME Current code Nen Year Year (7) (1) (3) (8) (4) (5) (2) 
Agricultural Economics 
and Rural Sociology 
Continued 
CLASSIFIED 
L. J. Smith 
-




















3 1 360 
15 , 325 
us 
s 








S. W. Gambrell Secretary I 2 , 628 
2 . 628 
5,256 
2,760 




E. K. Davis Clerk-Typist II 4 , 536 4,536 s 
N. Y. Folk Clerk·-Typist II 4,752 4,752 s 
J. R. Peay Clerk I 3,684 3,684 s 
D. A. Hendricks Cler k--S teno I 4,032 4,032 s 
M. E. Lloyd Steno II 5,124 5,124 s 
L. J . Smith Clerk-·Typis t II 4,752 4 , 752 s 
c. J . Singlet on Clerk-·S teno II 4,452 4 , 668 s 
Agricultural Engineering 



















18 , 408 
C 
s 
CLEMS O N U N I V E R S I T Y Form B-J (Rev. May 196u) 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 

































































c. E. Hood, Jr. PhD Associate Professor 552 
161248 

















PhD Assistant Professor 13,008 13,008 s 
J . T. Craig MS Assistant Professor A 11,106 11,430 
D. G. Dickson MS Resea·rch Assistant 11,100 11,544 s 
Resea·r ch Assistant 8,400 8,400 s 
CLASSIFIED 
BS Ag. Siei. Assoc. II 8,604 8,604 s 
BS Ag. S1~i. Assoc. I 7,428 7,428 s 










D. H. Burchfield . Clerk-Typist II 4 , 140 4 , 332 s 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
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College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 







K. R. Stone 
R. E. Burrell 
R, c. Garvin 
w. E. Harden 
B. c. Kolb 
J. M, Seigler 
Issac Mickler 
D. s. Brown 
Agronomy and Soils 
u. s. Jones 
G. R. Craddock 
T. c. Peele 
c. M. Jones 
E. B. Eskew 











Lab Mech. I 
Lab Mech. II 
Ag. Sci. Assistant 
Lab Mech. I 
Clerk-Typist I 
Secretary I 
Lab Mech. I 
Heavy Equip. Operator 
Typist I 

































17 , 952 
15 ,096 
1 , 416 
111916 
13,332 
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College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Recoramendations f or · 
NA ME 
(1) 
Agronomy and Soils -
Continued 
K, s . LaFleur 
M. W. Jutras 
C. E. Rieck 
J . R. Woodruff 
W. D. Graham 
E. F. McClain 
J . D. Maxwell 
c. c. Chen 
CLASSIFIED 
L. H. Harvey 
R. G. Vickery 
E. L. Haney 
B. C. Mor ton 
J. J. Swaney 
E. 0 . Teat 
























Assoc .. Ext . Spec. 
(Agron.) 
Agr. Aide II 
Field Foreman 





code Current Year 
Recom'd 
Next Year 
(4) (5) (8) 
2,316 2,688 








-- 6 1 528 
-- 14,448 
3,684 3,300 





6 1168 81400 
12,948 13,476 
1,692 2,388 
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College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 










SA L AR Y 
Current Rec:om'd 
















D, H. Kane Cl er k- Typis t I 3 , 684 3,684 s 
Animal Science 














w. C. Godl ey PhD Professor 15,516 




































9 1 768 
14 , 880 
C 
s 
J . R. Hill , Jr . PhD Associate Pr ofessor 3 , 492 
1,752 
8 1 988 
14,232 
2 , 700 
2,940 































Trfd. to DU 
Office 




College ot Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Recoramendations for: Year 1970-71 Dlvlslon (Teaching and Research) ABS 11 




s. L. Moore DVM Vet. Area, Supvr. 3,636 s (a) 3,636 
s . w. Kennedy An. Sci. Assistant II 7,440 7,440 s 
J. s . Lazar Secre.tary 888 888 s 
2 1 148 21148 C 
3,036 3,036 
R. M. Rauton An. Sci. Associate 8,184 8,184 s 
B. M. Valentine An. Sci. Assistant 7,440 7,440 s 
P. J. Owens Meat Cutter 2,694 2,694 C 
21682 21682 s 
5,376 5,376 
Brenda S. Littleton 3,684 Clerk-Steno I 3 , 884 s 
Clerk-Steno II 4,452 4,452 s 
Dairy Science 
W. A. King PhD Professor and Head 4,008 2,496 C 
2,496 EGP 
1,008 1,044 E 
141988 141 760 s 
20,004 20,796 
J. T. Lazar, Jr. PhD Profe:ssor 8,232 11,964 C 
9 1120 61084 s 
17,352 18,048 
J. J. Janzen PhD Profei;sor 3,744 3,888 C 




G. w. Brandt PhD Assoc:Late Professor 12,816 13,068 s 
c. c. Brannon BS Associlate Professor 1,728 C 
12 1204 101716 s 
12,204 12,444 
w. v. Chalupa PhD Associate Professor 1,356 C 
151900 151180 s 
15,900 16,536 
(a) See Livestock-Poultr Heal h for total salary. 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
















Dairv Science - Continued 











J . w. Kelly MS Assistant Professor 10,068 10,476 s 








PhD Assis·tant Professor 15,312 15,312 s 
D. R. Lamond 
CLASSIFIED 
PhD Visit:lng Professor (2,616) 
(7,092) 









s . L. Moore DVM Vet Area Supvr. 3,648 3,648 s (a) 
H. s . Bice Clerk-·S teno I 4,212 4,212 s 
s. K. Parker Clerk-·Typist I 3,840 3,840 s 
L. B. Henderson Dairy Herdsman 6,420 6,420 
J . c. Heustess Ag. Sci. Associate 8,100 8,592 s 
L. A. Douglas Ag . Sci. Assistant 6,432 6,432 s 
D. B. McNeely Secretary I 2,892 
2 1 880 
5,772 
2,892 




H. A. Br eazeale Ag. Sci. Associate I 8,184 8,184 s 
En tomo logI, and Economic 
Zoology 

















(a) See Livestock-Poultr~ 
PhD Professor 
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College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Reco111111endations for: Year 1970-71 Division (Teaching and Research) ABS 13 
SA L ARY 
N AME 
(1) 
Entomology and Economic 
Zoology - Conti nued 
J . K. Reed 
T. R. Adkins 
R. c. Fox 
L. G. Webb 
Raymond Noblet 
G. R. Carner 
T, E. Skelton 
R. F. Nash 
H. A. Loyacano 
CLASSIFIED 
F. J . McAlister 
D, B. Byrd 




















Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assis t ant Professor 
Assist.ant Pr ofessor 
Assistant Professor 
Ent. Assistant I 
Secre t ary I 






















9 1 492 
13,008 
2,736 
10 1 584 
13,320 
5,556 
9 1 864 
15,420 
4,812 
6 1 936 
11,748 









Next Year (I ) 
5, 976 
3,372 











10 1 752 
13,104 




8 1 856 
13 , 008 
5,244 
10 1 788 
16,032 
3,324 
9 1 000 











































College of Agriculture and Biol ogical Sciences 




J. s . Evans 
CLASSIFIED 
s . T, Binnicker 
Quincy Garvin 
w. c. Patterson 
Food Science and Biochemi 
w. P, Williams , Jr . 
J . H, Mitchell , J r. 
R, F, Bor gman 
D. M. Henricks 
J. C, Acton 
J , J . Jen 
L. Crook 















Ag. E.ngineer and Head 
Secr etary I 
Farm For eman 
Field Foreman 




Associate Pr ofessor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assist.ant Professor 










6 , 420 
9 , 756 
9 . 744 
19,500 
3,312 
11 . 856 
15 , 168 
4,092 




15 , 804 
13 . 008 
13,008 
3 , 564 
8 1 940 
12,504 
1 , 980 
504 
11 . 976 
14,460 
2,292 
10 . 416 


















13 . 704 






































12 , 708 
C 
s 
CLEMS O N UN I VERSITY Form B-3 (Rev . May 1964) 
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College of Agricul ture and Biological Sciences 




Food Science and 
Biochemistry - Continued
CLASSIFIED 
F, H, Haselden 
s . E, Nelson 
v. A. Paynt er 
A, T, Bel l 
F. B, War dlaw, Jr . 
Horticul ture 
T. L. Senn 
W. L. Ogle 
L. O. Van Blar icom 
J . R, Haun 
J . A. Martin 
H. J . Sefick 
E. T. Sims , J r . 
G. E. Stembridge 
F. W. Thode 














Lab Tech. II 
Secr etary I 
Lab T,ech. II 
Cler k·-Steno I 
Lab T1:\ch . II 
Head and Pr ofessor 
Pr ofessor 
Pr ofes:sor 
Associ ate Pr ofessor 
Associat e Professor 
Associat e Professor 
Associate Pr ofessor 



































2 , 388 
2 . 388 




8 , 004 
1 , 008 









4 , 116 
12. 660 
16 , 776 
11 , 940 
2,064 
9 . 396 
11,460 

















3 , 744 
3,540 
1 ,044 
12 . 480 
20 , 808 
3, 768 
13 . 956 
17,724 











2 , 688 
12 . 252 
14,940 
3 , 264 
12 . 084 
15,348 
14,166 A 
UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
College of Agriculture and Biol ogical Sciences 
Reco11111endations for: Year 1970- 71 Dlvlslon (Teaching and Resear ch) ABS 16 
SALARY 
TiUe Degre e NAME 
(1) (3) (2) 
Horticulture - Continued 
B. J . Skelton 
C. R. Johnson 
J.P . Fulmer 
w. s . Jordan 
F, B, Ledeboer 
J . H, Crawfor d 
CLASSIFI ED 
R. A, Baumgardner 
D. 0 . Ezell 
T, E, Col e 
Vance George 
G, A, King , J r . 
J . D. Wilkinson 
A. w. Julian 










Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assistant Professor 
AssiBtant Professor 
Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assis,tant Hort . 
Assoc. Ext. Spec. 
(Hort) 
Asst. Ext. Spec. 
(Hor t) 
Secre t ary I 
Foreman and Weather 
Obs , 
Ag . Sci. Ass i s t an t 
Clerk·-Steno II 
Ag , Sci. Ass i s tant 
Clerk--Steno I 




















1 , 608 
121396 
14,004 
7 , 692 
12,312 
1 1 368 
13 , 680 
11,508 














5 , 796 
8 1376 
14,172 













12 , 312 
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Plant Pathology and 
Physiology 
W. M. Epps PhD ProfE~ssor, Head and 6,240 3,684 C 
StatE! Plant Pa t h -- 3,888 EGP 
1,044 1,080 E 
13 1524 121984 s 
20,808 21,636 
L. W. Baxter PhD Associate Professor 1,836 
--
C 
2,580 -- EGP 
11 . 952 -- s 
16,368 --
Profe ssor -- 1 ,980 C 
--
2,412 EGP 
-- 12 . 924 s 
-- 17,316 Promo t ion 
Wesley Wi t cher PhD Associate Professor 2 , 748 -- C 





1 , 848 C 
-- 1 , 056 EGP 
-- 13 1260 s 
--
16,164 Promotion 
G. c. Ki ngsl and PhD Assoc:late Professor 2,328 1 , 824 C 
10 . 548 111304 s 
12,876 13,128 
N, D. Camper PhD Assistant Prof essor 2 ,076 1,728 C 
11 . 232 121372 s 
13,308 14 , 100 
O. w. Barnett PhD Assis t:ant Pr ofessor 1 ,104 792 C 
12. 288 13 . 128 s 
13 , 392 13 , 920 
E. I. Zehr PhD Assis t:ant Professor -- 1 , 428 C 
12 . 000 11 . 052 s 
12,000 12 , 480 
CLASSIFIED 
L. C. Rife Secretar y 2,760 2,760 C 
2 . 160 2 1 760 s 
5,520 5,520 
CLEMS O N UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
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Plant Pest Regulatory 
Service 
CLASSIFIED 
L. H. Senn PhD Head Plant Pest Reg. 
Serv,. State Ent. and 
Supv .. of Plant Pest 
Reg. Serv. 14,604 15,708 s 








D. M. Gaydon MS Ent. Assistant II 8,808 8,808 s 
v. H. McCaskill BS Ent. Assistant II 8,808 8,808 s 
D. c. Weeks MS District Entomologist 10,980 10,980 s 
L. R. Morgan MS District Entomologist 9,480 9,480 s 
J. E. McDonald MS Ent. Assistant III 9,204 9,204 s 
H. M, Meares Secre:tary I 5,016 5,016 s 
Janice A. Bouchillon Clerk-Steno II 4,248 4,248 s 
Poultry Science 






















J. B. Cooper MS Associate Professor 6,396 
s 1 a20 
12,216 
6,828 
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Plant Patholog~ and 
Physiology 
W. M. Epps PhD ProfE?ssor, Head and 6,240 3,684 C 
Statt? Pl ant Path -- 3,888 EGP 
1,044 1,080 E 
131524 12 1 984 s 
20,808 21,636 
L. W. Baxter PhD Associate Professor 1,836 -- C 
2,580 -- EGP 
11.952 -- s 
16,368 --
Profe:ssor -- 1,980 C 
--
2,412 EGP 
-- 12 . 924 s 
-- 17,316 Promotion 
Wesley Witcher PhD Associate Professor 2,748 -- C 





-- 1,056 EGP 
-- 13 . 260 s 
--
16,164 Promotion 
G. c. Kingsland PhD Assoc:iate Professor 2,328 1,824 C 
10.548 11 . 304 s 
12,876 13,128 
N. D. Camper PhD Assis1tant Professor 2,076 1,728 C 
11 1232 121372 s 
13,308 14 , 100 
o. w. Barnett PhD Assistant Professor 1,104 792 C 
12 1 288 13 . 128 s 
13,392 13,920 
E. I. Zehr PhD Assistant Pr ofessor -- 1,428 C 
12 . 000 11 . 052 s 
12,000 12,480 
CLASSIFIED 
L. c. Rife Secret.ary 2,760 2,760 C 
21 760 21 760 s 
5,520 5,520 
CLEMS O N U NIVERSIT Y Form B-) (Rev . May 1964) 
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College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Recolllftendations for: Year 1970-71 Dlvlslon (Teaching and Research) ABS 19 
NAME 
(l) 
Poultrv Science - Continu 
J. E. Jones 
CLASSIFIED 
B. W. Bierer 
E. G. Burkett 
J. L. Hogue 
J. H. Henderson 
B. J. Maw 




J. o. Black 
R. A. Jameson 
R. F. Thompson 
R. R. Evans 
A. J. Thomas 
Coast Station 
CLASSIFIED 
H. M. Bishop 
Edisto Station 
















Lab lDir. and Professor 




Ag. Sci. Assoc. I 
Ag. Aide II 
Dept,. Head and Assoc. 
Plant: Breeder 
Seed Cert. Inspector 






Supt, and Professor -
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SALARY 
R e conunendations !or• Year 1970-71 
Degree NAME 
Edisto Station 
M, B. Hughes 
H. L. Musen 
w. A. Balk 
M. G. Hamilton 








s. G. Turnipseed PhD 
c. w. Blackmon 
S. G. Woods 
CLASSIFIED 
B. H. Croft 
J. c. Etheredge 
Pee Dee Station 
J. B. Pitner 
D. C. Harrell 
A. Manwiller 
J. G. Alphin 













Prof1assor - Hort, 
Asso1:iate Professor -
Agron. 
Profi~ssor - Agron ... 






Ent. and Zool. 
Assistant Professor -
Bot. and Bact. 
Assistant Ani. Sci. 





Lab Tech. II 
Supt , and Professor -
Agron. 









































































CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form 8-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
Recormnendations for: Year 1970-71 Dlvi9ion 
Degree NAME 
(1) (2) 
Pee Dee Station - Continu ed 
J. A. Durant 
F. c. Patten 
CLASSIFIED 
A. D. Fore 
s. M. Smith 
F. M, Harrell 
D, E, Purvis 
Sandhill Station 
w. H, Rhodes 
c. E. Gambrell, 
CLASSIFIED 
o. L. Motley 
R. M, Rose 
Truck Station 
w. C. Barnes 
W.R. Sitterly 
CLASSIFIED 
G. L. Buckner 











College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
(Teaching and Research) ABS 21 
Assistant Professor -
Ent. and Zoo!. 
Assistant Agr. Eng. 
Assii~tant Professor 
Agr. Sci. Assistant 
Secretary I 
Ag, Sci. Assistant 
Farm Manager I 
Engr. Tech. 






Supt, and Professor -
Hort. 
Professor 
Professor - Plant Path 
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R. K. Guthrie PhD Director and Professor 20,508 21,328 
CLASSIFIED 
Martha M. Wilson Secri~tary I 4,776 4,776 
Rose M. Langston Stenc,grapher I 3,852 3,852 
Stenographer I 1,842 1,842 50% FT 
Mary H. Vick S tern:igrapher I 3,684 3,684 
R. N. Felebee Assistant in 
Micr,obiology 8,400 8,400 s 
Biochemistry 
PhD Associate Professor 









PhD Assistant Professor A -- 12,006 
Botany 
R. P. Ashworth PhD Professor A 15,966 16,380 
J. E. Fairey, III MS Assistant Professor A 5,562 







A. c. Mathews PhD Professor A 13,158 13,590 








N, W. Thompson MS Instructor A 8,244 8,496 
NEW POSTION 






A. w. Baxter PhD Assi.stant Professor A 5,760 
5 1 742 
11,502 
6,120 




J, H. Bond MS Asso,ciate Professor A 8,046 















College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 




Microbiology - Continued 
M. J. B. Paynter 
Zoology 
G. W. Anderson 
J.M. Barrier 
w. E, Bachop 
E. D. Brodie, Jr. 
R, L, Hays 
R, T, Sawyer 
A. s. Tombes 
R. E, Ware 
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Year Nest Year (5) (8) 
RDIAJUtS 
(7) 
Universitv Administratio * 
M. E. Barnette Supv. of Contract 
Accounts 6,456 6,456 s 
J. P. Burns Mgr., Tech. Serv. 2,304 2,304 s 
J. w. Cannon Mail Clerk 3,996 3,996 s 
E. T, Cosens Chieif Engineer 2,016 2,016 s 
w. D. Cromer Ptg. Srvs. Supv. II 4,746 4,746 s 
Alton Finley Supv. of Janitors 5,904 5,904 s 
W. H. Durham Dir. Univ. 
Center 
Comm. 
2,880 2,880 s 
J. B. Gentry Personnel Director 6,804 6,804 s 
M. R. Moore 
T, N. Greer 
Switchboard Opr II 







c. w. Haralson Supvr. Photo Lab 1,908 1,908 s 
v. R. Harrell 
K. R. Helton 
T. N, Hinton 
Datal Processing Supv. 
Budg;et Director 










Victor Hurst Vice President for 
Acadlemic Affairs 3,144 3,264 s 
L. L. Jenkins Sci. Progrannner 5,148 5,148 s 
Clyde T. Leopard 
E. s. Liberty 
s. c. Mayne 
Frank H, Nix 
w. E, Osteen 
M. c. Palmer 
Ann H. Price 
Lab-·Technician 
Photographer 



























Janet M. Pilgrim 
* See Universitv bud2et for ti 
Typist II 
tal salarv . 
744 744 s 
C LE MS O N' UNIVERSITY Form 8-) (Rev. May 1964) 
College of Agricul ture and Biological Sciences 
Reco111J11endations !or: Year l970-7l Divi 5 ion Divis ion of Biology ABS 25 
SALARY 
NAME Degree Tille Pay Rtt0m'd RDtARKS code CurTent Year Nezt Year (1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (I) (7) 
Universitv Administratio ~ 
- * 
Continued 
Christine J. Rowand 
L. A. Powell 
T. H. Shockley 
H. M. Smith 
M. A, Wilson 
c. E. Woodall 
Diane E, Hadl ey 
D. W. Garrison 
NEW POSITION 
Cl erk I 
Clerk III 
Pho t ogr apher 
Photographer 
Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
and Comp troller 
Adm . Specialist 
Artist 
Phot,ographer 





2 , 856 
2,340 
1,380 









2 , 424 
996 
1,020 





-- 1 ,440 s 
See Uni ver s ity budget for t t al saLlary. * 




Architecture Arch 1 Recormnendations for· Year 1970-71 Div15ion 
Pay ...., _______ SALARY -4 
NAME 
(1) 
Architecture and Planning 
Harlan E. McClure 
Emery A. Gunnin 
George C, Means, Jr. 
Harold N. Cooledge 
Teoman K. Doruk 
Joseph L. Young 
Edward L. Falk 
Vernon S. Hodges 
Peter R. Lee 
Kirk R. Craig 
Frank P, Morris 
Lamar H, Brown 
Joseph W. Wells 
Ralph E, Knowland 
Horace H. Williamson 
M. G. Melaragno 
J . Edward Pinckney 
James R. Washburn 
Anders J . Kaufmann 
Kenneth J. Russo 


























Dean and Professor 
Profe:ssor 
Profe:ssor 


























































































15 , 048 
14,814 
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Architecture and Planning 
Continued 
Kenneth E. Carpenter 
James Dalton 
Robert England 
Raymond D. Br ay 
Jerry M. Clement 
CLASSIFIED 
Willie D. McClain 
c. Jane Reeves 
Elizabeth B. Martin 
Lynne G. Johnson 
Ricki P. Goshorn 
Visual Studies 
Robert H. Hunter 
John T. Acorn 
Ireland G. Regnier 
Samuel Wang 
CLASSIFIED 


















































































19 , 360 








60% F. T. 
CLEMS O N U N I V E R S I T Y form B-J (Rn. May 196h) 





Office of the Dean 
IL F. Landrith 
CLASSIFIED 




Office of Educational Services 
M. A. Packer 
CLASSIFIED 
Department of A~ricultura 
Education 
L. H. Davis 
W. c. Bowen 
E.T. Carpenter 
J . A. Hash 
F. E. Kirkley 
CLASSIFIED 
Frances T. Brandt 









Dean and Prof . 
Secretary II 
Assoc. Prof . 
of Ed . 
Assoc. Prof. and 
Coard . Ed. Services 
Stenographer I 

























































5 , 784 
15,996 
8,460 


















8 , 916 
17,832 
4 , 380 
4,380 
5 , 580 
14 , 340 
5 , 316 
5,316 
6 , 024 
16,656 
8,784 
5 , 676 
14,460 
2,016 
12 , 324 
14,340 
5 , 772 
3 , 852 
CLEMSON U N I V E R S I T Y f orm 8-) (R ev. May 1~6~) 
Reco11111endations !or : Year 1970-71 Divl5lon College of Education Ed 2 











Y ear Next Year 
(5 ) (11 ) 
REMAlUtS 
(7) 
Deoartment of Elementary 
Secondary Education 
~nd 
M. A. King EdD Head and Prof . of Ed . F 18 , 000 18 , 804 
L. L. Byrd EdD Assistant Professor A 11,178 
--
11 , 178 













Elizabeth Galloway MA Instructor A 9,648 10,098 
G. W. Gray EdD Associate Professor A 12,006 
--
12,006 





J. R. Harris EdD Assistant Professor A 11,898 
--






Barbara Morgan EdD Assistain t Professor A 11 , 826 
--
11 , 826 
9,247 
31083 
12 , 330 
EGP 
C 

















11 , 394 
--








Brenda P. Harris Secr etar y I F 5 , 256 5,256 
De12artment of Indus t rial 
Education 
A. F. Newton EdD Head andl Prof . 
Ed . 








F. A. Bosdell MS Assistan.t Professor F 13 , 008 13,464 SD 
P. c. Caley PhD Assistant Professor A 11 , 520 12,114 
J . P. Crouch EdD Assistant Professor A 12,600 
--
12,600 
5 , 940 
7 . 254 
13 , 194 
EGP 
C 
CLEMS O N U N I V E R S I T Y Form B-J (Rev . May 196h) 










S A L ARY 
Current Recom'd 




Deeartment of Industrial 
Education - Continued 
M. s . Hahn PhD Assistant Professor A (12,204) 12,834 Returning from 
leave 
w. E. West PhD Assistant Professor A 2 , 952 2,952 EGP 
81568 91162 C 
11,520 12,114 
D. E, Maurer EdD Associate Professor A 5,940 -- EGP 
71074 131572 C 
13,014 13,572 
H, E. Morgan , Jr. MS Assistant Professor A 11,178 --
Associate Pr ofessor 
--
12 , 000 Promotion 
J. J. Rohrbach MS Instructor A 9,000 -- (Resigned) 
NEW POSITIONS 
Assistant Professor F -- 12 , 000 SD 
Assistant Professor F -- 12,000 SD 
CLASSIFIED 
Elsie Liberty Secretary I F 5 , 520 5 , 520 
G. T. Sluder Lab Mec:h II F 6,120 6,120 
B. Anne Poole Secret atry I F 4 , 776 4,776 SD 
Resear ch Coor dinatin2 Uni1 
J . H. Rodger s PhD Director and Pr of . F 17 , 160 18,000 SD 
R. H, White PhD Asst . Dir. and Assoc . F 15,826 8 , 544 SD (On leave 
Prof, until Jan . 1, 1 971 
NEW POSITION 
PhD ~ssistant Professor -- 14,496 SD 
CLASSIFIED 
Miriam G, Wilson Secretary I F 5 , 016 5 , 016 so 
Sara K. Cassaday ~ypis t I F 3 , 540 3,540 SD 
NEW POSITION 
ttypist I F -- 3,540 SD 
CLEMS O N UNIVERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 1964) 
College of Education Ed 4 1970-71 Division Year Recorunmdations for: 
·-----------------------
SALARY 




A. K. Jensen 
R. T, Bensen 
B. v. Burkett, Jr . 
Betty P. Watkins 
R, D, Mattox 
CLASSIFIED 
Kathy B. Owen 
o. Jane Thomas 
Ronnie Stephens 
J . D. Crane 
Laur en M. Manley 
















ILab Tech. Ill 
!Lab Tech. III 


























3 , 852 
6 , 120 
7,092 
4,248 




17 , 016 
14,160 
12 , 720 




6 , 120 
















CLEMS O N U N I V E R S I T Y f orm B-) (Rev. May 196h) 
Engr 1 Recommendations for : Year 1970-71 Division College of Engineering 

















Office of the Dean 
L, G. Rich PhD Profes1sor and Dean F 27,000 28,080 
J. L. Edwards MS Prof. and Asst. to Dean F 16,536 17,136 
R. v. Kopczyk BS Elect. Engr. Asst. F 10,872 11,352 ER 
NEW POSITIONS 
L. c. Wilcox PhD Prof. and Assoc. Dean F -- 22,464 C Trfd , from E E 
-- 3 1 540 ER 
-- 26,004 
S. F. Hulbert PhD Assoc. Prof . and Assoc. F -- 19,464 C Trfd . f r om D IS 
Dean -- 32540 ER 
-- 23 , 004 
CLASSIFIED 
s. G. Nicholas BS Dir . of Engr. Res . F 20,196 20,196 
R. A. Banister MS Dir . of Cont. Ed. F 14,868 14,868 
Fr ed Graham BS Adm. Asst. II F 10,716 10,716 
Donald Callicoat Lab Inst . Specialist F 5,100 5,100 C 
52100 52100 s 
10,200 10,200 
James Searl Computer Specialist F 8,604 8,604 ER 
Ralph Hendricks Lab Mach. III F 9,000 9,450 
Wi l lard 0 . Will iamson Lab Mach. II F 7 , 992 7,992 
W. F. Freeman ~lect . Tech . II F 8,184 8,184 
Elect. Tech. II F 8,000 8 , 000 
J . E. Nelms ,.,ab Mech, F 5 , 292 5,544 
Fleur ette Fendley Secretar y II F 6 , 120 6 ,120 
Ray T. Smith Secr etar y II F 5 , 544 5,544 
Ruby Moseley :ler k II F 5 , 952 5 , 952 
Patricia D. Rochester :iecret.ary I F 4 , 560 4,560 
Pamela Ann Mason Clerk-St eno I F 3 , 852 3,852 
Gail Bryant ~!erk- Steno I F 4,032 4,032 








Recormnendations !or: Year 1970-71 Divi5lon:.__.....::.C~ol~l~e~g~e::-;o~f::......;:E~n~g~i~n~e~e~r~i~n~g"-______ E_n_g~r- 2 
SALARY 
Pay RDlAlUtS Degree Title NAME Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (1) (3) (4) (5) (8) (2) 
CLASSIFIED - Continued 
Jo Ann Abernathy 
NEW POSITIONS 
Division of Interdisciuli 
Studies 
s. F, Hulbert 
Clerk I F 3,540 3,540 
Secretary I 4,776 F 4,776 
Comp. Spec. F 3,000 
6 2000 
9,000 
Secretary I F 4,776 
Secr etary I F 4,776 
~arv 













H. R. Bungay PhD Profes.sor A 18,270 18,810 










6 2 498 
13,554 































C Emp. 8/16/70 
SR Vice above 
vacancy 
ER Part Time 



















Recollfflendations !or· . Year 1970- 71 Division College of Engineering En~r 3 
S ALA RY 
NAME 
(1) 
Division of Interdiscipli1 
Studies - Continued 
R.R. Moore 
F. A. Young 
J . S. Wolf 
CLASSIFIED 
Kathl een E. Mccarl 
Envir onmental Systems 
Engineering 
J. F. Andrews 
J. H. Austin 
A. R. Abernathy 
B. C. Dysart 















Asst . :Professor 
Assoc . Professor 
Assoc. Professor 
Secr etary I 
Professor and Head 
Professor 
Assoc . Prof essor 


























15 , 030 
4,776 






13 , 770 
14 , 004 
2,844 






















8 , 136 
51850 
13 , 986 
14,004 
3,654 
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Sue G. Mack 
Evelyn Zepf 
Flora E, Brown 
Ceramic Engineering 
G. c. Robinson 
H. H. Wilson 
w. w. Coffeen 
c. H. Fain 
H. G, Lefort 
CLASSIFIED 
Susan Warlick 
H. D. Moore 
Chemical Engineering 
c. E. Littl ejohn 
F. c. Alley 

















Lab Teich . III 
Secr e t ,ary I 
Secr e t a.ry I 
Typist I 
Profesi;or and Head 
Professor 
Assoc. Professor 
Assoc. Pr ofessor 
Msoc . Professor 
Secretary I 
ILab Mac:h. I 





































1 . 008 

















17 , 514 
6 , 000 
4,776 
4,776 











































J, W. Hall 
R. c. Harshman 
w. B. Barlage 
w. F. Beckwith 
D. F. Bruley 
J. c. Mullins 
s. s. Melsheimer 
NEW POSITION 
CLASSIFIED 
Mary Anne Hayden 
c. E. Alexander 
c. c. Wilson 
Civil Engineering 
H. W. Busching 
I. A, Trively 
W. Baron 

































































































































Lab Mech. I 
Lab Mach. I 
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J. c. McCormac 
J. E. Clark 






































C Emp. 8/16/70 




Emp . 8/16/70 B. L. Edge 
Vice above 
F. L. Roberts PhD Asst. Professor A 8,514 8,730 C vacancy 
31186 31186 SR 
11,700 11,916 
D. B. Stafford PhD Asst. Professor A 6,914 7,310 C 
51400 s 1 400 ER 
12,314 12,710 
W. A. Welsh PhD Asst. Professor A 12,438 12,654 
CLASSIFIED 
Faith Winston Secretary I F 4,776 4,776 
Roy M. Wald Lab Mech. II F 5,544 5,544 
Electrical Engineering 
L. c. Wilcox PhD Professor and Head F 17,626 -- C 
4,620 -- EGP 
21246 -- SR 
24,492 --
PhD Professor and Head F -- 8,458 C 
-- 4,620 EGP 
--
111 414 ER 
-- 24,492 Vice Wilcox 
R. W. Gilchrist PhD Professor A 13,068 13,680 C 
3,366 3,366 ER 
11998 11998 DP 
18,432 19,044 






Engr 7 College of Engineering Rec011111cndations for· . Year 1970-71 Division 
SALARY 
Pa'Y RDIAlUtS TiUe Degree Recom'd NAME Current code Next Year Year (7) (3) (5) (8) (1) (4) (2) 
Electrical Engineering -
Continued 
J , W, Lathrop 15,066 15,678 C 
31366 
PhD Professor A 
3 1366 ER 
18,432 19,044 
J, T, Long 15,858 A 15,534 PhD Professor 
17,064 PhD Professor A 16,452 J. c. Martin 
16,992 17,298 C 
11998 
J . N. Thurston PhD Alumni Professor A 
21016 AP 
18,990 19,314 
12,294 w. L, Ball MEE Assoc . Professor A 12,078 
17,100 
T, L. Drake 
Assoc , Professor A 16,776 J, A. Chisman PhD 
16,992 PhD Assoc. Professor A 13,464 C 
22916 SR 
16,380 16,992 
L. T, Fitch PhD Assoc, Professor 13,500 14,112 A 
11,790 PhD Assoc . Professor A 11,178 C 
3,636 




Assoc. Professor 9,846 10,062 
R, N, Kersey 
c. P. Goodin MS A 
Assoc. Professor 12,438 12,762 MEE A 
11,682 H. v. Poe MS Assoc . Professor A 11,898 
R, w. Snel sire 14,832 16,920 PhD Assoc. Professor A C 
1 1476 SR 
16,308 16,920 
I. s . Tolins PhD Assoc. Professor A 15,012 15,624 
M, L. Walla PhD Assoc. Professor A 14,592 18,624 C 
31222 SR 
17,814 18,624 
w. T. Zink Assoc. Professor 10,188 10,404 
D, c. Amoss 
MS A 





1 1836 SR 
14,004 14,616 
CLEMSON U N I V E R S I T Y form 8-J (Rev. May 1964) 
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SA L A RY 
Pay RDUJUtS Tille Degree Recom'd N A ME Current code Next Year Year (7) (1) (3) (4) (5) (8) (2) 
Electrical En~ineerin~ -
Continued 
Asst . :Pr ofessor A 5,168 5,780 C 
3,832 








R, D, Stinaff cc 
Systems Analyst 
Asst. ]Professor and A 3 , 996 3,996 PhD 
4,178 4,790 C 
3 , 832 EGP 
11008 





10,098 A 9,990 J. R, Fraker MS Instructor 
A 4,806 4,806 Part Time MS Instructor A. Bachmann 
12 ,006 12 , 006 NSF 
NEW POSITION 
PhD 
c. W. Malstrom MS Instructor A 
17,514 
CLASSIFIED 
Nell F, Rude 
Assoc. Professor A 
4, 776 4 , 776 
Linda C. Mer ck 
Secretary I F 
3,852 3,852 Stenographer I F 
W.W. Wilson Lab Mach. II F 7,260 7,260 
Engineer ing Mechanics 
20,688 
N, R. Baul d 
Professor and Head 19,848 R. w. Moorman PhD F 
PhD Professor A 16,830 17,640 







J. G, Goree PhD Assoc . Professor 12,510 14,562 A C 
11 440 SR 
13,950 14,562 
R. F, Nowack MS Assoc. Professor A 12,960 13,284 
A. G. Law PhD Assoc. ]Professor 13,08'6 A 13,518 C 
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M. K. Richardson 
P . B. Zielinski 
C, R. Mitchell 
CLASSIFIED 
Lynda P, Lyles 
Donnie R. Saxon 
Mechanical Engineering 
T, c. Hardin 
D. W. Bradbury 
E, Harrison 
A. D. Lewis 
s. M. Watson 
T, Yang 
c. A. Brandon 
E. F. Coxe 
A, c. Elrod 
J . c. Hester 






















SALA R Y 
CWTent Rec:om'd 
Year Next Year 
(5) (8) 






Assoc. Professor A 12,240 
1 1 800 
14,040 
12,816 
1 1 800 
14,616 
Asst. Professor A 10,854 11,070 
Secretary I 4,776 4,776 
Lab Mach. I 5,292 5,544 






Alumni Professor A 15,768 











Professor A 14,148 14,364 
Professor A 12,276 12,492 






4 1 456 
18,432 






Assoc. Professor A 16,002 16,614 
Assoc . Professor A 13,536 13,752 
Assoc . Professor A 15,012 15,624 





























C, W. Rudisill 
J. K, Johnson 
NEW POSITION 
CLASSIFIED 
Elaine T, Galway 
Brenda Bowen 
E. A. Andr ews 
Engineer ing Services 
Everett Laitala 
J. H. Couch 
B. E. Dunkle 
A. F. Hammond 
c. M. McHugh 
L. H. Jameson 
R. L, Perry 
c. w. Carter 
c. D. Meeks 
Ceci l Huey 
CLASSIFIED 
Brenda A. Lyles 























Assoc. Pr ofessor 
Secr etary I 
Clerk-Steno I 
Lab Mech. II 
Professor and Head 
Assoc. Pr ofessor 
Assoc. Pr ofessor 
Assoc . Professor 
Assoc . Professor 
Assoc . Professor 
Assoc. Pr ofessor 
Ass1t. Professor 
Ass1t . Professor 
Ins1tructor 
Sec:retary I 
Lab Mach. I 
SALAR Y pay 





























11 , 772 
10,512 
17,514 










A 9,522 9,738 
A 10,224 10,440 
A 8,518 8 , 626 
A 8,352 8,460 
A 7, 506 7,614 
F 4,560 4 , 776 
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CLASSIFIED - Continued 
F. A. Scott 
c. B. Watkins 
Degree Title 
(2) (3) 
Lab Mach. I 
Lab Mach. II 






















College of Forest and 






Department of Forestry 
W. H. D. McGregor 
K. Lehotsky 
R. M. Allen 
B. M. Cool 
J. R. Warner 
M. H. Bruner 
R. E. Schoenike 
W. A. Shain 

















Dean and Professor 
Secretary II 
Head .and Professor 
Professor 




























10 I 728 
12,960 





































14 1 496 




































College of Forest and 
Reco111111endations for: Year 1970- 71 Dlvi 5 ion;.,_~R~e~cwr~e~aut~i~o~n-B.e~s~a~11~c~e_s..__ ________ F_&_RR __ z_ 
Degree NAM E 
(1) 
Deeartment of Forestry -
Continued 
c. L. Lane 
r . E. Wooten 
CLASSIFIED 
L. D. Reamer 
A. T, Shearin 
T, E. Gayl ord 
c. R. Collins 
E. H. Smith 
J. B. Stephens 
B. N. Vandiver 
Patricia L. Davis 
Deeartment of Recr eation 
and Park Adminis t rat ion 
Herbert Br antley 
R. M. Fr ye 
L. w. Gahan 
G. E. Howar d 
M. o. Keit h 
J , R. Sellers 


















Ag . Sci. Assoc . 
Forest Supv. 
Ag. Sci. Assoc . 
Field Foreman 
Sec retary I 
Ag . Aide I 
Cle:rk-S t eno II 
Key Punch Opr I 

































1 , 176 
9 2552 8 2760 
13,860 14,412 
2,688 2,940 
62420 7 2020 







4,416 4 ,416 
4,896 4 , 896 
3,960 3 , 960 
16,668 
17 , 676 
10,368 10,818 
11,520 12,042 
11,556 12 , 060 
10,800 11,322 
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College of Forest and 










S A L ARY 
Current Recom'd 
Year Next Year 
(5 ) (8) 
REMAlUtS 
(7) 
Department of Recreation 
and Park Administration 
Continued 
Sarah E. Walker PhD Assistant Professor A 11 , 250 11,700 
CLASSIFIED 
Brenda M. Russell Secretary I F 5,016 5,016 
NEW POSITION 
Cl erk- ·Typis t F -- 3 , 684 










College of Industr~al Management 
Reconimendations for· . Year 1970-71 Division and Textile Science IM&TS 
SALARY 
Pa)' RDlARJtS TiUe Degree NAME Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (7) (1) (3) (4) (8) CS) (2) 
Office of the Dean 
PhD Dean and Professor w. D. Trevillian F 23,004 23,928 
T. D. Efland MS Assoc. Dean, Dir. of 
Res. and Professor F 19,152 17,904 
CLASSIFIED 
H.B. Wilson BS Field Representative F 10,260 10,260 
Tilla H. Williamon Secretary II 6,744 
Dorothy W. Houx 
F 6,744 
Library Asst. II 5,124 5,124 F 
L.B. King Lab Mach. III F 8,976 8,976 
Paula Ward Secretary I 4,776 4,776 
Lynn Shuler 
F 
Clerk-Steno II F 4,668 4,668 
Industrial Mana2ement Den artmen 
c. H. Whitehurst PhD Professor and Head 20,172 21,690 F 
c. c. Davis MBA Professor A 5,940 6,876 C 
9 1 000 EGP 
14,940 
9 1 000 
15,876 
Associate Professor c. o. Shuler PhD A 13,014 SR 
13,842 C 
K. R. Telfer MBA Visiting Lecturer A 3,060 Res. 5/15/70 
Kong Chu PhD A 6,606 Visiting Lecturer Res. 5/15/70 
E. A. LaRoche MS 11,602 Assoc:late Professor A 11,412 C 
900 TR 
11,602 12,312 
F. R. Gray MS Assoc:late Professor A 12,492 13,302 
J. L. Richardson MS Assoc:Late Professor A 11,554 12,078 
J. M. Wannamaker PhD Assoc:late Professor A 13,014 13,914 
c. v. Wray !MS Associate Professor 11,142 A 11,592 
G. D. Riggs PhD Assistant Professor A 12,006 
AssodLate Professor A 13,698 Promotion 
S. O. Park !PhD Assoctate Professor A (14,000) Res. 5/15/70 


















Department - Continued 
c. R. Smith 
J. A. Turner 
c. L. Dyer 
B. J. Todd 
J. E. Friese 
B. M. White 
T. H. Gunter 
c. A. Burden 
D. M. Swanson 
s. H. Brown 
R. D. Ruhle 
R. L. Brown 
R. E. Toomey 






H. J. Wheeler PhD 
































































































































College of Industrial Management 
Reco11111endations for: Year 1970-71 Divl!ion and Textile Science IM&TS 3 
SALARY 
PaY UMAJUtS Title Degree NAME Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (7) (1) (3) (4) (5) (8) (2) 
Economics Department -
Continued 
PhD Assistant Professor 
and A,c ting Head 




Assis ·tant Professor 
15,444 F Vice Wheeler 
Vice Close 10,008 Assistant Professor A MA P. M. Zipin 
.. 
8,082 5,664 C 
2,016 
Alumn:i Professor A H. H. Macaulay PhD 
2,016 AP 
4,032 6,672 SR 
41 032 EGP 
18,162 
5 1 664 
20,016 
I 
7,956 Instr1L1ctor A 7,506 L. E. Nordquist MA 
16,200 15,012 PhD Professor A w. c. Whitten 
Res. 5/15/70 Assoc:iate Professor A 13,284 J. F. Pearce PhD 
Vice Pearce 12,006 Assistant Professor A 
12,816 Assistant Professor 11,880 R. D. Shannon PhD A 
13,284 14,346 PhD Assoc:iate Professor A B. R. Skelton 
8,046 Instr1uctor A 8,514 D. E. Shulenburger MA 
Instr1uctor 8,804 9,324 M. E. Whitehead MA A 
PhD Assistant Professor A 5,256 5,562 1/2 Time H. H. Ulbrich 
10,062 J. A. Ziegler BA Assistant Professor A 9,504 
11,106 T. B. Yandle PhD Assistant Professor A 9,504 
Instr1uctor A 7,506 7,956 
NEW POSITION 
A. G. Wise MBA 
R. Hebert Assistant Professor 11,016 
CLASSIFIED 




Secretary I F 
Retire 7/1/70 MED Profe1ssor and Head F 15,852 T. A. Campbell 






J. L. Lundberg 
J. C, Hubbard 
E, s. Olson 
E. A. Vaughn 
w. c. Laffoday 
F, T, Simon 
J. H, Marvin 
J. J. Porter 
o. P, Thomson 
J . v. Walters 
c. G. Vaughan 
H. M. El-Behery 









































College of Industrial Management 


































A 13,104 14,004 
A 14,090 
4 1 000 
18,090 
15,116 
4 1 000 
19,116 
A 10,404 11,214 
A 12,384 13,806 
A 10,512 11,016 
A 12,312 13,014 
A 11,610 --
A 6,390 
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R. H. Barker 
CLASSIFIED 
Colleen P. Wright 
Linda G. Bridges 
F. J. Leard 
B. L. Lovinggood 
w. R. Smith 
G. N. Aiken 
M. M. Burns 
Lake G. White 
w. R. McQueen 
J. A. Whitmire 










Lab Machinist I 
Mechanic II 
Lab Machinist II 
Loom Fixer Super. 
Lab Te:chnician II 
Lab MaLchinist I 
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Reco11mendations for· . Year 1970-71 Division College of Liberal Arts LA 1 
NAME 
(1) 
Office of the Dean 
H, M. Cox 
CLASSIFIED 
Madlyn O. Langdon 
English Department 
M. A, Owings 
R. J. Calhoun 
c. 0. Caskey 
A. J . Fear 
H. M, Felder 
c. Gum 
L, L, Henry 
H. R. Holman (Miss) 
A.H. Holt 
J, L. Idol 
c. H. McGee, Jr. 
J. J. McLaughlin 



















Dean and Prof. of 
English 
Secretary II 














































































































































M, s. Steadman, Jr . 
c. H, Watson 
J . P. Winter 
R. E, Barfiel d 
H, B. Bryant 
R. L. Cross 
T. E, Douglass 
H. B. Hannah 
c. M, Israel 
A. L. Recoulley, III 
R, o. Rogers 
c. H. Sawyer (Mrs . ) 
J . B. Sims 
B. N. Skardon 
R, J . Sorrells 
R. A. Underwood 
M, 0 . Usrey 
E. P. Willey 
c. H. Woodell 
0. w. Arrington (Mrs.) 
M. I. Binsse 































Assis ltant Professor 
Assistant Professor 




Assist ant Professor 
Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Pr ofessor 











































































9 , 594 

















Res . 5/15/70 
Emp. 8/16/70 V ice 
Sorrells 
Promotion 
Res . 5/15/70 
Emp. 8/16/70 v· ice 
Binsse 
CLEMS O N UNIV E RSITY Form B-3 (Rev . May 1964) 
LA 3 Reco111nendat l ons for · Year 1970 -71 Dlvl9lon Colle2e of Liberal Arts 

















English DeEar tment -
Continued 
J. D, Blanche 
w. v. Bost 
J. T. Cross (Mrs.) 
s. K, Eisiminger 
v. L. Ganim (Miss) 
o. N, Griffin 
R. B. Heaton, Jr. 
w. B. Wood, Jr. 
CLASSIFIED 
Elizabeth C. v. Arnold 
Judy B. Payne 
Language DeEar tment 
J. A. Dean 
M, H. Risco 
D, Y. Brannock, Jr . 
G. J. Fernandez 
J. B, Macy 
R, R, McGregor 
J. A. McNatt (Miss) 
































Head of Department 
Associate Professor 













































12 , 672 
8,010 
--
10 , 602 
9,756 
9,702 










































Cont i nued 
P. F. Parrado 
L. E. Seamon 
P. w. Wannamaker (Mrs.) 
J . M. Whitmir e 
Irene Aiem (Miss) 
E. P. Arnol d 
D. F. Findl en 
D. J . Gal vez 
B. G. Durham 
M. J . Fazio (Miss) 
M. s. Graham (Mrs . ) 
G. M. Lafitte (Mr s.) 
H. L. Laws 
H. A. Lewis 
E. M. Maron (Miss) 
L. T. Perry 
E. G. Fernandez (Mrs.) 
L. A. Savi t sky (Mrs.) 
CLASSIFIED 


























Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assistant Professor 
Ins tr1uc tor 
Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assis ltant Professor 
Assistant Pr ofessor 




Ins t r t:1c tor 
Instruictor 
Instructor 






































8 , 766 
9,756 
9,000 
11 , 754 








8 , 316 
8 , 208 
8,010 
8,406 
8 , 766 
6,606 
3 , 906 














8 , 010 
8 , 424 
8 , 550 
8 , 334 
8,136 
8 , 622 









Emp. 8/16/70 v· ice 
Findlen 
Part Time 
















Music Depar tment 
J . H. Butler 
E. A. Freeman 
E. B. Card (Mr s . ) 
B. F. Cook 
G. A. Benson 
E.W. Winston , II 
CLASSIFIED 
Linda S. Bodi ne 
Social Sciences Deoartmen 
R. S. Lamber t 
c. w. Bolen 
F. A. Burtner, Jr . 
E. M. Lander 
Bernard Caffr ey 



















and He,!ld of Dept. and 
Directc:>r of Bands 
Assis t ant Prof essor 
Instruc::: tor 
Ins t ruc::: tor and Asst . 
Direct ()r of Bands 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Ins true: tor 
Typis t II 
Professor and Head of 
Departm.ent 
Professor 
Pr of essor 
Professor and Direct or 
of Frat ernity Aff air s 
Alumni Professor 
Associate Pr of essor 
Assis t .mt Professor 
Associate Pr ofessor 












































2 , 016 
17,802 















2 , 718 
8,766 
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Social Sciences Departmen -
Continued 
J . E. Tuttle MA+ Associate Professor A 10,314 10,404 
E. E. Waite, J r. MA Associate Professor A 11,520 12,006 
H. D. Adams MA+ AssiBtant Pr ofessor A 10,458 10 , 782 
J . L. Ar bena AB+ Assistant Prof essor A 10,458 11,016 
MA Ass i stant Professor A 8 , 910 8,910 
J . L. DeGregory MA Instructor A 9,000 -- Res. 5/15/70 
w. c . Capel, Jr. MA+ Assisitant Professor A -- 10,404 Returning from 
LWOP 
s. N. Cole PhD Assis,tant Pr ofessor A 11,808 12,294 
R. s. Davis (Mr s.) MA+ Assistant Professor A 8,010 8,100 
c. A. Grubb PhD Assistant Professor A 9,702 10,296 
R, B. Harris MA+ Assistant Pr ofessor A 11,214 11,502 
P. K. Hil l (Mrs.) PhD Assistant Pr ofessor A 9,918 10,332 
R. J . Knapp MA+ Assistant Professor A 11,016 11,508 
R. P. Leemhuis PhD Assistant Professor A 8 , 802 9,612 
J. L. Mccollough PhD Assistant Pr ofessor A 10,710 11,430 
R, R. Owens (Mr s . ) MA+ Assistant Professor A 9,306 9,414 
w. H. Owens , Jr. PhD Assistant Pr ofessor A 12 , 006 12,600 
J. v. Reel , Jr. PhD Assistant Professor A 11 ,016 11,682 
R. A. Rimkus MA+ Assisitant Professor A 10 ,008 10,206 
R. L, Saunder s , Jr . MA+ Instr uctor A 9,000 
--
Assis1tant Pr ofessor A -- 9 , 608 Promotion 
M. W. Slann MA+ Instr uctor A 9,900 --
Assistant Pr ofessor A -- 10,494 Promotion 
w. F. St ei rer, Jr. MA+ Assistant Pr ofessor A 10,602 11,106 
D. P . Suleiman MA+ Assistant Professor A 9,504 9,594 
w. B. Turpi n IMA+ Assistant Professor A 10 ,512 10,890 




Reco!llllcndations for : Year 1970-71 Divisi on Col lege of Liberal Arts LA 7 
NAME 
( 1) 
Social Sciences Deoartmen 
Continued 
A, Viglione 
D, F. White 
K. D, Birtman 
B. K. Beer (Mr s . ) 
J. R. Beer 
A, D. McClare 
A. R. Russell (Mrs.) 
D. K . Freeman, Jr . MD 
NEW POSITION 
CLASSIFIED 
Ruby F. Lo t t 













Ins t:ruc tor 
Assi:stant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Pr ofessor 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 









Assistant Pr ofessor 






































9,000 9 , 000 
8,010 8,100 
Fr to PT 7,614 3,870 
3,600 1 , 368 Part Time 
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Reco111fflendations !or: Year 1970-71 Division School of Nursing N 1 


















Office of the Dean 
Geraldine Labecki 
NEW POSITION 
Ed.D Dean and Professor F 21 , 504 22 , 368 
CLASSIFIED 
PhD Di r . of Cont. Ed . F -- 17,500 
Secre!tary II F 5 , 832 5,832 
Anne Bringman 
Baccalaur eate Program 
Secre!tar y I F 5,520 5,520 
Rose Godbout MPH Assoc:. Professor A 15,012 16,020 
Elizabeth Hall M,Ed Assoc: . Professor A 15,012 16,020 
Regina Thompson MA Asst. Professor A 14,004 14,814 
Opal Hipps MSN Instructor A 13 , 014 13 , 014 
Marilyn Chassie MSN Lectu1r er A 1,008 1,530 Part Time 
Juanita Woods 
NEW POSITIONS 
MSN Lectu1rer A 2 , 502 2,502 Part Time 
Ed . D Assoc. Professor A -- 16,362 
MS Assoc . Professor A -- 14,256 
MA Asst . Professor A -- 12,600 




Director and Assoc . 
A -- 2,016 
Prof . F 17 , 004 18 , 000 
M, Ed Asst. Prof. A 8 , 514 7 , 416 
Aileen Prevost MSN Asst . Pr of . A 9,000 10,404 
Edith Gunter BSN Instructor A 7,506 7,812 
Esther Privet t e BSN Instructor A 6,800 7 , 290 
Donald K. Freeman 




nr t-nt-,:,l c<>l <1rv 
-- 1,368 (a) 
CLEMS O N U N I V E R S I T Y Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 







































College of Physical and 




Office of the Dean 
C. V. Aucoin 
CLASSIFIED 
Virginia A. Jackson 
Chemistry and Geology 
Department 
H. G, Spencer 
J. H, Hobson 
J. W. Huffman 
F, J. Lindstrom 
A. R. Pinder 
H. T. Polk 
J. F. Allen 
P. K. Birkhead 
c. B. Bishop 
F. B, Brown 
J. C. Fanning 
v. s. Griffin 



















Dean and Prof. of Math 
Secretary II 
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College of Physical and 
Reconimendat i ons for: Year 1970-71 Divi5 ion Mathematical Sciences 
S A L AR Y 
NAM E 
(1) 
Chemistr:t: and Geologi'.: 
Department - Continued 
J, R. Salley 





J . L. von Rosenberg, Jr. PhDt 
R. D. Hatcher , Jr. 
J . R. Bacon 
R. H. Bailey 
A. L. Beyerlein 
M, B. Bishop 
J . F. Geldard 
G. M. Haselton 
o. J. Jacobus 
K. s. Lander s 
G. L. Powell 
D. s. Snipes 
CLASSI FIED 
Dorothy S. Wil lis 
Linda W. Stanek 
David Mixon 
James Martin, Jr . 
Char les F. Mul ler 
Mathemat ics Departmen t 
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Col lege of Physical and 



















A. Sobczyk PhD s. M. Mar tin Pr ofessor 
of Mathematics 
A 20,016 
2 1 988 
23,004 
20,502 




A. T. Hind PhD ProfE~ssor A 16,002 16,452 
P . w. Zehna PhD ProfEissor A 19,116 . - Res. 5/ 15/70 
Profeissor A -- 20,016 Vice Zehna 
M. c. Bell MA+ Associate Professor A 11,9.i.6 12,060 




7 1 758 
15 , 516 
C 
EGP 
J. v. Br owley, J r . PhD Associate Pr ofessor A 5,508 
10 1 008 
15 , 516 
5,832 




J . w. Br own MA Associate Professor A 9,414 9,576 











10 , 008 
101008 




E. c. Coker MA+ Assoc:iate Pr ofessor A 13,014 13 , 176 
J. L. Flatt PhD Assoc:iate Professor A 14,616 15,372 
J. c. Harden, Jr. MA+ Assoc:iate Professor A 12,501 12,708 
w. R. Hare, Jr. PhD Assoc.iate Professor A 7,857 
7 1 857 
15,714 





R. E. Haymond PhD Associate Professor A 18,504 19,710 
c. E. Ki rkwood, Jr. MS+ Associat e Professor 









J . W. LaGrone MA+ Associate Prof essor A 13,410 13,608 













College of Physical and 






s. M. Lukawecki 
M. c. Palmer 
E. Park 
K, Alam 
T, G. Proctor 
L, A, Rife 
w. R, Ruckle 
K, Seo 
E. L. Stanley 
J. R. Sullivan 
K, T, Wallenius 
L. S, Haw 
A. S. Cover 
Sue K, Dunkle 
J. D, Fulton 
D. R, LaTorre 
J. K, Luedeman 




























































































































































College of Physical and 
P&MS S Recoramcndations for: Year 1970-71 Di vision Mathematical Sciences 
SALAR Y 
Pay RDtAJUtS TiUe Degree Recom'd NA ME Current code Next Year Year (7) (1) (3 ) (8 ) (5) (4) (2) 
Mathematics Department -
Continued 
11,016 11,808 Assii;tant Professor A PhD R. E. Fennel l 
13,014 14,508 A PhD Assistant Professor B, J. Prochaska 
13,608 14,004 Assistant Professor A PhD J. A, Reneke 
13,014 14,508 
E, v. Bartmess (Mrs.) 
A Assistant Professor PhD c. B. Russell 
C Applied for 
to Reigistrat 
2,844 Instructor and Asst. A MA 




8,406 8 , 568 Instructor A L. G. Fulmer (Mr s,) AB 
4,410 4,500 50% FT A Instructor J. G. LaTorre (Mrs . ) MA 
NEW POSITIONS 
16 , 506 A PhD Associate Professor P. T. Holmes 
15 ,012 
Asst. Prof. - Computer 
Scien.ce 
A PhD Assistant Professor w. Robert Boland 
9,000 50% FT 
CLASSIFI ED 
Virginia S. Benson 5,016 Secretary I 5 , 016 
3,996 
Geraldine W. Car ter 
Typist I Cleve Anne Senn 3, 840 
4,140 Typist II 4,140 
3,684 
Physi cs Depar tment 
Typist I 3, 684 
17 ,040 17,500 C 
Depar tment 
Professor and Head of F H. E. Vogel PhD 
EGP 
22 , 560 
s 1 s20 6 . 000 
23,500 
L. D. Huff PhD Pr ofe:ssor F 16 ,080 16,680 C 
3 . 960 41164 EGP 
20,040 20,844 
PhD Profeissor A 10 , 872 10,638 C 
61138 
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College of Physical and 





















E. P. Stillwell PhD Profe:ssor A 10,872 10,638 C 
61138 1.110 EGP 
17,010 17,748 
p. B. Burt PhD Assoc:late Professor A 5,724 5,886 C 
8 1 586 81820 EGP 
14,310 14,706 
R, L, Chaplin, Jr. PhD Associate Professor A 7,614 7,956 C 
7 1 614 71 974 SR 
15,228 15,930 
w. E, Gettys PhD Associ.ate Professor A 7 , 452 9,306 C 
71 452 6 .210 EGP 
14,904 15,516 
J. L . Ging PhD Associate Professor A 5,400 5,580 C 
s1100 81334 EGP 
13,500 13,914 
H, W. Graben PhD Associate Professor A 6,174 6,516 C 
9.234 9 1 792 EGP 
15,408 16,308 
F. J . Keller PhD Assist.ant Professor A 13,032 --
Associ19.te Professor A -- 9,108 C 
-- 4.914 EGP 
-- 14,022 Promotion 
A, L. Laskar PhD Associate Professor A 7,506 7,758 C 
71 506 71 758 EGP 
15,012 15,516 
D, P. Miller PhD Associ ate Professor A 9,594 9,792 C 
6 1 408 6 1516 EGP 
16,002 16,308 
M. G, Miller PhD Associa1te Professor A 9,360 15,912 C 
61246 -- EGP 
15,606 15,912 
M. D. Sherrill PhD Associate Professor A 15 , 012 15,606 
K, L. Wood MS Associate Professor A 8,802 9,108 
T. F. Collins MS+ Assistant Professor A (10,008) 10,512 Returning from 
Leave 
J. A. Gilreath MS+ Assis taint Professor A 10,206 10,512 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-J (Rev. May 196h) 
Co~~ege or t'nysica~ ano 
Reco!llfflendations f or: Year 1970-71 Oi vi!ion Mathematical Sciences P&MS 7 
SALAR Y 
Pay REMA1UtS Title Degree N A M E Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (7) (3) (1) (5) (8) (4) (2) 
Physics De2artment -
Continued 
11,502 11,916 A Assistant Professor PhD J. R. Manson 
12,402 12,816 A PhD Assistant Pr ofessor J. R. Ray 
12,402 12,690 Assistant Pr ofessor A PhD P. A. Steiner 
12,006 12,510 PhD Assistant Professor A R. c. Turner 
12 , 906 13,302 Assis1tant Professor A PhD c. w. Ulbrich 
CLASSIFIED 
James F. Br unson 11,038 11,038 
Phyllis W. Evatt 
Electronics Engineer F 
3,960 3,960 Typist: II F 
5,016 5,016 Secr et:ary I F Martha M. Gaddy 
7,068 
William c. Lyles 
7 , 068 Electronics Tech II F Fred L. Herring 
8,676 8,676 Lab Machinist II F 
5 , 832 5 , 832 
Sylvia C. Rice 
Lab Machini st I F James M. Osborne 
6,420 6,420 
Trfd from Wages 
Lab Machini st I F 
(3, 960) 4,140 
4,212 
F Typist II Donna G. Bazemore 
Trfd from \·:ages (4 , 032) 
2,064 
F Lab Technician I Brenda J . Davis 
Part Time - Trfd (2,064) 
from Wages 
Cl er k- Typist Teresa c. Moore 
. 
CLEMS O N UNI VERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 1964) 
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J . w. G. Gourlay 
Myra A. Armistead 
Lois J. Goodman 
Peggy Jo Hopkins 
Carse 0. McDaniel 
Agnes A. Mansfield 
Sue H. Moss 
Margy H. Nowack 
Genevieve L. Reidy 
Martha s. Stephenson 
Sophia E. Sullivan 
Priscilla H. Sutcliffe 
Marion H. Withington 
Lawrence R. Wood 
CLASSIFIED 
Jane S. Bailey 
Hazel A. Baskin 
Patricia G. Black 
Wilma c. Burkett 
Ethel R. Callas 




























Asst. Ref. Lib. 
Cataloger 
Acq. Lib. 
Ref. Lib. Sci. Tech 
and Agr. Div. 
Cataloger 
Head, Catalog Dept. 
Special Col. Lib 
Ref. Lib. Soc. Sci. 
and Hwn. Div. 
Serials Lib. 
Ref. Lib. Sci. Tech 
and Agr. Div. 
Cataloger 
Lib • .Asst. I 
Clerk I 
Lib. Asst. I 
Lib. Asst. III 
Lib. Asst. I 
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Reco111111endati ons for: 
NAME 
(1) 
CLASSIFIED - Continued 
Peggy H. Cook 
Rochelle s. Crawford 
Marjorie M. Duncan 
Linda S. Eddy 
Beatrice S. Edwards 
Pauline K. Holden 
Paulette M. Holder 
Annet te T. Jackson 
Linda M. Jaco 
Gwen Leon 
Sherry A. Marvin 
Gladys D. Miller 
Aloha P. Moreno 
Leslie M. Nelson 
Donna L. Neuhaus 
Elizabeth S. Palmer 
Laura Ross 
Louise O. Sanders 
Marjorie B. Schirmer 
Elizabeth W. Schmidt 
Joann B. Thorne 
Jackie A. Wallace 
Charlotte F. Wilson 
Year 19 70-71 D ivl s l on:-....JL"'i.,..b~r .. a...,r.,:y _______________ L_ib_2_ 
Degree Title 
(2) (3) 
Lib. Asst . I 
Lib. Asst. I 
Lib. Asst. I 
Secretary I 
Lib. Asst. II 
Lib. Asst. III 
Lib. Asst. I 
Lib. Asst. I 
Lib. Asst. I 
Lib. Asst. III 
Lib. Asst. I 
Lib. Asst. II 
Lib. Asst. I 
Lib. Asst. I 
Lib. Asst. II 
Clerk I 
Lib. Asst. III 
Lib. Asst. II 
Lib . Asst. II 
Lib. Asst. I 
Typist I 
Lib. Asst. II 
Clerk I 
Lib. Asst. I 


































































Reco111111endati ons for: Year 1970-71 Di vi9lon ____ L;;;;.ib;;.;r_a;;;.;;r;..y _____________ L_i_b_3_ 
SALARY 
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___ ;..._ __________________ _ pp 1 Recormnendations for : Year 1970-71 Division Physical Plant 
S ALARY 
NAME Degree T itle pay Recom'd RDtAJUtS 
code Current Year Next Year (1) (2) (3) (,t) CS) (S) (7) 
Office of Director and Pl, nning 
Ralph s . Collins Diri~ctor 19,908 19,908 
D, J . Boyer Supt. of Planning and 
Eng:Lneering 16,176 16,176 
Horace 0 . Gibson Adm:Lnistrative 
Ass:Lstant 8 , 808 8,808 
Patricia D, Hawkins Sec1retary II 5,544 5 , 544 
Barbara B. Entrekin Stenogr apher I 4,212 4 , 212 
s. p, Stribling Mechanical and Arch. 
Drajftsman 6,432 6,432 
Mildr ed J . English Typ:lst I 3,840 3 , 840 
Frank M. Joyce Resident Construction 
Engllneer 12 , 408 12,408 WD 
ResJldent Construction 
EngJlneering 12,408 12 , 408 WD 
J . L. Murph Asst:. Director of 
FadLlit y Planning 12,408 12,408 
Lola H. McAllister Typbt II 3, 960 4,140 WD 
Barbar a Ann Her ron Mach Opr I 4 ,140 4,140 WD 
J. A. Stanley Supv. of Work Orde r 
Pl arming 11 , 676 11,676 
w. F. Geer Estimator-Designer 7,440 7,440 
GROUNDS 
James C. Carey Supt:. of Gr ounds and 
Special Ser vices 11 , 856 11 , 856 
J ames C. Chrisley Foreiman, Heavy Equip . 7 , 608 7, 608 
Claude Smi t h Foreiman , Grounds 7 , 260 7 , 260 
v. w. Mear es Foreman , Labor 5 , 988 5 , 988 
D. H. Thompson Chie!f Draftsman 7, 428 7,428 
UTILITI ES 
Roy M. Roches t e r Pl amt Engineer 16 ,176 16,176 USO 
CLEMSO!I U N I V E R S I T Y Form B-3 (Rev. May 196h) 




UTILITIES - Continued 
Robert L. Owens 
W. A, Moore 
Furman D, Vickery 
Charlie H, Williamson 
JANITORIAL SERVICE 
Alton Finley 
C. P. Brown 
Harold Moore 
T, P. Jackson 
BUILDINGS 
George c. Jones 
Sam Dillard 
James W. Bishop 
Silas H, Campbell 
Arthur L. Cowan 
Harold Hawkins 
John I. Hendricks 
SECURITY 
Jack Weeden 





Chief Filter Plant 
Opr . Supv . Boiler and 
Was tei Treatment 
Plants 
Asst. Plant Engr. 
Asst . Draftsman 
Foremian, Plumbing and 
Steamfitting 
Electrical Supv. 
Supv. of Janitors 
Supv. of Janitors 
Supv. of Janitors 
Supv. of Custodial 
Services 
Supt. of Bldgs. 
Supt. of Pre. Maint. 
Foreman, A/C and 
Refrigeration 
Foremcm, Roofing and 
Sheet Metal Shops 
Forema1n, Buildings 
Foreman , Paint Shop 
Foreman, Carpenter 
Chief of Security 
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SECURITY - Continued 
Johnson W. Link Polic,e Lieutenant 8 ,184 8,184 
Melvrick E. Riggins Polic,e Lieutenant 7,440 7,440 
R. C. Mccombs Detective 8,184 8,184 
MOTOR POOL OPERATION 
William T. Davis Supv. Motor Pool 7 , 620 7,620 MP 
Doro t hy B. Dillard Typist II 4 , 752 4 , 752 MP 
NEW POSITIONS 
Typist I 3 , 840 3 , 840 MP 
Asst . Supt . of Bldgs . 
Asst . Supt . Grounds 
-- 9 , 000 
and Special Services 
-- 9,000 








Frank L. Day 
Larry L. Dickens 
Mary o. Edwar ds 
Iris B. Ibrahim 
Glenn K. Jacobs 
Margaret K. Rice 
John T. Rompala 
Lynda W. Skelton 
J. Robert Str ickler 
H. H. Thaker 
Milton S. Van Hoy 
Katherine R. Watson 
Ann E. Wombl e 
Kenne th D. Birtman 
Furman R. Gray 































Cente1r and Assistant 
Professor of English 
Instr .. - Chemistr y 
Instr,. - Bot & Zoo!. 
Ins t r., - Math 
Instr .. - Math 
Instr .. - Fr ench 
Assistant Professor 
Instr .. - Histor y 
I nstr .. - Hi story 
Instr .. - Engl ish 
Instr .. - Economics 
Instr .. - English 
Instr .. - Math 
Instr •. - Chemist r y 
Sociology 
Accounting 
Poli t lcal Science 
Psychology 
Engineier ing Gr aphics 
Engineier ing Mechanics 
Indus t:r ial Mgt. 
Chemis1try 
Chemis:try 
His t or y 































6 , 804 




10 , 008 




8 , 532 




2 , 400 















10 , 548 
8 , 388 
8,118 
8,100 
8 , 604 
9,000 
8,046 
2 , 400 
2,400 
2 , 400 
2,400 





















e T ~c. (a) Clemson professor s t 
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Diane B. Bond Typist II F 4,536 4,536 
NEW POSITIONS 
Pre- Freshmen Developmenta 
Program 
MA Instr . - English A -- 8,000 
MA Instr. - English A -- 8 , 000 
MA Instr . - Math A -- 8,500 
MA Instr. - Ma t h A -- 8 ,500 
MA Instr. - Reading A -- 9,000 
MA Guida111ce Counselor F -- 12,000 












Jacob C. Anderson , Jr . 
Porter H. Adams 
Joseph P. Cameron 
s. Robert Collins 
Gordon R. Darmody 
John J. Doyle , III 
Roger K, Rutledge 
Raymond D, Houser 
John F. Logue 
John Mul len , Jr. 
Jane Ferguson 
Sandr a E. Small 
William T. Walker, III 
Josephine W. Wilder 
Frederick A. Willson 
0 . I r ene Yat es 
o. Lawr ence Yates 
NEW POSITIONS 




























(3 ) (4) 
Assistant Professor A 
Direictor and Asst . Pr of. 
Math 
Instr . - Economics 
Asst:. Prof. - Mat h 
Asst: . Prof. - Chemistr, 
Asst: . Prof . - Physics 
Instr. - English 
Instr. - Sociol ogy 
Instr. - Chemistry 
Instructor 
Inst:r. - Biology 
Instr, - Math 
Librarian 
Instr. - History 
Inst:r. - Hi story 
Inst:r . - Fr ench 
Visiting Instructor -
Ind, Mgt . 
Ass t:. Pr of . - English 
Instr. - Psychology 
Instr. - English 
I nstr. - Engl ish 
I ns t r. - Math 


























10 , 350 
8 , 379 





8 , 379 
7 , 506 
8,910 
9 , 000 
9, 504 
8 , 379 
8,379 
8, 596 










9 , 792 
8 , 928 
2,088 




9 , 888 
8 , 712 
8 , 820 
8,964 
2,520 
9 , 792 
2 , 304 
8,000 







FT to PT 
Part Time 
Par t Time 
CLEMSO!I UNIVERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 1964) 
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Recoramendations for: Year 1970- 71 Division Clemson University at Sumter S 2 
NA ME 
(1 ) 
NEW POSITIONS - Continued 
CLASSIFIED 
Harriet B. Saunders 
Mar garete N. Eutsler 
Jeannie E. Lofton 
Phynalia H. Swann 







Inst:r. - Reading 
Guidance Counsel or 
Typllst I 
Head Cat, Lib. Asst. 
Typllst I 
















3 , 540 
4,452 
3 , 684 
5,016 
6 , 756 
REMARXS Recom'd 
Next Year (7) (8) 
9,000 
12 , 000 
3 , 540 
4 , 452 
3 , 684 
5 , 016 
6 , 756 
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Olas Chas tain Stoc:k Cntl. Clerk 4,920 4,920 (a) 
Luther J. Fields 
Henry H. Hill 
Food Service Director 
Director of Auxiliary 
I 13 , 500 13,500 ( a ) 
Enterprises II 3,036 3,036 (b) 
Joseph S . Walker 
Melford A. Wilson 
Bursar 
Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
3,900 3,900 (b) 
Laundry 
and Comptroller 1,296 1,296 (b) 
Truman c. Dunn Asst. Laundry Mgr. II 8,184 8,184 
Thomas R. Rhymes Laundry Manager Ill 10,968 10,968 
Hazel J. Thomas Secretary I 5,772 5,772 
Dormitories 
Leroy E. Rutland Residence Manager II 7,992 7,992 
Residence Manager II 6,600 6,600 
Kathleen C. Stewart 
Floyd Gantt 
Acctg. Clerk I 
Supv .. of Custodial 
4,140 4 , 140 
Serv .. II 5,543 5 , 543 
Verner L. Mullikin 
Melford A. Wilson 
Locksmith 
Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
6,288 6,288 
and Comptroller 2,004 2,004 (b) 
K. R. Helton 
Henry H. Hill 
Budgei t Director 
Direc:tor of Auxiliary 
1,932 1,932 (b) 
(a) Meals while on duty. 
(b) See University budge1 for 1 
Enterprises II 
otal salary. 
2,508 2,508 (b) 
CLEMSON UNIV ERSITY form B-) (Rev . May 1964) 
Auxiliary Enterprises Aux 2 Reconunmdations !or : Year 1970-71 Divi5ion 
-----------------------
N A ME 
(1) 
Dormitories - Continued 
W. A. Thompson 
E. c. Watson 
Manning N. Lomax 
T. J. Tisdale 
Ann Milford 
Student Heal th Service 
Judson E. Hair 
James H. Bower s 
John R. Vaughn 
Thornely B. Gravely 
Mary R. Gurl ey 
Pamela B. Jackson 
Mary E. Crenshaw 
Ruth D. Durham 
Frances E. Black 
Marilyn A. Austin 
Ellen G. Kingsland 
Patricia A. Dobey 
Evelyn D. Littlet on 
Wilma R. Stuart 
Shirley F. Swayngham 
Joyce R. Perri tt 





















Asst:. Dean of Men 
Head Resident for 
Stenographer I 




Gen. Duty Nurse 
Gen. Duty Nurse 
SupV'. Nurse 
Dir. of Nurses 





Gen . Duty Nurse 
Lab and X- Ray Tech 
X- Ray Tech 
Typi:st II 
Secr1?tary II 
Med . Typist II 
ota l sal a r y . 
pay.,_ _______ S AL AR Y .... 
REM.AJUtS 
code Current Recom'd 
Year Next Year (7 ) (4) (5) (8) 
(b) 4,032 4,032 
5,100 FSA 5,100 
Dorm 5 , 100 5,100 
10,200 10 , 200 
(b) 4,740 4,740 
(b) 3,810 3,810 
(b) 1,926 1,842 
22 , 356 22,356 





7 , 092 7 , 092 
8,184 8,184 
6,288 6 , 288 
1/2 Time 4 , 500 4 , 500 
7 , 092 7,092 
5,988 5,700 
6,924 6 , 924 
5,832 5 , 832 
4 , 140 4,140 
5,832 5 , 832 
4 , 536 4,536 
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Student Health Service -
Continued 
Diane D. Becker Med. Typist II 4,140 4,140 
Jean B. Bailey RN Gen. Duty Nurse 6,916 6,916 
Joan Coleman Med. Typist I 4,332 4,332 
Evelyn Jean Gambrell Nurs,ing Assistant 4,032 4,032 
Sandra c. Smith RN Gen. Duty Nurse 6,288 6,288 
Nancy T. Reubish RN Gen. Duty Nurse 5,988 5,988 
RN 
LPN 
Gen. Duty Nurse 
Gen. Duty Practical 
6,588 6,588 
Nurse (Night) 4,248 4,452 
R, T, Herrin 
Not Classified 
Juni1or Accountant 1,800 1,800 (b) 
Donald K. Freeman MD Dire,ctor of Mental 17,400 18,876 HS 
Health Services and 3,600 1 , 368 LA 
Lectiurer -- 11368 Nursing 
21,000 21,612 
(b) See University budge1 for 1 otal salary . 
CLEMSON UNIV ERSITY Form 8-) (Rev. May 196h) 




Frank J . Howard 
H. C, McLellan 
E. P. Willimon 
FOOTBALL 
Douglas A. Barfield 
Thomas A. Bass 
Larry Beckish 
Fred Cone 
Ronald D, Grace 
Cecil Ingram 
Ronald P. Jordan 








Duane F, Bruley 
H. C. Greenfield 





Assoc . Ath. Director 


















Salaries to be reviewe! January 1971 after one * 
See Colle2e of En2inee ing fbr tot.al salary. ** 
year'• 
pay .,_ _______ SALARY ....,t 
REMAlUtS code CWTent Recom'd 
Year Next Year (7) (4) (5) (8) 
13,872 Ath 13,872 




14,508 14,508 * 
12,036 12,036 * 
12,036 12,036 * 
11,724 11,724 * 
10,500 10,500 * 
22,000 22,000 * 
14,400 14,400 * 
7,500 7,500 * 
14,004 14,004 * 
14,004 14,004 * 
12,000 
14,004 14,004 * 
14,004 14,004 * 
20,000 20,000 * 
2,124 2,400 PS ** 
10,500 11,508 
4,764 4,764 
2,124 2,400 PS ** 
em bloyment. 





Reconamendati ons f or : Year 1970-71 Division Affiliated Activities AA 2 
SA LAR Y 
N A M E 
(1) 
OTHER SPORTS - Continued 
Billy H. Wilhelm 
Fred Hoover 
Robert M, Jones 
James B. McFadden 
Robert W. Smi th 
CLASSIFIED 
Miriam K. Burgess 
Carol yn B. Dal ton 
Martha G. El l enburg 
s. c. Gi bert 
Robert c. Bradley 
Thomas w. Bur t on , Jr, 
Donnie R. Durham 
Mike Fl oyd Crooks 
Arlesia Jane Kirby 
Herman McGee 
Connie M, Tew 
Mar y J, West 
Patricia K. Hughes 








Golf Coach and 
Administrative Asst . 
Dir . of Int r amural 
Athletics and Asst. 
Coa,ch 
Man.ager of Athletic 




Acclt. Clerk II 
Staff Assistant 
Ath .. Pub . Director 
Ass It. Equipment 
Manager 
Light Equipment Opr . 
Light Equipment Opr . 
Cle1rk I 




Stenogr apher I 












14 , 400 
14 , 400 
2,448 
11584 





6 , 756 
3 , 564 
4 , 160 
3 , 840 
6 , 744 
5,016 
4,980 












6 . 504 
13,008 
7,200 
1 . 200 
14,400 
2,448 
1 . 584 
4 , 032 
5 , 016 
6,676 
7 , 080 
12,684 




6 , 744 
5,016 
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Recol!lfflendations ! or: Year 1970-71 Dlvlsion Af f iliated Activities AA 3 
NAME 
(1) 









Year Next Year 
(5) (I ) 
RDlAIUtS 
(7) 
CLASSIFIED - Continued 
H. Earl Gault 
Book Store 
Asst . Pub . Dir . 7,500 8 , 196 
John c. Cureton 







Loretta Goller Boolk Stor e Supv. 5,016 5,016 
C. A. Pettigrew Asst. Manager 8 , 592 8 , 592 
Sheila W. 
Canteen 
Sturgis Typ:i.st I 3,960 3,960 
Fred D, Miller Manager 10,200 10,200 
Martha B. Manley Cl e1rk II 3,960 3 , 960 
Nancy Bolt Typ:ls t I 3 , 684 3,684 
Y . M.C,A, 
Archie L, Gilliar d Pr oject ionist 4,416 4 , 416 
Ass£, Pr ojecti onist 4,212 4 , 212 
w. c. Wooten Youth Program Dir. 7 , 980 7 , 980 
Clemson House 
Myrna J. Br ewer 
Verner E. Cat hcar t 
Al ber t Gantt 
Nancy Kir kley 
Gertrude McNeil! 
Cecil Palmer 
Bet t y J . Ray 







Typjls t II 
5,148 
13,668 




4 , 140 
5,148 
13 , 668 
6 , 912 











Henry H. Hill 
( a) Meals while on duty. 
(b) See Uni vers it~ budge t 
Dir .. Aux. Enterprises 
f or t otal salary . 
7,080 7,080 (b) 
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Housing - Continued 
Melford A. Wilson 
Charles Dimmock 
Faculty and Student 
Apartments 
E. c. Watson 
Roberta James 
Department of Bands 
John H. Butler 
Bruce F. Cook 
G. Allen Benson 
CLASSIFIED 





Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
and Comptroller 
Asst. Dir. Auxiliar y 
Ente.rprises 
Hous:ing Manager 
Secretar y I 
Department Head, Asst. 
Professor and Director 
of Bands 
Asst . Dir. of Bands 
and Instructor of 
Music Educ. 






Current code Year (4) (5) 
1,008 































10,160 (10 months) 
2,712 B 
61054 LA 
8 , 766 
3 , 276 B 
864 LA 
4,140 
(b) See Univer sit y budge t for t< tal sal ar y. 
CLEMS 0 1~ UNIVERSIT Y Form 8-J (Rev . May 1964) 
Ext 1 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
Summary of Income - 1970-71 
SOURCES: 
(Appropriations) 
1. Federal Smith-Lever Act Amendeci Fund $2,270,446 
2. State l"und 2,437,227 
Total $4,707,673 
(Special Funds) 
3. County Funds $ 189,000 
4. Tennessee Valley Authority l"uncl 8,050 
5. S. c. Poultry Improvement Assoc:iation 1,200 
6. A.M.A. Federal Fund 5,108 
7. Resource and Conservation Devel.opment Fund 17,655 
8. Federal Housing Fund 84,ooo 
9. Federal Kutrition Fund 866,251 
(1-9) Total $5,878,937 
(Other Funds) 
10. Camps Long, Cooper and Daniels $ 7,200 
Total Resources $5,886,137 
Ext 2 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 

















V ictor Hurst PhD Dean of the University 3,144 3,264 
w • H. Wiley 
s amuel M. Willis 
M elford A. Wilson 
PhD 
PHD 
Dean of Agric & Bio Sci 







oy J. Campbell R Machi.ne Operator 6 ,408 6, 408 
E li zabeth Craft Sr . Voucher & Payr ol l C Uc . 4,044 4,044 
J ohn B. Gentry Persc,nnel Dir ector 6,804 6 ,804 
J ack Goodman Supply & Service Mgr 2 ,448 2,448 
V ivian R. Harrell IBM S.upervisor 4, 320 4, 320 
L inda G. Howell Clerk-Steno I 3,732 3,732 
T rescott N. Hinton Chief ' Accountant 4,692 4,692 
G race M. Laitala Secretary II 1,332 1,332 
L inda H. Newell Clerk-Steno I 792 792 
_E TV CENTER 
J am.es P. Burns Manag,er, Tech Services 7,044 7,044 
E arl T. Cosens Chief Engineer 6,216 6,216 
w illiam H. Durham MA Head, Univ TV Center 9,096 9,096 
D avid Garrison Photographer 4,464 4,46~ 
Th omas N. Greer Producer Di r ector 4, 824 4,824 
C harles W. Haralson Supv. Photo Lab 5,988 5,988 
C lyde T. Leopard Lab Tuch-Photographer 3 ,120 3,120 
D iane E. Hadley Artist 4,932 4,932 
s hi r ley C. Mayne Typist I 2 ,232 2,232 
F rank H. Nix Electronic Tech 4,140 4,140 
w illiam E. Osteen Photog;rapher 4,140 4,140 
J anet M. Pilgrim Typist II 2,268 2,268 
C LEMSON U NIVER S ITY Form 8-) (Rev. May 1964) 
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Ext 3 
College of Agriculture and Biolo~ical Sciences 




Wayne T. O'Dell 
Jimmy B. Copeland 
George H. Bonnette 
Luther P. Anderson 
Bennie L. Cunningham 
Hilton V. Rogers 
w. H. Funchess 
G. H. Liebenrood 
Larry B. Massey 
Curtys Ballentine 
Elizabeth B. Berry 
Sarah s. Knox 
David A. Shelley 
Lola Burrell 
Gloria Jan Carter 
Martha A. Duncan 
Elaine I . Greer 
Mary S. Harvey 
Leonard W. Henderson 
Barbara. G. Holliday 
Evelyn S. Lomas 
Katherine o. McLeskey 
Sheryl Lynn Patterson 




















State Ldr. Ext Agric 
Programs 
State Ldr., Special 
Programs 





Asso,c District Agent 
Asso,c District Agent 
Asso1:: District Agent 
Coor, Training, Dev 
& Rec:rui tment 
Secri!tary I 
Secretary II 
Cler}t Typist II 
Secrtitary I 
SecrEitary I 
Accte:. Clerk III 
Clerk: Typist I 
Secre!tary I 
Clerk: II 
Clerk: Steno I 
Secre·tary I 
SALARY pay REMAlUtS Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (7) (5) (4) (8) 
22,356 22,356 
20,436 20,436 
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Ext 4 
Rcco1111endati ons fo r : 
NAME 
(1) 
An n H. Price 
Th omas H. Shockl ey 
H arold M. Smith 
Four-H Club Work 
Geor ge H. Baker 
E. Joyce Richardson 
Geor gia T. Roberson 
John T. Rogers 
John B. Williams 
Evelyn Vandive r 


















State Ldr. , 4-H & Youth 
Dev. :Pr ogr ams 
Asst l~xt Spec (4-H Club 
Work) 
Assoc Ext Spec (4- H Club 
Work) to 
Ext. Spec (4- H Club Wor ) 
Assoc Ext Spec (4- H Clu~ 
Work) 
Ext Spec (4- H Club Work 
Prin Spec 
Asst E;xt Spec (4- H Club 
Asst E:Xt Spec (4- H Club 
Clerk- Steno I 
Clerk- Steno I 
SALARY 
RZMARD Recom'd Current 
Next Year Year (7) (5) (8) 
3,492 3,492 
4,200 4,200 




11 ,832 Promotion 
12 ,120 12 ,120 
13,368 13,368 
10 , 500 10,500 
10 , 512 10 , 512 
4 ,032 4,032 
3 ,852 3 ,852 
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Ruby M. Craven 
Veronica Carmack 
Madge w. Hardy 
Marie S. Hindman 
Ursula A. Holahan 
Frances H. Odom 
Julia B. Taylor 
Edith L. Burgess 
Cheryl McElvy 
Zelda B. Rankin 
Gladys W. Wilbanks 














Stat1e Ldr., Ext. Home 
Econ .• Programs 
Asst ,. Ext. Spec (Home ~gt) 
Asst .. to State Ldr. , Et. 
Home Econ. Programs 
Ext Spec (Nutrition) 
Ext Spec (Clothing) 
Ext Bpec (Housing) 
Ext Spec (Home Furnish 
Assoc: Ext Spec (Nutrit 
Ext. Spec (Nutrition) 









































Federal Nutrit ion 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-J (Rev. May 1964) 
Ext 6 
College Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Reco11mendati ons for: Year 1970-71 01 l vis i on:__.1o..:CE~xt~ci.6.ln.as..,iowin-...s~e ... t &.Y•ii...ce-l __________ _ 
SALARY 
Pay REMARKS Degree Title NAME Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (7) (1) (3) (2) (4) (5) (8) 
Asric. Communications 
Robert c. Hubba.rd MS Head of Dept & Editor 7,008 1,008 E 
(6.996) (6.996) s (14,004) (14,004) 
L. C. Hamilton MS Ext Info Spec 13,356 13,356 
James E. Kingma.n BA Asst Radio-TV Editor 5,052 5,052 E 
cs 1052) (5.052) s (10,104) (10,104) 
J. R. Mattison BS Asst Radio-TV Editor 9,816 9,816 
Ann L. McPhail BS Asst Radio-TV Editor 4,152 4,152 E 
(4.140) (4.140) s 
(8,292) (8,292) 
Lewis W. Riley Visual Instru Editor 6,588 6,588 E 
(4.392) (4 1392) s (10,980) (10,980) 
J. H. Rogers BA Asst E:ict Communication: 10,992 
Ed to 
Assoc gxt Editor (News 11,532 Promotion 
Doris A. Timmerman MS Assoc Home Econ Editor 5,688 5,688 E 
(3 1792) (3 1792) s (9,480) (9,480) 
Lillie A. Ramey Clerk JCII (2,196) (2,196) s 
31768 E (5,964) 3.768 (5,964) 
Betty Z. Woodall Secy II (2,448) (2,448) s 
31672 3ll672 E (6,120) (6,120) 
Clerk Steno I 4,032 4,032 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
Ext 7 Coll ege Agr iculture and Biological Sciences 
SALARY 
Reco!lfflendations !or . · Year 19+0 +l Olvlslon (Extension Service) 
Degree NA ME 
(l) 
Agr ic . Economics 
w. J . Lanham 
D. c. Hutchi ns 
Max I. Loyd 
John W. McAlhany 
William o. Mizelle , Jr 
Jer old F. Pittman 
E. w. Siedschlag 
Larry J. Smit h 
M. C. Rochester 
P. S. Williamon 
o. w. Lloyd 


















Head of Dept . & Prof 
Assoc Ext Spec (Mkgt) 
Assoc Ext Spec (Mkgt) 
Asst Ext Spec (Mkgt) 
Ext Asst I 
Ext S:pec (Mkgt) , Prin 
Spec 
Asst gxt Spec (Mkgt) 
Resea.irch Asst 
Ext Spec (Ag Econ) , 
Pri n Bpec 
Assoc Ext Spec (Agric 
Econ) 
Assoc Ext Spec (Com & 
Res Deiv ) , Prin Spec 
Assoc Ext Spec (Comm & 
Res Deiv ) 
Asst E:xt Spec (Agric E1) 
to Ext, Spec (Agr ic Eco1 ) 
Ext Sp1ec ( Com. & Res D1 v ) 
Asst Ext Spec (Farm Mg ) 
Asst Ext Spec (Mkgt ) 








































(7 1 344) (15,000) 
(4,608) 
10. 764 
(15 , 372 
12, 000 










S New Position 
E Federal Funds 
CLEMS O N UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 




Janice D. Jones 
Carolyn Porterfield 
A5!:ic. En5ineerins 
A. w. Snell 
Barbara J. Griffin 
William P. Gladden 
F. H. Hedden 
Herman P. Lynn 
Martin c. McKenzie 
Charles v. Privette 
Cheryl Moore 
James A. Rowland 
Ext 8 College Agriculture and Biological Sciences 



















Ext Asst (Mkgt) to 
Asst Ext Spec (Mkgt) 
Assoc:. Prof 
Assis:tant Prof 
Clerk: Steno I 
Clerk: Steno II 
Clerk. Steno I 
Clerk Steno II 
Head of Dept. & Prof 
Assoc. Ext Spec (Housit g) 
Asst :Ext Spec (Ag Eng) 
Assoc. Ext Spec (Ag EnE) 
Assoc .• Ext Spec (Ag Ene) 
Ext Spec (Ag Eng), Prit 
Spec 
Asst gxt Spec (Ag Eng) 
Clerk--Steno II 












































S To be paid from 
E Federal Fund s 
S To be paid from 
E Federal Fund s 
s 
E 
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Ext 9 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
·.:  eco111111endations for· . Year 1970-71 Division (Extension Service) 
SALARY pay 
Degree Title NAME REMARltS Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (1) (3) (7) (2) (4) (5) (8) 
Animal Science Department 
R. F. Wheeler PHD Head of Dept. & Prof 984 1008# 
Carl Ackerman MS Assoc Ext Spec (An Sci) 11,532 11,532 
L. c. Cato MS Assoc Ext Spec (An Sci, . 12,120 12,120 
J. N. Williams II PHD Ext Spec (An Sci), 17,004 17,004 
Prin Spec 
J. F. Wise MS Assoc Ext Spec (An Sci · 11,532 11,532 
Asst Ext Spec (An Sci) 12,500 12,500 
Asst Ext Spec (An Sci) 12,000 12,000 
Drenda s. Whittiker Clerk Steno I 4,032 4,032 
A-'tronomv Denartment 
u. S. Jones PHD Head ,of Dept. & Prof 1020# 996 
Leonard R. Allen PHD Assoc Ext Spec (Agron) 12,720 12,720 
Don A. Benton BS Assoc Ext Spec (Agron) 12,720 12,720 
L. H. Harvey MS Assoc Ext Spec (Agron) 9,000 9,636 E 
(6.000) (61420) s 
(15,000) 16,056) 
Clifford N. Nolan PHD Ext Spec (Agron) , Prin 16,116 16,116 
Spec 
James H. Palmer PHD Assoc Ext Spec (Agron) 12,120 12,120 
Clyde L. Parks PHD Assoc Ext Spec (Agron) 13,008 13,920 
Robert L. Stephens MS Asst Ext Spec (Agron) 9,948 9,948 
Rebecca Bryant Clerk Steno II 4,452 4,452 
CLEMSON U N I V E R S I T Y Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
Ext 10 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences Reco!llll1endations for: Year 197n,71 Division {Extension 5erx1cel 
NAME 
(1) 
Dairy Science Department 
W. A. King 
George E. Gramling 
William L. Northern 
Fred E. Pardue 
Calvin B. Reeves 
Judith DuBose 








EntomololZV & Plant Patholo ty 
W. M. Epps 
S. B. Heys 
Randall A. Flowers 
Frank J. Howard, Jr. 
John B. Kissam 
William c. Nettles 
Fred H. Smith 
LeGrand M. Sparks 














Head of Dept. & Prof 
Assoc: Ext Spec (Dairy f 
Assoc Ext Spec (Dairy 
Sci), Prin Spec 






Assoc Ext Spec (Dairy~ ei) 
Clerk Steno I 
Asst in Dairy Sci Ext 
Head 1of Dept. , Prof & 
State Plant Path 
Head «:>f Dept.&Assoc.Pro ,. . 
Assoc Ext Spec (Pl Path} 
Distr:tct Entomologist 
Assoc Ext Spec (Ento) 
Ext Spec (Ento & Pl Pat 
Prin Bpec 
Assoc Ext Spec (Pl Path 
Assoc Ext Spec (Ento) 
Assoc Ext Spec (Ento) 
ri) 
Asst E:xt Spec 
Path) 
Secretary I 
Clerk Steno I 
Lab Tech II 
(Ent. & P ,.ant 
SALARY 
RDtARltS Recom'd Current 











2,844 2,844 E 








4,032 4, 032 
4,560 4,560 
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w. H. D. McGregor 
William J. Barker 
Sam A. Marbut 
Myra Thomas 
Horticulture DeEt• 
T. L. Senn 
R. A. Baumgardner 
w. P. Cook 
D. o. Ezell 
R. J. Ferree 
E. V. Jones 
Jennifer Padgett 
Poultrz Science DeEt• 
B. D. Barnett 
Charles F. Risher 
Thomas c. Stewart 
Walter S. Walker 



















Head of Dept. & Prof 
Ext s:pec (Forestry), 
Prin Spec 
Assoc Ext Spec (Forest 
Assoc Ext Spec (Forest 
Clerk Steno I 
Head of Dept. & Prof 
Assoc Ext Spec (Hort) 
Asst :~xt Spec (Hort) 
Asst iext Spec (Hort) 
Ext SJpec (Hort), Prin 
Spec 
Asst ]~ Spec (Hort) 
Assoc Ext Spec (Hort) 
Clerk Steno II 
Head c>f Dept • & Prof 
Assoc Ext Spec (Poul Sc 
Assoc Ext Spec (Poul Sc 
Assoc Ext Spec (Poul Sc 
Assoc Ext Spec (Poul Sc 
Prin Spec 
Asst E:xt Spec (Poul Sc' 
Clerk Steno I 
i ell ~ az: v.; ce l 
SALARY 











12,360 12,360 E 
(11320) (1 1320) s (13,680} (13,680} 
9,948 9,948 
11,508 11,508 E 











i) 11,532 11,532 
i) 11,532 11,532 
i) 13,008 13,008 
) 10,800 10,800 
3,852 3,852 
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Ext 12 
College of Agr iculture and Biological Sciences 
Division (Ext ension Service) Year 1970- 71 Rcco11111cndations ! or: 
. 
SALAR Y 
Pa'Y REMARJtS TiUe DegTee Recom'd NAM E Current code NenYear Year (7) (3) (1) (5) (11) (4) (2) 
County Agents 
ll , 760 
.Agent, Marlboro Co . 11,760 Elisha C. Abrams IM.Agr 
12,914 12 ,914 Agent, Richland Co. 
Agent, Lexington Co. 
BS Robert W. Bailey 
10,968 10,968 BS 
10,446 
Mendal A. Bouknight 
10,446 
.Agent, Allendale Co. 
10,974 
BS Johnnie Brewer 
10,974 .Agent, Greenwood Co . 
10,968 
BS Thomas J . Bryson 
10,968 .Agent, Abbeville Co . 
12,912 
BS Lloyd H. Bull 
12,912 Agent, Newberry Co. 
12,440 
BS Albert F. Busby 
.Agent, Lancaster Co . 12,440 
10,452 
BS Fletcher W. Cannon 
10,452 Agent, Calhoun Co. 
11,727 . 7( 
BS Roger Chastain 
11 , 727.7D Agent, Union Co. 
12,800 
BS John L. Cochran 
12,800 
.Agent, Saluda Co . 
10,968 
BS William H. Craven 
10,968 Ageillt, Dillon Co. 
10,972 
BS Ray C. DuBose 
10 ,972 Agent, Dorchester Co . 
11,860 
BS David E. Epps 
11,860 
.Agent, Aiken Co. 
11 ,063 
BS James H. Evans 
11,06.3 
James W. Gilliam 
Agent, York Co. BS Charles H. Fant 
11,1.36 11,136 
12,.316 
Agent, Edgefield Co. BS 
12 , 316 Agent , Clarendon Co. 
12,792 
BS Alard D. Grainger 
12,792 Agent, Darlington Co. 
John B. Griffith 
BS Wilda J. Gray 
10 ,452 
Hubert B. Hardee 
10,452 Agent, Barnwell Co. BS 
10,452 
Leonard B. Harrington 
10,452 Agent, Georgetown Co. BS 
11,124 
David W. Howe 
.Agent, Williamsburg Co 11,124 BS 
Agent, Bamberg Co . 10,456 BS 10 ,456 
Joe K. Jones 12,792 Agent, Greenville Co. BS 12 ,792 
James L. King 11,748 Agent, Marion Co . BS 11 ,748 
CLEMS O !f U NIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
Ext 13 
College of Agr iculture and Biological Sciences 
Rccollfflendations for : Year 1970- 71 Division (Extension Service) 
NAME 
(1) 
Count y Agents Continued 
John C. King 
Barrett S. Lewrimo,..e 
Virgil F. Linder 
Herman F. Livingston 
Matthew H. Lynn 
Herbert D. Marett 
William J. Martin 
Marion C. Mason 
Joe R. Meredith 
Rob::)rt R. Montgomery 
Jewel C. Morgan 
Marett L. Outz 
Walter A. Ridgeway 
Cleveland Sanders 
Ernest G. Tate, Jr . 
Thomas Tillman 
Edw£.rd C. Wallace 
James R. White, Jr. 
James c. Willis 
Wm. D. Witherspoon 
J( sse R. Wood 



























.Agent, Orangeburg Co • 
.Agent, Charleston Co . 
.Agent, Lee Co . 
Agent, Florence Co . 
Agent, Fairfield Co. 
Agent, Anderson Co. 
Agen-t , Spartanburg Co. 
Agent, Ber keley Co . 
.Agent , McCormick Co. 
Agent, Kershaw Co . 
.Agent, Oconee Co • 
.Agent , Laurens Co . 
.Agent, Cherokee Co . 
.Agent, Beaufort Co. 
.Agent, Jasper Co. 
Agent, Sumter Co . 
.Pgent, Hampton Co. 
Agent, Colleton Co . 
.Agent, Chesterfield Co 
Agent, Hor ry Co . 
Agent, Pickens Co . 










12,792 12 ,792 
12,024 12 ,024 
11 , 328 11,328 
12,800 12,800 
10 , 975.51 l0,975.5 D 
12,J06 12,306 
12,795 .J( 12,795 . 3D 
11,160 11 ,160 
10,452 10 ,452 
11, 436 11,436 
10 ,968 10,968 








12,792 12 ,792 
12,792 12,792 
12,600 12,600 
11,771.4 17 11,771.4 . 
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Assistant & Associate Coun1 y Aget ts 
Charles C. Adams BS Asst., Dillon Co. 7,992 7,992 
Rowland Alston BS Asst., Clarendon Co. 6,912 6,912 
Noel C. Anderson BS Assoc., Anderson Co. 10,014 10,014 
Roscoe C. Bacote MAgEd Assoc., Berkeley Co. 10,200 10,200 
Jesse E. Barker MS Assoc. Area Agt-Livestc ck 10,488 10,488 
William A. Beasley MS Assoc., Aiken Co. 10,200 10,200 
David G. Belton, Jr. BSA Asst., Fairfield Co. 9,571. 5D 9,907 • I 0 
Alan D. Boggs BS Assoc., Fairfield Co. 9,451.5D 9,451. 1 0 
Raymond L. Boozer MEd. Assoc., Lexington Co. 10,200 10,200 
George W. Bowen BS Assoc., Spartanburg Co. 10,207.5 D 10,207.' 0 
Jacob G. Bowman, Jr. BSA Assoc., York Co. 9,696 9,696 
Charlie Bronson, Jr. MS Assoc., Richland Co. 9,239 9,563 
Cartrell A. Brown BSA Assoc., Marion Co. 9,930 9,930 
James W. Burns BS Asst., Horry Co. 6,576 6,576 
Leon Carson, Jr. BSA Asst., Orangeburg Co. 7,620 7,620 
Marion J. Carter BS Assoc., Marion Co. 9,954 9,954 
Joseph E. Cely BSA Asst., Allendale Co. 7,995 7,995 
Marvin s. Cely, Jr. BS Asst., Oconee Co. 8,808 8,808 
William C. Clinkscales BS Asst. , Marlboro Co. 7,260 7,260 
Ellis D. Dean MS Assoc., Bamberg Co. 10,108 10,108 
James o. Donkle BS Assoc., Newberry Co. 9,984 9,984 
Donald B. Dunlap BS Asst., Richland Co. 8,903 8,903 
Daniel Durfos BS Asst. , Chesterfield Co. 6,576 7,212 
Henry L. Eason BS Assoc. Agrea Agt.-Lives ..ock 10,068 10,068 
James F. Fitts BSA Asst., Williamsburg Co. 8,188 8,188 
CLEPISO :N UNIVERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 196h) 
Ext 15 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Reco!lfflendations for· . Year 1970-71 Division (Extension Service) 
SALARY pay REMAlUtS Title Recom'd Degree Current NAME code Year Next Year (7 ) (3) (8) (4) (5) (1) (2) 
Assistant & Associate CoW11 lV AGe1 fts Cont. 
9,688 9,688 Assoc. , Pickens Co. B.S Frank M. Fleming 
9,588 Assoc., Greenville Co. 9,588 
9,624 
BSA Fred D. Garrett 
9,624 Assoc. , Newberry Co. BS Benjamin J. Gill 
9,244. o5 9,244.:~ Assoc., Lancaster Co. MS Donald R. Gowan 
8,244 8,244 Asst .. , Charleston Co. B.S Jerry L. Gowdy 
8, 436 8,436 Asst .. , Darlington BS Charles H. Gray 
9, 564 BS Assoc:. , Aiken Co. 9,564 
9,348 
Thomas A. Hammond 
Assoc., Orangeburg Co. 9,348 
7,9q2 
BS John L. Hayden 
7, 992 Asst .• , Cherokee Co. 
Thomas R. Henderson 
BS William J. Hendrix 
BS Asst., Florence Co. 6 61? 6 i12 10; 19 Assoc., Richland Co. 10~ 19 
10,204 
BS Owen F. Huff 
10,204 Assoc. , Horry Co. BS William P. Johnson 
. 9, 456 Assoc., Williamsburg Cc 9,456 BS Robert M. Johnston 
8,808 8,808 Asst., Abbeville Co. BS James S. Jones, Jr. 
8,478 Asst., Lexington Co. 8,478 BS William C. Jones 
7,992 Asst. , Florence Co. 7,992 BS Andrew J. Kinder 
Asst. , Greenwood Co. BS ( 7 ,728) John Livingston 7,260 Appt. 7-1-70 to 
Vacant 
Lanier s. Livingston 9,648 Asso,c., Lee Co. 9 ,648 BS 
8, 280 8,280 Asst., Aiken Co. BS Furman M. Lollis 
9, 240 
10,207.5 b 10,201. 
9,240 Asso1c. , Dorchester Co. BS Franklin O. McAlhany 
)0 Asso1c., Spartanburg Co . BS Crayton Mccown 
10, 064 10,064 Asso,c., Kershaw Co. MS Booker T. McIntosh 
9,348 Asso,c. , Orangeburg Co. 9,348 
10,208 
BS Reuel McLeod 
10,208 
10, 200 
Asso,c. , Clarendon Co. BS Robert D. McNair 
10 ,200 
8,544 
Assoc., Colleton Co. Joseph J. Mitchell MS 
8,544 
8,136 
BS Asst . , Lee Co. John Mott 
Asst. , Charleston Co. BSA 8,136 Linzie M. Muldrow 
CLEMSOM UNIVERSITY Form B-J (Rev. May 1964) 
Ext 16 
College of Agriculture and Biolo~ical Sciences 
Reco11111endations for: Year 1970-71 Divlslon (Extension Service) 
SALARY pay.._ _______ ... 
REMAR1tS Title Degt'ee NAME Current Recom'd 
code Year Next Year (7) (1) (3) (4) (5) (8) (2) 
Assistant &: Associate Count 'f 
Howard G. Oates 
Ronald O'Neal 
Adrian L. Padgett 
Clarence K. Palmer 
John C. Pardue 
James M. Parnell 
Huey B. Pasley 
Con Allen Powell, Jr. 
Jimmie W. Pridmore 
Jack W. Pruitt 
Thaddeus B. Reeves , Jr. 
John D. Ridley 
John W. Riser 
William R. Roberts 
William J. Ruff 
Harold C. Scoville 
Philip T. Seabrook 
Bernard W. Sherer 
Quincy J. Smith 
Ray C. Smith 
Richard C. Smith , Jr. 
Robert N. Smith 
James A. Spruill 
Geor ge w. Stewart 
John M. Stout 
James N. Sweeney 
Clyde N. Strange 




























Assoc., Greenville Co. 
Asst., Greenville Co. 
Assoc. Area Agt-Comm 
Res & Dev 
Assoc. Area Agt -
Housing 
Asst. , Hampton Co. 
Assoc., Florence Co. 
Asst., Cherokee Co. 
Asst., Kershaw Co. 
Asst., York Co. 
Assoc. , Horry Co . 
Asst., Laurens Co . 
Asst. Area Agt-Hort 
Assoc., Saluda Co. 
Asst. 1, Anderson Co . 
Asst . ,, Union Co. 
Asst.,. Clarendon Co. 
Assoc., Beaufort Co . 
Assoc. Area Agt-Livesto ek 
Assoc., Orangeburg Co. 
Assoc., Marlboro Co. 
Assoc., Darlington Co. 
Assoc., Spartanburg Co. 
Assoc., Hampton Co . 
Assoc., Anderson Co. 
Asst., Barnwell Co. 
Asst., Chesterfield Co. 
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Assistant & Associate Coun1 IY .rui:e1 
James M. Thomas 
C. W. Thompson 
Curtis R. Tuten 
Amos Wells, Jr. 
John F. Welter 
Donald White 
Albert F. Williams 
Herman A. Williams 
James D. Williams 
Kirk P. Williams 
Christopher N. Wilson 
Harry E. Wilson 
William P. Yates 


















Asst., Bamberg Co. 
Assoc.Area Agt-Ornamen11als 
Assoc·., Edgefield Co. 
Asst., Florence Co. 
Assoc. Area Agt-Poul t~ 
Asst., Calhoun Co. 
Assoc., Laurens Co. 
Asst. , Greenwood 
Assoc., York Co. 
Asst., Georgetown Co. 
Assoc., Lancaster Co. 
Asst., Jasper Co. 
Assoc., Sumter Co. 
Assoc., Berkeley Co. 
Asst., Newberry Co. 
Assoc Area Agt-Livestocllt 
Asst., Dorchester Co. 
Asst .• Chester Co. 
Asst • . , Sumter Co. 
Assoc .. , Sumter Co. 
Asst. 1, Colleton Co. 
Asst.,, Chesterfield Co. 
Asst.,, Edgefield Co. 
Asst. , Barnwell Co. 
Asst. , Hampton Co. 
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Division (Extension Service) 
SALARY Pay TiUe Recom'd Current code Next Year Year (3) (4) (5) (8) 
REMAlUCS 
(7) 
Assistant & Associate Co\Ult Y Ast.er ts Con.t. 
Asst., Williamsburg Co. 
Asst. , Orangeburg Co. 
Asst., Laurens Co. 
Asst. , Horry Co. 
Assoc. Area Agent -
Forestry 
Assoc .. , Darlington Co. 
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Countv Ext. Horne Economist~ 
Lucille B. Alsing BS 
Rachel E. .Anderson BS 
Claire L. Baker BS 
Theresa W. Beckham BS 
Catherine S. Boozer BS 
Bernice H. Brown MS 
Helen C. Camp BS 
Sarah G. Cureton BS 
Mary S . Day BS 
Linda C. Durham BS 
Eleanor M. Foster BS 
Judith C. Gaskins BS 
Vivian C. Gibson BS 
Sara M. Glenn BS 
Eva R. Goldberg BS 
Clara R. Hanvey BS 
Lynda L. Heriot MEd 
Dorothy 0 . Herlong BS 
Mildred K. Holliday BS 





















:Ee .' Cherokee Co. 
:Ee., Bamberg Co. 
:Ee., Dillon Co. 
:Ee ., Fairfield Co. 
.Ee., Saluda Co. 
Ee., Dorchester Co 
Ee ., Laurens Co. 
Ee., Pickens Co. 
Ee . , Kershaw Co. 
Ee., Spartanburg Cb 
Ee., Florence Co. 
Ee. , Chester Co. 
Ee ., Beaufort Co . 
Ee., Abbeville Co. 
Ee., Charleston Cc 
Ee., McCormick Co 
Ee., Marlboro Co. 
Ee., Edgefield Co 
Ee. , Newberry Co . 










































Laura W. Jeter 
Eleanor W. Jones 
Eva G. Lawrence 
Barbara O. Lewis 
..Annie L. McColl 













Ee . , Union Co. 
Ee., Richland Co. 
Ee., Williamsburg 
Ee., Allendale Co 
Ee., Greenwood Co 
Ee . , Lexington Co 
Co 
9,248 ,l 59 ,248.8~ 





CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-J (R~v. May 1964) 
E~t 20 College of Agriculture and Siological Sciences 
Recolllt'llendations for: Year l97Q 7J Division <Extension Service) 
pay Title De g r ee NAME 
code 
(3 ) (1) (2) 
r.C"\1 mtv F.xt Hom"' F.cC"\nomis· Lei Con1 • 
Huldah P. McKnight 
Barbara Meares 
Alice N. Milligan 
Sallie Moore 
R. Violet Navy 
Jennie M. Riddle 
Miriam F. Rigby 
Lillian D. Rivers 
Sara E. Roper 
Judith E. Spiers 
Mary M. Stone 
Evangelire T. Thompson 
Mary Thompson 
Nancy C. Tolson 
Matilda B. Von Lehe 
Emily E. Warren 
Evelyn S. Williams 






















Next Year Year (8) (5) 
10,200 10,200 
9,708 9,708 
9,240 9 ,240 
8 ,808 8,808 
9,708 9,708 
9,240 9,240 
9,240 9 ,240 
10,196 10,196 
9,708 9 ,708 
9,246 9,246 
9,240 9,240 
10,200 10 ,200 
9 , 240 9,240 
9,250. ~ 4- 9,250.51 
9, 240 9,240 
9,240 9,240 
9,240 9,240 
9 , 240 9 ,240 
























Ee . , Orangeburg Cc 
Ee., Marion Co. 
Ee . , Geor getown Cc. 
Ee., Lee Co . 
Ee . , Horry Co. 
Ee ., York Co. 
Ee., Clarendon Co, 
Ee . , Chesterfield !Co. 
Ee., Darlington C<. 
Ee . , Hampton Co. 
Ee., Greenville C< • 
Ee., Sumter Co . 
Ee ., .Ander son Co . 
Ee., Lancaster Co. 
Ee., Berkeley Co . 
Ee., Colleton Co. 
Ee., Barnwell Co . 
Ee . , Calhoun Co. 
Ee., Jasper Co. 
Ee . , Oconee Co. 
CLEMSON U NIVER S ITY Form B-J (Rev. May 1964) 
,College of Agriculture and Biological s~!~nEis 
Clivision {Extension Service) Recolllfflendations !or: Year 1910-71 
SALARY 
pa·y REMARltS Title Recom'd Current Degree NAME code Next Year Year (7) (8) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) 
Home Economists ensio1 Assistant and Associate Ex 
6,912 6,912 Asst., Aiken Co. 
Asst., Lexington Co. 
BS Kathy L. Arthur 
7,260 7,260 BS 
Asst., Greenville Co. 
Betty Baird 
7,625 7,625 BS Mary P. Batson 
7,980 7,980 Assoc., Saluda Co. 
Asst.,, Charleston Co. 
BS Myrtice T. Boazman 
7,260 7,260 BS Dorthula B. Bonds 
Fed. 4-H Nutrit ion 6,576 6,576 Asst. 1, Greenville Co. BS 
Assoc., , Allendale Co. 
Cynthia Busbee 
8,389 8,389 BS 
Asst. 1, Darlington Co. 
Annie M. Butler 
7,260 7,260 BS 
Assoc .. , Williamsburg Cc 
Joyce D. Byrd 
• 7,984 7,984 BS 
Asst. 1, Beaufort Co. 
Polly Connor 
6,912 6,912 BS Lillie B. Crosby 
6,912 6,912 Asst• !I Orangeburg Co. BS Margaret A. Culler 
7,260 7,260 Asst • . , Berkeley Co. 
Asst. , York Co. 
BS Doris T. Dauphiney 
7 ,260 7,260 BS Andrea T. Davis 
6,912 6,912 Asst., Charleston Co. BS 
Asst., Greenville Co. 
Mary Ann DeFend 
7,260 7,260 BS 
Asst., Kershaw Co. 
Alma A. Devore 
6,912 6,912 BS 
Assoc. , Barnwell Co. 
Hattie P. Donald 
7,980 7,980 BS Edna K. DuPree 
7 ,620 7,620 Asst. , Lexington Co. 
7,980 
BS Jeralyn K. Fallaw 
7,980 Assoc., Colleton Co. BS Gussie M. Goudlock 
Fed. 4-H Nutrit ion 7,260 7,260 Asst., Orangeburg Co. BS 
Asst. , Clarendon Co. 
Laura Gram.ling 
6,912 6,912 BS 
Asst., Anderson Co. 
Claudette Greene 
6 , 576 6,576 BS 
Asst., Laurens Co. 
Mary Hall 
6 ,912 6,912 BS Nellie K. Harrison 
6,912 6,912 Asst., Horry Co. 
8,388 
BS Diane N. Hess 
8,388 Asst., Aiken Co. BS Lonieal H. Jackson 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
College of Agriculture and Biological Sc~1hc~~ 





Assistant and Associate Ex1 
Janie Lancaster 
Lillie J. Limehouse 
Leota S. Littlejohn 
Hattie P. Lavery 
Mary C. Martin 
Margaret F. Mattox 
Rhoden P. McCollum 
Wilma McCoy 
Jacqueline M. McKnight 
Leona B. Mungin 
Mary H. Ouzts 
Shirley M. Patterson 
Frances M. Petrie 
Cynthia D. Phinney 
Sarah E. Richardson 
Lillian G. Saunders 
Jessie J. Shannon 
Johnnie G. Sloan 
Grace L. Taylor 
Delphine o. Thornton 
Marian M. Watson 
Laura A. Webster 
Louise Williams 
Nancy Williams 
Cynthia W. Williford 
































Home gconomists - Cont. 
Asst., Greenwood Co. 
Assoc., Bamberg Co. 
Assoc., Cherokee Co. 
Assoc., Florence Co. 
Asst., Oconee Co. 
Asst., Richland Co. 
Asst., Richland Co. 
Asst., Orangeburg Co. 
Asst., Sumter Co. 
Assoc., Hampton Co. 
Asst., Edgefield Co. 
Asst., Marion Co. 
Asst., Jasper Co. 
Asst., Dorchester Co. 
Asst., Pickens Co. 
Assoc. , Newberry Co. 
Asst. , Lancaster Co, 
Assoc., York Co. 
Asst., Florence Co. 
Asst., Spartanburg Co. 
Assoc. , Horry Co. 
Asst., Sumter Co. 
Asst., Beaufort 
Asst., Spartanburg Co. 
Assoc. , Anderson Co. 
































































4-H Nutrit ion Fed. 
Fed. 4-H Nutrit ion 
CLEMSON' U N I V E R S I T Y Form B-3 (Rev. May 196u) 
College of Agriculture and Biologica.l S~\h&l 
Reco11111endations for: Year 1970-71 IDlvlsion (Extension Service) 
Degree NAME 
(1) (2) 
Assistant and Associate Ex1 ensioi 
TiUe 
(3) 
Heme :E:conanists - Cont. 
Asst. I> Anderson Co. 
Asst." Chesterfield Co. 
Asst." Chesterfield Co. 
Asst. 1, Florence Co. 
Asst.,, Newberry Co. 
Asst.,, Georgetown Co. 
Asst. 0 Spartanburg Co. 
Asst.:• Darlington Co. 
Asst.:• Florence Co. 
Assoc,, , Kershaw Co. 
Asst • . , Williamsburg Co . 
Asst., Fairfield Co. 
Asst., Colleton Co. 
Asst., Lee Co. 
Asst. , Marlboro Co. 
Asst. , Marion Co. 
Asst., Dillon Co. 
Asst., Berkeley Co. 
Assoc., Greenwood Co. 
Asst., Charleston Co. 
Asst., Florence Co. 
Asst., Williamsburg Co 
Asst., Anderson Co. 
Asst., Spartanburg Co. 
Asst., York Co. 
Assoc., Richland Co. 
SALARY 
Pay 




































4-H Nutrit ion 
4-H Nutrit ion 
4-H Nutrit icm 
4-H Nutrit 1011 
4-H Nutrit ion 
4-H .Kutrit ion 
4-H Nutrit ion 
CLEMSON U N I V E R S I T Y Form B-J (Rev. May 1964) 
Ext 24 College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 





Thunie S. Davis 
Themas A. Dillingham 
Hazel D. Wise 
Degree TiUe 
(2) (3) 
BS Progiram Aide- Housing 
ProgJram Aide- Housing 





















CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 196h) 
College of Agriculture and Biological sRin€Js 
Recolll!lendations for: Year 1!;l'7Q,'71 _ Olvlslon (F.x;fami:dnn ~Arvice) 
SALARY i,.·y .,_ ______ __. 
NAME 
(1) 
County Agent's Stenograph 
Betty J . Adams 
Ida G. Barfield 
Barbara J. Barno 
Gladys J. Blackmon 
:anily G. Bolton 
Jean D. Braybry 
Martha N. Buckner 
Gardenia T. Butler 
Billie Jean R. Catoe 
Caroline M. Cochran 
Velvie H. Connor 
Ann 0. Cooler 
~ucille R. Culpepper 
Rosa L. Cummings 
83.!'bara B. Danie1 
Louvenia P . Dav"s 
Ethel G. Dean 
Blanche L. Doyle 
Ann W. Drayton 
Edna P. England 
M. Jane Frasier 
Minnie Lee M. Frierson 
Patsy A. Griggs 
Frances L. Harris 








(3) (4) (5) 
Steno., York Co. 4,573 
Steno, , Kershaw Co . 4,620 
Typist I, Darlington Cc. 3,684 
Steno. I, Greenwood Co 4,032 
Steno., Cherokee Co. L~, 212 
Typ:lst I, Williamsburg Co. 2, 292 
Steno. , Union Co. 4 16 21. 5( 
Steno. , Sumter Co. 4,212 
Steno. , Lancaster Co. 4,827 
Steno., .Abbeville Co. 4,620 
Steno. , Barnwell Co . 4,032 
Steno . , Pickens Co. 4,620 
Steno. , Colleton Co. 4, 624 
Typist I, Dorchester C 1. 
Steno . , Chester Co. 4,025 
Ste1:10. , Marion Co. 4,410 
Steno. , Lancaster Co. 2,502 
Steno. I, Orangeburg C ~. J,852 
Ste1r10. , Lee Co. 4,416 
Steno. , B emberg Co. 4,416 
Ste1rio. , Oconee Co. 2,616 
Typist I, Lee Co. 3,684 
Ste1110. , Chesterfield C , • 4,212 
Stemo. , Greenville Co. 5,316 
Stei110. , Allendale Co. 4,032 






2,292 Part Time 







2,286 Part Time 
4,025 
4,410 









C L £ MS O J~ UNIVERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 196h) 
Ext 26 Coll ege of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
Reco11mendatlons for : Year 1970-71 Olvlslon (Extension Service) 
-











Year Next Year 
(5 ) (fl) 
RDfAJlD 
(7) 
Conntv AP-ent' s 8t.enoP-r"r,h, . .,.~ r.o, 1+ .• 
Orbedella S. Holmes Stenio. I , Horry Co. 4, 214 4,214 
Lucille H. Hoover Stelllo. , Orangeburg Co. 5 ,04J 5, 043 
Catherine P. Horne Steno., Dorchester Co . 4, 416 4,416 
Maude M. Hursey Steno., Darlington Co. 4, 628 4, 628 
Doris L. Johnson SteIJlO, I , Flor ence Co. 4,212 4, 212 
Jacqueline Johnston Steillo., Ber keley Co. 4 ,620 4,620 
Betty R. Kirkpatrick Steillo,, Florence Co. 4,620 4, 620 
Mildred E. Lever Steno., Richland Co, 5, 563 5, 563 
Helen B. Long Steno,, Greenwood Co . 4,8J6 4,836 
Phoebe S. Long Steno., Hampton Co. 4,629.810 4,629. 16 
Jimmie H. Lowry Typi.st I, Cherokee Co. 2,160 2,160 
Marie Y. McBryde Steno., Beaufor t Co. 4 , 216 4, 216 
Ellen H. McCoy Steno., Sumter Co. 5,081 5, 081 
Sandra E. McDaniel Steno., McCormick Co . J,852 3,852 
Frances V. McElveen Steno., Clarendon Co. 4,824 4,824 
.Ann J. McGilvray Steno., Marlbor o Co. 4,620 4, 620 
Kate R. McKenzie Steno., Dillon Co. 4,416 4, 416 
Armnie D. McKnight Steno . I, Geor getown C :>. 2,496 2,496 Part Time 
Virginia Lee Mason Steno . , Williamsburg C D, 4,032 4, 032 
Helen P. Matthews Steno . , Saluda Co . 4,416 4, 416 
Frances A. Mauldin Steno. , Anderson Co. 5,688 5, 688 
Ellen M. Miller Typjlst I, Clarendon Cc . 3,840 3,840 
Sara H. Milloway Steno. , Georgetown Co . 4,416 4,416 
Carolyn Mitchell Typjlst I, Beaufort Co J,540 3, 540 
Elizabeth Morris Steno. , Laurens Co. J,848 3,848 
Frances J. Langston Steno II, (Flor ence) 4,452 4, 452 
C LEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-J (Rev . May 1964) 
College of Agriculture and Biological s~nnaZs 
Reco11111cndations for: Year 1g70 
-





r.("\11ntv l1rr 0 ,...t 1!": Stenni:rranh 
Elizabeth Prioleau 
Patricia A. Rabon 
Floy Richardson 
Camilla M. Richey 
Miriam W. Saggus 
Glenda Sayers 
Sara L. Shannon 
Cleora K. Smith 
Tessie Ruth Smith 
Gertrude D. Sprott 
Judith W. Sterner 
Margaret P. Stevenson 
Dorothy C. Ulmer 
Hazel R. West 
Sydney S. White 
Shirley G. Williams 
Virginia Williams 
Pa'Y Title Degree CWTent code 
(3) (2) 
.,..s r.("\' ~t. 
Typ:i.st I, Berkeley Co. 
Steino., Horry Co. 
Steino., Lexington Co. 
Typ:ist I, Anderson Co. 
Ste:no., Edgefield Co. 
Typist I, Kershaw Co. 
Ste:no., Newberry Co. 
Steno., Spartanburg Co 
Steno. Jasper Co. 
Steno (Charleston) 
Steno., Fairfield Co. 
Steno., Calhoun Co. 
Steno., Charleston Co, 
Steno,, Aiken Co. 
Steno. I, Charleston C b. 
Steno. I, Marlboro Co. 
Steno I, Newberry Co. 
Ste:no. I, Richland Co. 
Ste,no. I, Bamberg Co. 
Typ,ist I, Chester Co. 
Steine I (Florence) 









Clerk Typist Spartanbu •g CD 3,684 
4,412 
3,852 































C L E MS O ltl UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
Ext 28 
College of Agriculture and Bimlogical Sciences 
Rcco11111endations for: Year _...,._..., J970-2J _ Dlvl9lon (ExtensiOP Service) 
NAME 
(1) 
Home Economist's Steno~ra 
Helen W. ca;_n 
Mary T . Chandler 
Nelle G. Crawford 
Mildred S. Creamer 
Linda Creech 
Mildred F. Cunningham 
Ludie D. Davis 
Bettye M. Finley 
Eli~abeth R. Johnson 
Lois Joyner 
Eva R. Ladd 
Joyce M. McCormick 
Carolyn C. Mabry 
Gena J. Melton 
Margie W. Meng 
Margaret M. Murden 
Linda H. Nichols 
Mary G. Nicholson 
Gertrude A. Parker 
Linda J. Sheffield 
.Al.ma H. Shore 
Helen C. Smith 
Phyllis Smith 
Esther Pearl Squires 





pay ~--------t Title code Current Recom'd 
Year Next Year 





J,854 Colleton Co. 
.3,000 Sumter Co. 
4,411.6 Chester Co. 
4,419 Anderson Co. 
Steno., .Allendale Co. 4,032 
Steno, Darlington Co. 2,916 
Steno., Berkeley Co. 2,550 
Steno., York Co. .3,852 
Steno. , 













J,852 Marion Co. 
Richland Co. 4,826 
2, 7Jl.8(1 Laurens Co. 
J ,855 Orangeburg Co. 
4,620 Spartanburg Co. 
4,416 Florence Co. 
2,455.5( Fairfield Co. 
4,8JJ Aiken Co. 
4,032 Oconee Co. 
4,212 Chesterfield Co 
Georgetown Co. 2,448 
4,029 Hampton Co. 
4,872 Greenville Co. 
Union Co. J,J48 
Steno., Bamberg Co. J,684 
Steno. , Horry Co. J,852 


























2,448 Part Time 
4,029 
4,872 




CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-) {Rev. May 1964) 
College of Agriculture and Biological s~Pen~~s 
Recolllftendati ons for: Year J 9'.ZQ-71 • D l vl s l on;.....,( Ei.xt1.We.i.ns . i,l,jp14,1n.,.s~e_,ry....,;i1,,1,c ... eul------------
SALARY 
PaY JlDIAJlD Title Jlecom'd Degree Current NAME code Next Year Year (7) (8) (8) (4) (5) (1) (2) 
:mhers Cont. Home Economist's Stenos:rr 
2,664 2,664 Stenio., McCormick Co. Kathleen H. Tucker 
2,388 2,J88 Steno., Marlboro Co. Virginia Williams 
4,032 4,032 Steno., Lexington Co. Willie M. Wingard 
. 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
College of Agriculture and Biological s~clq, 
. Dlvlslon (Extension Service) f 0 r . Year 1970 -71 
-
R eco11111cn d 
Degree NAME 
(1) (2) 
Program Assistants (Nutri1 ion &1 
Charlie Mae S. Able 
Hortense 'W. Adams 
Hilma B. Alford 
Bernice H. Allen 
Dorothy T. Alston 
Lucille G. Anderson 
Thomasenia M. Armstrong 
Lillie M. Bacote 
Marian F. Baxter 
Clara L. Beckham 
Learlene M. Bennett 
Sevia F. Berry 
Mildred V. Bishop 
Jewel B. Bolick 
Luebirdie H. Boston 
Annie M. Bowie 
Aileen S. Brock 
Aszalee K. Brockington 
Adelaide D. Brown 
Lillie Mae Brown 
Maragaret A. Brown 
Mary G. Brown 
Geneva M. Buchanan 
Rosa Collins Bush 





Program Asst., Richlan< Co. 
Program Asst. , EdgetieJ Id Cc • 
Pro@~am Asst. ,Greenwooc Co. 
Pro@~am Asst. , Beaufort Co. 
Proetram Asst., Beau.tort Co. 
Proe~am Asst., Orangebt rgCc 
Pro@:ram Asst. Williamsb l.lrg 
PrO@:ram Asst. ,Darlingtc b Cc 
Proe:ram Asst. ,York Co. 
Proe;ram Asst. ,Richland Co. 
Proe:ram Asst. ,Williamsl: urg 
Proe;ram Asst. ,Orangebuz B 
Proe:ram Asst. ,Beaufort 
Proe;ram Asst. ,Greenvillt 
Prog;ram Asst. ,Darlington 
Prog:ram Asst. ,Greenwood 
Prog:ram Asst. ,Spartan bu i-g 
Prog·ram Asst. ,Florence 
Program Asst,,Florence 
Program Asst.,Beaufort 
Program Asst. ,Orangeburk 




!lDIAJID Recom'd Current 

























2,904 Part Time 




2,904 Part Time 
4,452 
4,140 















Evelyn P. Bryd Program Asst.,Anderson 4,140 4,140 
Martha S. Cann Prog:ram Asst. ,Anderson 4,452 4,452 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-J (Rev. May 1964) 
!.xt 31 College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 



















Program Assistants (Nutri1 ion &1 d s~nitation)-continued 
Imo S. Cantley Pro,gram Asst. Williamsb\ ll"g 4,452 4,452 
Darcus G. Carlton Pro1gram Asst. Greenvill, 4,452 4,452 
Elizabeth M. Carson Program Asst.Anderson 2,904 2,904 Part Time 
Gloria Ann Carson Program Asst.Beaufort 4,452 4,452 
Juanita Cassell Program Asst.Charlestor: 2,724 2,724 Part Time 
Janie R. Caughman Program Asst.Richland 4,140 4,140 
Ethel Cobb Program .Asst. Charleston 4,452 4,452 
Rebe I. Cobb Program Asst.Charleston 2,724 2,724 
Rosa H. Coleman Program Asst.Edgefield 4 452 4,452 
Miriam C. Cox Pro@:ram Asst.Charleston 2,724 2,724 
Pauline H. Daves Pro@:ram .Asst. York 4,452 4,452 
Bobbie C. DAvis Prog~am Asst.Charlestor: 4,452 4,452 
Pauline P. Davis Prog:ram Asst .Beaufort 4,452 4,452 
Lizzie S. Dickey Program Asst.Florence 4,452 4,452 
Mary P. Dillard Program Asst.Anderson 2,724 2,724 
Annie L. Dogan Program Asst.Greenville 2,904 2,904 
Elizabeth T. Drews Program Asst.Charleston 4,140 4,140 
Artie L. Emanuel Program Asst.Edgefield 4,452 4,452 
Nelle B. Odom Prog:ram Asst.Anderson 4,452 4,452 
Florence J. FAirey Progiram Asst.Orangeburg 4,452 4,452 
Wilehelemenia B. Frippe ProgJram Asst.Beaufort 4,452 4,452 
Rinder G. Fuller Prog1tam Asst.Orangeburg 4,452 4,452 
Francenia F. Fulton Program Asst.Williamsbu ""g 2,904 2,904 Part Time 
Julia D. Garrett Program Asst.Greenville 2,904 2,904 Part Time 
Leona G. Gary Program Asst.Florence 4,452 4,452 
Willia L. Gaskins Progr•am Asst. Darlington 4,452 4,452 
Christine R. Goodenough Prog1"am Asst. Greenwood 2,904 2,904 Part Time 
Willie Jo Goodman 







CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-3 (Rev. May 1964) 
College of Agriculture and Biological ~~ni~s 
SALARY 




Proaram Assistants (Nutri· 
Maxine C. Granger 
Julia F. Graves 
Peggy Ann Hall 
Reba C. Hastings 
Virginia A. Hendrix 
Margaret S. Herlong 
Carrie 'W. Hildebrand 
Mattie M. Hill 
Addie D. Hodge 
Eleanor D. Hollis 
Rosabelle A. Hutson 
Carol H. Jacques 
Doris H. Jenkins 
Georgetta J. Jenkins 
Jessie G. Jenkins 
Clara E. Johnson 
Corrine Jones 
Nathaniel R. Jones 
Ruby 'W. Jones 
Doris G. Kelley 
Mallie H. Kimbrell 
Mary K. King 
Carolyn B. Leone 
Gloria R. Ledbetter 
Naomi C. Lindsa;y 

















Program Asst.'Williamsb~ '"g 
Progiram Asst.Richland 
Progll•am Asst .Jasper 
ProgJ:-am Asst. Orange burg 
Prog1~am Asst .Beaufort 
Program Asst.Charleston 
Program Asst.Beaufort 
Prog1•am Asst.Spartanbur t 
Progt·am Asst.Florence 
Progr·am Asst .Jasper 
Program Asst.Beaufort 
Program Asst.Darlington 
Program Asst .Greenville 
Program Asst.Anderson 
Prog~!Ull Asst.Anderson 






































































CLEJIISON UNIVERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 1964) 
College of .-griculture and Biological s~firJ~s 
SALARY 
Reco•cndations !or: Year 1970-71 
-
Olvlslon (Extension Service) 
Title Degree NAME 
(3) (1) (2) 




Florence K. Link 
Gladys H. Lorick 
Gladys T. Mccutcheon 
Carolyn L. McKenzie 
Lorada W. McKinney 
Viola M. McMorris 
Ruby J. McNeally 
Ida Bell Maxi.,ell 
Jane H. Mel ton 
Luddie B. Mickle 
Idell F. Miller 
Evelyn J . Mitchell 
Ruby L. Mitchell 
Vivian s . Mobley 
Mildred Montgomery 
Lillian W. Moseley 
Nona F. Neal 
Betty E. Nelson 
Blanche L. Nesmith 
Mabel M. No·man 
Maggie F. Norris 
May E. Outzs 
Alice S. Pearson 
Edna Cleland Peeples 
Betty R. Perry 
Atlene E. Pickney 
Program Asst. Anderson 
Program Asst. Richland 
Program Asst. Florence 
Program Asst. Spartanbw g 
Prog:ram Asst. Spartanbu; g 
Prog:ram Asst. Orangebur1 
Prog:ram Asst. York 
Prog:ram Asst. Jasper 
Prog:ram Asst. Darlingto 
Prog1ram Asst. Richland 
Progiram Asst. \tlilliamsb arg 
Prog1ram Asst. Beaufort 
Program Asst. Charlesto ~ 
Program Asst. Williamsb 1.rg 
Program Asst. Florence 
Program Asst. Williemsb u-g 
Program Asst. Spartanbu i.g 
Program Asst. Greenvill~ 
Program Asst. Williemsb :irg 
Program Asst. Greenwood 
Program Asst. Anderson 
Program Asst. Greenwood 
Progr·am Asst. Spartanbu ~g 
Program .Asst . Jasper 
Program Asst. Cbarlestoh 


































































CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 1964) 
College of Agriculture and Biological sc1t~c}~ 
SALARY 




ProQ:ram Assistant (Nutrit· ion &n( 
Ida Mae Polite 
Miriam A. Putnam 
Mildred C. Rasor 
Mary H. Reames 
Virginia L. Reid 
Jo Anne Rice 
Betty c. Richardson 
Dorothy M. Riley 
Lillie Mae Roberts 
Ruth E. Robertson 
Lucy H. Robertson 
Doris J. Robinson 
Ellie H. Robinson 
Lois L. Roof 
Marjorie V. Salters 
Gladys D. Sanders 
Lula P. Seward 
Genevieve P. Shuman 
Margaret S. Simmons 
Christine B. Smalls 
Jeannette R.Smith 
Leila R. Smith 
Opal Stone 
Isabel E. Stewart 












Pro@:ram Asst.Spartanbm g 














Progiram Asst. Anderson 
ProgJram Asst.Jasper 
ProgJram Asst. Florence 



































































CLEMS0lf UNIVERSITY Form B-) (Rev. May 1964) 
Bzt 35 College o:t' Agriculture and Biological Science, 
R eco• endati ons for· . Y car 1970-71 Dlvtslon (Extension Service) 
-
SALARY 
PaY uv•m Title Dearee RHom'd NAME Current code NestYea.r Year (7) (1) (3) (t) (5) (I) (2) 
Pro~ram Assistants (Nutri• ion Al d Se1nitation}-continued 
Edna B. Thompson Prc1gra.m Asst.Florence 4,452 4,452 
4,452 Francena S. Thompson Prc,gram Asst. Charlestoi: 4,452 
Mary M. Thompson Prc,gram Asst. GreenvillE 4,452 4,452 
Annie R. Torrence Prc,gram Asst.Richland 2,724 2,724 Part Time 
Florence s. Vernon Pro,gram Asst. Charles tot 4,452 4,452 
Shirley R. Wannamaker 2,904 Pro,gram Asst . Richland 2,904 Part Time 
Edell M. Washington 2,724 Pro,gram Asst. Richland 2,724 Part Time 
Margaret WAshington Pro,gram Asst .Beaufort 4,452 4,452 
James A. Watson Pro,gram Asst.Beaufort 4,452 4,452 
Maude w. Weathers Pro,gram Asst. Orangebure 2,904 2,904 
Rebecca S. Webb Pro,gram Asst.Beaufort 4,452 4,452 
Maggie P. Wharton 2,904 Pro,gram Asst. Greenwood 2,904 Part Time 
Alva O. Whetsell Pro,gram Asst. Orangebure 2,904 2,904 Part Time 
Georgia T. Wiggins 4,452 Pro,gram Asst .Beaufort 4,452 
Gladys B. Wilson Program Asst.Greenwood 2,904 2,904 Part Time 
Helen A. Wilson 4,452 Program Asst. Spartan bur! 4,452 
lqdia M. Wilson 4,452 Program Asst.Williamsb~ "'g 4,452 
Retha O. Wood Program Asst.Edgefield 4,452 4,452 
Earsie M. Woodruff 4,452 Program Asst. York 4,452 
Glennie L. Yonce Program Asst.Edgefield 4,452 4,452 
Program Asst.Charleston 2,604 2,604 
Program Asst.Darlington 3,960 3,960 
Program Asst.Darlington 3,960 3,960 
Program Asst.Orangeburg 3,960 3,960 
Pro,gram Asst . Richland 2,604 2,604 
Pro,gram Asst Edgefield 3,960 3,960 
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Program Asst. Spartanbur1 
Program Asst.York 
Program Asst.York 
Proi~ram Asst • York 
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W. H. Wiley 
N. R. Page 
CLASSIFIED 
Dorothy Brock 
Mary Lee McCrackan 
Nancy LeMaster 
E. E. Leslie 
Thelma K. Barr ett 
Ella N. Boggs 
Gail E. Sanford 
Linda G. Simpson 
Martha Eugenia Sims 
Shelby J. Quattlebaum 
Frances C. Weeden 
Linda N. Patterson 
Vivian R. Harrell 










(a) See College of Agric ~lture 
(b) See University budge for 
TiUe 
(3) 
Dean of Agr . & Bio . 
Sci. and Professor 
Poultry Science 
Head (ACS) 







Lab T,ech . I 
Secretary II 
Stenogr apher I 
Cler k -Typist I 
Clerk·-Typis t I 
Clerk·-Typis t II 
Clerk III 
Stenogr apher I 
Data Processing Supv . 
Stenographer I 








3 , 552 
6 , 504 
16 , 908 
612 
17,520 








3 , 840 














8 , 184 
7 , 800 
7,428 
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Recollfflendations f or: Year 1970-71 !D ivision Livestock-Poultry Health Department L 1 
S ALARY 
N A ME 
(1) 
Jackie L. Alexander 
James M. Alexande r 
Aaron F. Allison 
Roland Anderson 
Osborne E. Baker, Jr . 
August D. Barranco 
Donnie Bass 
George D. Batcheldor 
Lynwood R, Bates, Jr . 
Bert W. Bierer 
H. Gaffney Blalock 
Barney A. Boles , Sr. 
Walter s. Boozer 
Carl E. Boyd 
Joseph D. Brown 
Edward E. Burkett 
Harold E, Campbell 
Walter T. Carll 
Maclellan Cash 
Thelma Carter 
Lidia M. Casanovas 
Chester B. Collins 
Har ry E. Collins 
James H. Collins 
Johnson H. Cope 















Ve ter:Lnarian I 

















Lab Technician II 
Maint, Mechanic I 
Meat Inspector 
Meat Inspector 







5 , 544 
5,292 
13,548 
10 , 200 
13 , 860 
5,544 
7,068 
15 , 492 
5 , 544 
8 , 196 
9 2252 
17 , 448 
15 , 996 
5 , 292 
5 , 292 
10 , 758 
101758 
21,516 
5 , 832 
5 , 544 
5,832 
4 , 008 
5 , 544 
5,148 
5,520 
6 , 552 
5,544 
5,292 






13 , 548 
10 , 200 
13 , 860 







15 , 996 
5,292 
5 , 292 
10 , 758 




5 , 832 
4 , 008 
5,544 
5 , 148 
5,520 
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Recommendations for: Year 1970-71 Division Livestock-Poultry Health Department L 2 
NAME 
(1) 
Julian C. Cornwell 
Alva W. Dannelly 
John W. Davis 
Phillip E. Dennis 
William T. Derieux 
Aubrey J. Dill 
Sarah E. Dinkins 
Jack c. Driggers 
Thomas H. Eleazer 
James C. Epps, Jr. 
Malcolm R. Fersner 
Bobby J. Fisher 
Charles L. Fleming 
Walter G. Floyd 
Charles Frazier 
Lloyd V. Fry 
Shelby R. Furtick 
Benjamin H. Gillespie 
Jake P. Ginn, Jr. 
David E. Goodman 
Jerome M. Gramling 
Charles E. Grant 
Clifford L. Graves 
Aaron R. Griffith 
Oscar H. Gunnell 
Degree Title 
(3) (2) 




DVM Ve tt?.rinarian II 
Mea1t Inspector 
Swi 1tchboard Opr. I 
Mea1t Inspector 
DVM VetE~rinarian II 








DVM Ve te:rinarian II 
Secretary II 
Meat Inspector 
BSc Livestock Inspector 
DVM Veterinarian I 
Meat Inspector 
BSc Livestock Law Enf. 
Officer 
Meat Inspector 
DVM Veterinarian I 
Meat Inspector 
SALARY pay 

























5, 544 5,544 
REMARltS 
(7) 
CLEMSOU U N I V E R S I T Y Form 8-J (Rev . May 1964) 
Reco111mendat i ons for : Year 1970-71 Division Livestock-Poultry Health Department L 3 
SA LAR Y pay 
Degree Title N AME code 
(3) (4) (1) (2) 
Lewis S. Hawkins 
John G. Hayes, Jr . 
George K. Higingbottom 
Gordon A. Horne 
Major Horne 
Ralph G. Howell 
Stokes M. Hughes, Jr . 
Edwar d s . Hyman 
Jobie C. Jackson 
Donald W. Jacobs 
James L. Jeffers 
Wanda G. Jeffers 
Harmon E, Jennings , Jr. 
Eugene R. Johnson, Jr . 
John L. Johnson 
Raymond N. Jones 
Cliffor d B, Jordan 
Grace Laitala 
Dudley W. Lawson, Jr. 
Billy J. Long 
Kenna L. Lybrand 
Haskell Marsh 
DeWitt M. Maxey 
James A. McGrath 
Char les A. McMurry 
James M, Miley , Jr. 
































6 , 420 
5,292 
5,832 
5 , 832 
6,120 
6,120 




4 , 560 
5 , 544 
5,832 




6 , 420 
5,292 
5 , 292 
5,256 
7 , 428 
5 , 832 
5 , 292 










6 , 120 
5,832 
5,832 
5 , 016 
5 , 832 
4,776 
5 , 544 
5,832 
5 , 832 
5,832 













total Sc 11.ary . 
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Samuel L. Moore DVM Veterinarian I 7,284 7 , 284 L 
72284 72284 s 
14,568 14,568 
Laurie D. Morris BSc Livestock Inspector 7,428 7,428 
Ida Lee R. Motley Secretary II 6 , 120 6,120 
Deborah K. Nelson Secretary I 4 , 776 4,776 
L. H. Newell Stenographer I 504 504 (a) 
Leonardo D. Padgett Meat Inspector 5,544 5,544 
Linda N. Patterson StEmographer I 416 416 (a) 
Furman G. Peake Lab Technician II 6,060 6,060 
Harold M. Reeves Meat Inspector 5, 832 5 , 832 
Daniel A. Rhame Livestock Inspector 7,065 7,418 
William Harley Rhodes DVM Veterinarian II 14,892 14,892 
John W. Sample Meat Inspector 6,420 6 , 420 
Floyd M. Sandel Meat Inspector 5,832 5,832 
Daniel H. Shealy Meat Inspector 5 , 544 5,544 
Stuart M. Simpson Meat Inspector 6 ,120 6,120 
James T. Sims Meat Inspector 5,832 5,832 
Alman E. Smith, Jr. Meat Inspector 5,832 5,832 
Fearless M. Snowden BSc Livestock Inspector 7,428 7,428 
Ralph Sprouse Meat Inspector 5,832 5 , 832 
William D. Stevenson , II Meat Inspector 5,832 5,832 
Edwin Strickland Meat Inspector 5,832 5,832 
Walter C. Stroud Meat Inspector 5 , 832 5 , 832 
John B. Thomas DVM Associate Director 18,156 18,156 
Bobby E. Turbeville Meat Inspector 5,292 5,292 
Gus A. Vaninetti DVM Ve 1terinarian I 12,600 12 , 600 
(a) See College of Agric ulture and Biological Sciences £01 total sa ary . 
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Recommendations f or: Year 1970- 71 Divisi on Livestock-Poultry Health Department L 5 
S AL A R Y 
NAME 
(1) 
Glenn A. Washburn 
Frances c. Weeden 
William H. Wiley 
Lawrence M. Willis 
Dennis N. Woods 
Samuel G. Wright 
Gar y M. Young 
Joe T. Youngblood 








(a) See College of Agri ul t ur 
pay Title 
code 
(3 ) (-4) 
Veterinarian I 
Cle,rk III 
Dea1n of Agr. & Bio. 































12 , 720 
9,480 


















5 , 832 
5,832 
5,832 








s. lary . 
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No agenda nor reports were submitted to the Board of Trustees 
prior to the meeting of September 12, 1970. 
